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HOURS TO REMEMBER
LA

AGRIC ULTURAL SALES

Mon .-Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

9:00 a.m.-5 :30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.-1 :00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.-5:30 p.m .

DRY

Mon .-Fri .
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Mon. , Wed. , & Fri . Pickup Service
(Manning Hall Basement)
I :00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

BOOK STORE

Mon .-Fri.

8:30 a.m .-5:00 p.m.

a.m.

OFFICE OF STUDE T AFFAIRS

Mon.-Fri.
a.m .
p.m.

8:00 a.m.- 4:30 p.m.

STUDENT BANK

Mon .-Fri.

8:00 a.m.-12:00 noon
I :00 p.m.- 2:30 p.m.

p.m.
p.m.

STUDENT CANTEE S
Johnstone Canteen

Sat. & Sun.
Closed, except open for lunch
during home football games .

Mon.Fri .
Sat.
Sun.

Schilletter Hall

Mon .-Fri .
7:00 a.m.- 9:30
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
9:00 a.m.-10:00
11:00 a.m.- 1:30
Lunch
5:00 p.m.- 7:00
Dinner
Sat.
7:00 a.m.- 9:30
Breakfast
I 1:00 a.m.- 1:15
Lunch
5:00 p.m.- 6:30
Dinner
Sun.
8:00 a.m .- 9:30
Breakfast
11 :30 a.m.- 1:15
Lunch
5:00 p.m.- 6:30
Dinner

7:45 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.- 6:00 p.m
1:00 p.m.- 11:00 p.m.

Mon.-Fri .
Sat.
Sun.

DI ING FACILITIES
Harcombe Commons

Mon .-Fri.
7:00 a.m.-9:30
Breakfast
Continental Breakfast
9:30 a.m.-11 :00
Lunch
11 :00- a.m.- I :30
Soup & Sandwiches
11 :00 a.m.- 4:30
4:30 p.m.- 7:00
Dinner

LIBRARY

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Study Break:
Sunday through Thursday
9:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m.

7:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:30 a.m .-12:45 p.m.
4:00 p.m .-11 :00 p.m.

Lever Canteen

Mon .-Thurs.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

7:30 a.m .-11:00 p.m.
7:30 a.m.- 4:00 p.m.
Closed
4:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m.

Football Season

Fri.
Sat.

7:30 a.m.-11 :00 p.m.
7:30 a.m.- I:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY POST OFFICE

Mon .-Fri.
Sat.

8:30 a.m.- 5:00 p.m.
8:30 a.m.-12:00 noon

IVERSITY U ION-YMCA

Daily

8:30 a.m.-11:00 p.m.

INFIRMARY VISITING HOURS

Mon.-Sun .

3:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m .
6:30 p.m.- 8:00 p.m .

The Clemson University Student Handbook is published for Student
Affairs by the Office of Public Relations. Your comments are welcome.
Grateful appreciation is expressed to TA PS for many of the
photographs appearing in the Handbook . Appreciation is especially
expressed to Chief Photographer Ed Beaman and Editor Allen
Henry for their valuable help throughout the year.
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY POLICY
Clemson University offers equal educational opportunity to all persons without regard to race, sex,
creed, color or national origin.
This policy applies in all matters, including:
• Admission and education of students .
• Availability of student loans, grants, scholarships and job opportunities.
• Employment and promotion of teaching and non-teaching personnel.
• Student and faculty housing situated on premises owned or occupied by the University
• Off-campus housing not owned by the University but listed with the Uni,versity for referral
purposes.
• Activities conducted on premises owned or occupied by the University.
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PREFACE
The Clemson University Student Handbook is published for you with the hope
that it will provide basic information about campus activities and answers to many
questions you may have about student government and University policies and
procedures.
It cannot, however, take the place of talking with someone personally . When
you have questions that are not answered here, the information guide can assist you
in finding someone who can help. The student leaders and administration officials
you will need most often are introduced to you in this book.
The Handbook is published for Student Affairs by the Office of Public
Relations . Each year the Handbook is reviewed by a committee of students and
your comments and ideas are welcome. Just contact John Rivers, president of the
Student Senate; Susan G. Delony, associate dean of students; or Beulah R.
Cheney, University publications editor.
Many of the photographs appearing in the Handbook were made by members
of the TAPS staff; others were taken by Communications Center photographers.
Special thanks go to TAPS Chief Photographer Ed Beaman and Editor Allen
Henry for their valuable help throughout the year.

397022
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1974-75 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
FIR ST SEMESTER
August I9-20 ................. ........ Mon.. Tues ., a.m . .... .... .. ... .... Orienta ti on, new stud ents
August 21 .. ........ ... .............. ...Wednesday ......... ........ ........... Registra tion. al l students
August 22 ... .. ... .. ........... ......... Thursday ....... ....... ... ...... .. ...... Late registra ti on
August 23 ..... ..... ... ... .. ............ Friday ... .... ...... .. .... ..... .. .. ........ Late registrati on fee app lies
August 23 .... .. ... ..................... Frid ay ....... .. .... ............. .......... C lasses begin, reg ul ar schedul e
August 29 ..... ....... ............. ..... Thursday .... .. ............. .. .......... Last day fo r registra tio n
August 29 ............. ........ ..... .. .. Thursday ......... .... ............. ..... Las t day to add a subject
Septem ber 12 ......... ........ .. .. .. .. Thursday ...................... .. ....... Las t day to ord er a d ipl oma fo r
mid -yea r gradu ati on
September 19 .. .. ... .. ............... Thursday .... .... ..... ..... ............ . Las t day to d ro p a subject with out
reco rd of d ro p
October 14 ........................ ... .. Mond ay ................................. Prelim inary repo rts due
October 30 ........ ........... ..... ..... Wednesday .. ....... .......... ...... ... Las t day to withdraw fro m University
or to dr op a subject with out receiving
fi na l grad es
N rwP mh P.r s ··•· .....................Tuesday ······· ···· ···· ······· •··.... .... c 1asses S uspended
November 11-15 ...... ...... ..... .. Mon.-Fri ........ ........ ..... ........... Preregi st ra ti on
November 27 ........ ................. Wednesday ....... .. ............ ..... .. Th a nk sg ivin g holidays begin a fter las t class
December 2 ....................... ... . Mond ay ........ ......................... Classes resume
December 9 .......... ......... ... ... .. Mond ay ........................... ...... Exa min ati ons begin
December 19 ............. ............Thursday ............................... Mid- yea r graduati on
SE CO N D SEMEST ER
J anu a ry 6 .......................... ..... Mond ay .... ... .. .... ..... ... .. .......... Orientation, new student s
Janu ary 7 ... ... ....... ..... ... .......... Tuesday .. .............. ................. Reg istrati on. a ll stud ents
J anu ary 8 ............. .. ...... .. ........ Wedn esday ............................ Late registrati on
Janu a ry 9 ...... .... .... .. ... ..... ... .. .. Thursday .. ...... .... ...... ............ . Late registra ti on fee appl ies
Janu ary 9 .... .. ... ... ....... .... ........ Thursday ....... ......... ...... .. .... ... Classes begin , regul ar schedul e
Janu a ry 15 ........................ ..... Wednesday ................. ......... .. Last day fo r registratio n
Janu ary 15 ..... ...... .. ...... .... .... ..Wednesday ...... .. ................ .... Last day to add a subject
January 29 ........ ................ ....Wednesday ............................ Las t day to order a di ploma fo r
May gradu at ion
February 5 .... ....... .. ........ ........ Wednesday .. .. .. ...... ........... ..... Las t day to dro p a subject with out
reco rd of dro p
March 3 .. ... ........ ...... ..... .... .. ... Monday ........... .. .. ........ ... ... ... . Prelimina ry repo rts due
March 14 .. .. .......... .......... ....... Frid ay .......... .. .. .................. ... .Spring holid a~s begin after last class
March 14 ....................... ........ Friday .. .... ..... ......... ... .. ... .... .... Las t day lo withd raw fro m Uni versity
or to drop a subj ect with out receivin g
fin a l grades
March 24 ........................... .. .. Monday ...... ....... .................. ..Classes resum e
April 9 ......... .............. .. ..... .. .... Wednesday ............... ........ ..... Honors and Awa rds Day- classes
suspended at I 2 noo n
April 14- 18 ..... ....... ..... .. .. ... .. .. Mon.-Fri ... ................. ............ Preregistrati on
April 28 ............ ... ..... .. ............ Mond ay .... .. ..... ........ .............. Exa min ati ons beg in
May 9 .. .... .. .... ... .. ..... ......... .. ... . Friday ....................... .... .. .... ...Co mmencement

SUMMER SESSIONS 1974-1975
FIR ST SESSIO
(Cl asses meet Monday-Frid ay)
May 19 .... .... .. .... .... ....... ....... ... Mond ay .. ............... ................ Registration
May 20 .... .... .. ............... .. ........ Tuesday .............. ... ... .. ..... ... .. .Classes begin
June 25 , 26 ..... ........................ Wed ., Thurs . ............. ..... ....... Exa minati ons
SECOND SESSIO
(Classes meet Monday-Frid ay except as indicated)
June 30 .... ............... ... .. .... ..... .. Mond ay ... .......... .................... Orient ati on, new students
July 1... .. ... ......... ........ .......... ... Tuesday .. ...... ...... ..... ... ..... ... ... Registrati on
Jul y 2..... ......... ....... .. ... ... ...... ... Wednesday ... ...... ...... ...... .. .. ... Classes begin
August 2 ............. .. ...... ..... ...... Saturd ay ................... .. ........... Cl asses meet
Augu st 6, 7 ....... ......... .. .... .. .... Wed ., Thurs . ......................... Ex amin ation s
Augus t 9 .............................. .. Saturday .......... .. .. ..... .. ........ ...G radu atio1.1
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(~FORMATION GUIDE
Absences-Official Excuses
Associate Dean of Students (Men)
Associate Dean of Students (Women)
Acthity Cards
Issue
Replacement
Admissions
Information-ApplicationUndergrad uate
Information-Application-Graduate
Alumni Affairs
Athletics
Intramurals
Tickets
Automobiles
Registration-Fines
Appeals
Bills, Fees, Charges
Accounting Division
Communications Center
Computer Center
Director
Counseling
Class AttendanceAssociate Dean of Students (Men)
Associate Dean of Students (Women)
DisciplinaryAssociate Dean of Students (Men)
Associate Dean of Students (Women)
Counseling Center
Residence Hall Counseling
Depository
Dining Services
ARA Food Services
Issue-Replacement of Meal Ticket
Dupli eating/ Printing
Employment
Student (Career & Summer)
Placement Office

Old Post Office Building
Old Post Office Building

656-2271
656-2153

Old Post Office Building
GOS Sikes Hall

656-2270
656-2278

I05 Sikes Hall
El06 Martin Hall
Alumni Center

656-2287
656-3 I 95
656-2345

Fike Recreation Center
Jervey Athletic Center

656-2112
656-2 IO I

Old Post Office Building
Security Office

656-2270
656-2222

G06 Sikes Hall
85 P & AS Building

656-2470
656-3204

Basement, P & AS Bldg. 656-3466

Old Post Office Building
Old Post Office Building

656-2271
656-2153

Old Post Office Building
Old Post Office Building
200 Tillman Hall
Old Post Office Building
Sikes Hall

656-2271
656-2153
656-2451
656-2261
656-2321

Harcombe Dining Hall
Harcombe Dining Hall
Dillard Building

656-2120
656-2120
656-204 I

Old Post Office Building

656-2 I 52
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Employment (Cont.)
Student (Part Time) Financial
Aid Office
Student-Summer Referral
University Personnel-Personnel Office
Financial Aid Office
Fire Department
Foreign Student Affairs
Adviser
Fraternities
Director of Fraternity Affairs
Health Service
Mental Health
Honors Program
Chairman
Housing
Residence Hall
Married Students
Faculty Housing
ldentifi cation Cards
Issue
Photographs
Information (Student)
Job Requests for Student Organizations
Library
Lost and Found
Meeting Room Scheduling
Music
Bands (Tiger , Concert, Pep)
Concert Series (Tickets, Scheduling)
University Chorus
News Bureau Editor
Photograph Requests
Police
Radio Station
WSBF

Registrar
Evaluation of Transfer Credits
Grade Reports

I06 Sikes Hall
Alumni Center
G0I Sikes Hall
I 06 Sikes Hall
Physical Plant

656-2280
656-2345
656-2426
656-2280
656-2222

Holtzendorff Hall

656-2460

I 00 Hardin Hall
Redfern Health Center
Redfern Health Center

656-3422
656-2233
656-2239

4 I 6 Strode Tower

656-3492

Old Post Office Building
Old Post Office Building
Old Post Office Building

656-2261
656-201 1
656-201 1

Old Post Office Building 656-2270
Communications Center 656-3204
Old Post Office Building 656-2262
202 Sikes Hall
656-2161
656-3026
Old Post Office Building 656-2260
656-2460
Holtzendorff Hall
Old Post Office Building 656-2153
656-2460
Holtzendorff Hall
616 Strode Tower
616 Strode Tower
606 Strode Tower
Trustee House
202 Sikes Hall
Physical Plant

656-3043
656-3095
656-3430
656-2061
656-2161
656-2222

9th Level, Student Center 656-2279
I 04 Sikes Hall
I 04 Sikes Hall

656-2284
656-2284

!~FORMATION GUIDE

Registrar (Cont.)
Graduation Requirements
Readmission Information
Records-Current and Permanent
Registrar Information
Selective Service Information
Transcripts
Veteran 's In formation
Schedule Coordinator
Scholarships, Grants & Loans
Sororities
Panhellenic Adviser
Student Government
Student Indebtedness
Student Pub Ii cations
TAPS
Tiger
Chronicle
Unhersity Switchboard
Unh·ersity Union
Withdrawal from the University
YMCA
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I04
102
I04
102
102
104
102
I04
I06

Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes
Sikes

Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall
Hall

656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2284
656-2280

Old Post Office Building 656-2153
8th Level , Student Center 656-2151
Old Post Office Building 656-2270
9th Level Student Center
9th Level , Student Center
9th Level , Student Center
Clemson House
Holtzendorff Hall
Old Post Office Building
Holtzendorff Hall

656-2379
656-2150
656-2320
656-3311
656-2460
656-2153
656-2460
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EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND
ACADEMIC DEANS

Harlan E. McClure
Dean, College of
A rchilecture
Melford A. Wilson
Vice President fo r
Business and
Finance and
Comptroller

Victor Hurst
Vice Presidenl for
Academic Affairs
and Dean of the
Universil)'
Harold F. Landrith
Dean, College of
Educalion
Robert C. Edwards
President

Vice President for
Deve/opmen/

~

Walter T. Cox
Vice Presidenl for
S1udent Affairs
and Dean of
S1udents
Luther P. Ander on
Dean. College of
Agricultural
Sciences
Joseph P. McDevill
Vice Presiden/ for
Execu1ive Affairs
and Universi1y
Counsel
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Henry E. Vogel

Wallace D. Trevillian
Dean, College of
Industrial
Management and
Textile Science

Dean , College of
Physical,
Mathematical and
Biological Sciences

Claud B. Green
Dean of
Undergraduate
Studies

Headley M. Cox
Dean, College of
liberal Arts

Samuel M. Willis
Dean of University
Extension

W. H. Davis McGregor
Dean, College of
Forest and
Recreation
Resources

Kenneth N. Vickery
Assistant Vice
President for
Student Affairs

Arnold E. Schwartz
Geraldine Labecki
Dean, College of
Nursing

Lyle C. Wilcox
Dean, College of
Engineering

Dean of Graduate
Studies and
Research
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THE
UNIVERSITY

History
Clemson University, a South Carolina landgrant institution, was founded in 1889, the result of
a bequest of land to the state by Thomas G. Clemson. Mr. Clemson was a scientist and agriculturalist
who came to South Carolina from Pennsylvania in
the I830's and married a daughter of John C.
Calhoun, a foremost statesman in South Carolina
history and Vice President of the United States
from 1825-32. The University began full-time
operation in June 1893. Originally Clemson
Agricultural College, the name was changed to
Clemson University in 1964.

The Campus
Clemson's tree-lined campus provides a panoramic background accentuating the traditional and
contemporary features of the University's rapidly
expanding physical plant.
The main campus comprises 600 acres and
represents an investment of approximately $87
million in permanent facilities. Sixty-six per cent of
the University's 374 main campus buildings have been
constructed since 1950.
The campus proper is surrounded by 23,000
acres of University farms and woodlands devoted to
research in forestry, agriculture and agricultural
engineering. In addition , 6,800 acres throughout the
state are devoted to Agricultural Experiment Station research and 4-H Club work , for a total real
estate of 30,400 acres.

Students
The academic growth and social and cultural
development of students are the prime reasons for
any university's existe~ce. Since much of the
students' time is spent outside the classroom, Clemson hopes that all activities of student !ife can
become a part of the overall learning process; that
its students will benefit from the social and cultural
advantages of campus life while acquiring a quality
education.

!\TROD (TIO

To reinforce these primary objectives, many
open lines of communication are established
between students and faculty and between students
and the administration. The University is proud of
the manner in which its students have helped
promote an atmosphere in which ideas can be
exchanged freely and openly within a framework
appropriate for a true academic community .

Academic Programs and Faculty
The University offers 47 curriculums in nine undergraduate colleges and 55 programs in graduate
studie , forming a background of training for the
hundreds of occupations and professions in which
Clemson graduates engage.
The undergraduate academic units are the
Colleges of Agricultural Sciences; Architecture;

13
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Education; Engineering; Forest and Recreation
Resources; Industrial Management and Textile
Science; Liberal Arts; Physical, Mathematical and
Biological Sciences; and Nursing. Students may
participate in military training through the Army
and Air Force ROTC programs.

Recent Expansion
Since 1960 the campus skyline has dramatically
changed with the addition of new facilities and
renovation of some of the older buildings at a cost
in excess of $36 million.
East Campus, once a stately, quiet section for
faculty housing, has been transformed into an everincreasing area of campus life. Still glistening from
their newness are three high-rise residence halls,
each housing 432 students; Redfern Student Health
Center; Schilletter Hall (dining service); and three
low-rise dormitories which house 144 students each.
Facilities completed in the center of the campus
include The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library; D.
W. Daniel Hall classroom building and adjoining
faculty office tower, Strode Tower; Martin Hall
classroom building and the Kinard Laboratory of
Physics; and the Rhodes Engineering Research
Center, a unique facility of laboratories that is
headquarters for Clemson's strong thrust in environmental and health-related research . Other new
facilities include five male dormitories just west of
the Calhoun Mansion and spacious J. C. Littlejohn
Coliseum, seating about I0,000 for basketball
games and 12,000 for concerts or speaking
engagements.
Located near the Littlejohn Coliseum is the
Jervey Athletic Center which opened in I 973. It
houses, under one roof, offices for all the coaching
and related staffs for the various sports, a unique
feature that places the center among the most
modern of its ki-nd anywhere.

Plans for the Future
For the future, the University is gearing its
building program to accommodate the needs of an
anticipated student body of I0,000 by I975 .

15
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Underway now is construction of the U niversit}
Union in the quadrangle area of Johnstone Hall
and renovation of a related facility , Fike Recreation
Center. Also under construction is a building for
forest and recreation resources , plus an extensive
addition to Lee Hall (College of Architecture)
which will complement rapidly increasing student
enrollments in these academic areas .
Complete renovation of several existing campus
facilities will provide more classrooms for the
College of Education and will make available additional office space for administrative personnel
and faculty.

Service To The State
As a land-grant university , Clemson has many
responsibilities to the people of South Carolina . The
University seeks to discharge these responsibilities
through Education , Research , and Public Service.
The University offers main campus educational
programs at both the undergraduate and graduate
levels. Clemson is headquarters for and administers
the Agricultural Extension Service, the South
Carolina Experiment Station, and the state-wide
services of fertilizer inspection and analysis, live•
stock-health , crop pest control and seed certification. The Engineering Experiment Station concentrates its efforts on the industrial and environmental development of the state.

Administration and University Government
The government of the University is vested in a
Board of thirteen members, including six elected by
the state legislature and seven self-perpetuating life
members, in accord with the will of Thomas 0
Clemson. The University is administered by i
president and five vice presidents for academic
fairs , business and finance, development, student a
fairs and executive affairs.

J~TRODUCTION
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President Robert Cook Edwards

Robert C. Edwards
President

Dr. Robert Cook Edwards became the ninth
president of Clemson University in 1959. During his
presidency the University has experienced its most
dramatic growth, both physically and academically
Since he became president, Clemson has at..
tained university status; coed enrollment has risen
from 97 to 3,575; total enrollment has grown from
3,890 to I0, I 12; new buildings and renovations
representing an investment of $45 million have been
added to the campus.
This growth, though rapid, has been carefully
planned and controlled to meet the needs of a
I0,000-member-on-campus student body by 1975. A
recurring theme in President Edwards' tenure has
been emphasis on quality, not quantity. One of the
worst things that can happen to a university which
becomes big in numbers, he believes, is that it
becomes impersonal. He is determined that will not
happen at Clemson while he is president and feels
strongly that dehumanizing Clemson would be a
tragedy .
President Edwards came first to Clemson in
1929 and was graduated here with a degree in
textile engineering. After an extensive career in
textiles, broken by duty with the Army during
World War II, he returned to Clemson as vice
president for development in 1956. He succeeded
Dr. Robert A. Poole in 1958, first as acting president, then president.
"Long after the present period of physical
change and expansion fades from memory," President Edwards has remarked, "the accomplishments
of those who learn here, as well as those who teach
and conduct research at Clemson, will have an impact on the way people live. This, to me, is what
gives purpose to our educational mission."

STUDENT SERVICES
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STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF

George E. Coakle)
Associa1e Dean of
Studenrs
Loggia, Srudenr
Center 656-2270

Arnold M. Bloss
Director of
Financial A id
106 Sikes Hall
656-2280

Kenneth N. Vickery
Assistant Vice
President for
Student Affairs
IOI Sikes Hall
656-2282

Susan G. Delony
Associate Dean of
Students
7th Level, Student
Center 656-2153

Walter T. Cox
Vice President for
Student Affairs
202 Sikes Hall
656-2161

Henslee C. Mclellan
Director of
A th/etics
Jervey A thleti_c
Center 656-2101

Reginald J. Berry
Registrar
102 A Sikes Hall
656-2284

,..:~

J. Lee Felsburg
Residence Halls
Manager
Loggia, Studenr
Center 656-2260

Frank A. Burtner
Director of
Fraternity Affairs
JOO Hardin Hall
656-3422

sTL'DENT SERVICES
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Judson E. Hair, M. D.
Director, Student
Health Serl'ice
Redfern /lea/th
Ce11ier 656-2233

.

i:
W. Richard Mattox

Assistant Director
of Admissions
105 Sikes Hall
656-2287

James W. Sutherland
Administrative
Assistanr
Loggia, Student
Center 656-2270

D. Greg Hughes
Placement Direc1or
lrh level, Student
Center 656-2152

I
Frank Mauldin

Buford E. Trent
Director,
University Union
YMCA 656-2460

-

Manning N. Lomax
Director of
Residence Halls
loggia, Student
Center 656-2260

John F. Mulkeen
Direclor,
Counseling Center
200 Tillman Hall
656-2451

Cathy C. Turner
Assis/ant Dean
of Students
7th Level, Student
Cen/er 656-2153

Student Counselor
Loggia, Student
Center 656-2260
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
Student Affa irs Organizational Chart

Board of Trustees
President
VICE PRESIDENT FOR STUDENT AFFAIRS
AND DEAN OF STUDENTS
Assistant to Vice President for
Student Affairs
Assistant
Vice President for Student Affairs

Associate Dean of Students
(Men)

Associate Dean of Students
(Women)

Director
of University Union

Director of Placement

Director of Counseling

Dean of Admissions and
Registration

Director of
Student Health Service

Director of Athletics

Director
of Bands and Choral Music

Director of Fraternity Affairs

Manager of University Canteens

Director
of Residence Halls

Manager of Un iversi ty Bookstore

Supervisor of UttleJohn Coliseum

TUDENT SERVICES

Office of Student Affairs
The Vice President for Student Affairs is also
the Dean of Students . In this capacity, the Vice
President for Student Affairs has direct supervision
of all activities involving student welfare and discipline as well as all policies involving students
which support the University's academic programs.
The Vice President for Student Affairs is directly responsible to the President of the University for
all divisions shown on the Office of Student Affairs
organizational chart.

Associate Deans of Students
Two Associate Deans of Students, serving direcly under the Vice President for Student Affairs, administer the policies established by the Office of
Student Affairs involving the conduct, welfare and
discipline of all men and women students enrolled
at the University.
The Associate Deans of Students, in addition to
other responsibilities, also serve as advisers to
assigned areas of Student Government.

Admissions Office
The undergraduate Admissions Office for
freshmen and transfer students is located on the
first floor of Sikes Hall. The orientation of all new
undergraduate students is a function of the Admissions Office, as are course placement and the
preparation of class schedules for new undergraduates.
Former Clemson students who are applying to
return after an absence should apply to the
Registrar for readmission.

Announcements
Requests for announcements must be turned in
to the Student Radio Station, WSBF, located on
the eighth level of the Student Center, Johnstone
Hall.

Cooperative Education
Cooperative Education is an educational
program designed to enable students to alternate
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semester and / or summer periods of study in the
University's classrooms with periods of work in a
business, industry, agency , or organization-"a concept of learning while earning." The Office of
Cooperative Education strives to refer students to
employers who will provide work experiences which
are related to the student 's academic major . The
alternations of work-study occur following the
freshman year and continue until the student
reaches senior class academic status. Co-op students
spend their freshmen and senior years in full time
study. The added periods of employment extend the
regu lar four year educational program to five years.

Counseling Services
The University Counseling Center is located in
offices on the second floor (No. 200) of Tillman
Hall. Services are available free of charge to all
registered students and / or husbands and wives of
registered students. Through confidential interviews,
students are assisted in making their own decisions
of an academic, vocational , personal , and psychological nature. Testing is used to provide relevant information for the decision-making process.
Students are encouraged to utilize these services to
promote their self-development. Small groups in
study habit skills, the community process , career
planning and interpersonal relations are also offered
during the year.

Financial Aid, Scholarship and
Student Employment
The Office of Student Financial Aid is located
on the first floor of Sikes Hall. In conjunction with
the University Scholarships and Awards Committee, it is responsible for coordinating all types of
undergraduate financial assistance administered by
the University . Currently available financial aids
consist of scholarships, student loans, grants, and
part-time employment.
Beginning in January of each year, all eligible
students may apply to the Student Financial Aid
Office for any type of financial assistance desired
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for the next school year. All requests should be supported by a Parents' Confidential Statement filed
directly and renewed annually with the College
Scholarship Service, Box 176, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540. Action on requests for aid will be
based upon scholastic and activity records, eligibility to attend Clemson, and financial resources.
Prospective students must have received their
acceptance for enrollment from the Admissions Office before complete action may be taken upon their
requests for aid. The normal cutoff date for loan
applications is June I; scholarships should be
applied for by February I .

Placement Services
The University is glad to assist all who ask for
help in securing summer or permanent employment.
It does not assure positions for those who complete
any of the courses of study.
The Placement Office coordinates and plans
campus interview visits by representatives seeking
graduates for positions with business, industry and
public service. It maintains current files of reported
job opportunities and of alumni who wish to learn
of available openings.
A Placement Bulletin is prepared periodically
for distribution on the campus and for mailing to
alumni upon request. It announces scheduled campus interviews and lists specific openings which may
be of interest to students and alumni.

Registration Office
The Registration Office is located on the first
floor of Sikes Hall. This office is responsible for
registration, Veterans' Affairs, certification to
Selective Service, certification to the Social Security
Administration, readmission of former Clemson
students, administration of continuing enrollment
requirements, maintenance of academic records, and
issuance of grade reports and transcripts. The office
also maintains a record of each student's progress
toward graduation.
Students who become I 8 years of age while
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enrolled may register in the office as required bv
Selective Service regulations.
·
Students wishing to drop or add courses, change
majors, or obtain permission to take work
elsewhere in the summer should contact this office.
Candidates for a degree should apply for
graduation in the semester immediately prior to the
semester in which the degree is to be awarded.

Residence Halls Office
The Residence Halls Office, located in the old
Post Office Building adjacent to Holtzendorff
YMCA, is responsible for general residence halls
administration , to include room assignments, men's
hall programs and maintenance of student locator
records.

Student Health Service
The Student Health Service is located in the
Redfern Health Center which includes a complete
outpatient department and a 34-bed infirmary. The
staff consists of three full-time physicians, including
the director, two full-time psychiatrists, eleven fulltime registered nurses, a full-time pharmacist, a
full-time registered laboratory technician, and a
full-time registered X-ray technician. In addition, a
sufficient number of nurse's aides, secretarial
workers, orderlies, and maids for 24-hour-a-day
operation are employed.
The Student Health Service has several important functions, each of which is aimed at keeping
the student in good health for effective pursuit of
school work . There are regular office hours from
8:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m .
daily. On Saturday, office hours are from 8:30 a.m.
to 11 :30 a.m. only. On Sundays, physicians' rounds
are the only services provided other than emergency
treatment. Those illnesses needing the immediate
attention of a physician will be admitted.
The infirmary doors are locked at 8:00 p.m. daily and only emergencies will be seen after this time.
Intercom boxes are stationed at each entrance for
use after hours. A physician is always on call for
emergencies when school is in session.
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The medical fee paid by each student covers the
ervices of the University physicians and health ser: ice staff for most illnesses and injuries. The fee
covers the student from the day of matriculation to
graduation day of each semester. Summer fees are
on a weekly basis. Injuries off campus should be
treated at the nearest medical facility.
There are certain items, however, that the fee
does not cover. These include fees for routine
physical examinations for employment or transfer
to another school, fees for outside physicians when
called in for consultation, and medical or surgical
services performed away from the University. The
Student Health Service does not offer dental care
but can obtain this service locally at the student 's
ex pense.
The Student Government, with full approval of
the administration, offers a plan of accident and
sickness insurance to full-time students. Each year
prior to the beginning of the fall semester, complete
information on this insurance plan will be sent to
students. This insurance is inexpensive and is
designed to cover major medical expense not
covered by the Student Health Service.

Student Information Office
The Student Information Office, located on the
7th level of the Student Center, maintains the locator
file and provides directory assistance for all students.

Traffic Office
The Traffic Office is a part of the Student A ffairs and Traffic Office located in the old Post Office Building adjacent to the Holtzendorff YMCA.
It is staffed by an Associate Dean of Students, an
Administrative Assistant, a traffic counselor and a
secretary. This office is open from 8:00 a.m . to
12:00 noon and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m., Monday
through Friday .

University Bookstore
The University Bookstore is conveniently located
in the basement of Johnstone Hall. The Bookstore .
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maintains a stock of all required textbooks and
equipment as specified by the various departments.
Many sundry items are also carried in stock such as
greeting cards, records and glassware.
The Bookstore is also the agent for the Clemson
University class ring. (See Clemson Ring Policy under Administrative Policies.)

University Canteens
The University Canteens are strategically
located in Johnstone Hall and Lever Hall to
provide maximum accessibility to students in
different locations on the campus. The Canteens
maintain a snack bar serving sandwiches and
beverages and also stock many sundry and souvenir
items.

University Student Union Program
The purpose of the Clemson University Student
Union is to provide social, cultural and recreational
programs for members of the University community . The Union programs are designed to serve as an
integral part of the total development of students as
they participate in a course of study at Clemson
University.
Construction of a three-story University Student
Union building should be well underway at the time
of this printing . The student center should be completed by the fall of 1975.
The program committees are made up of stu, dent volunteers; they plan and conduct all Union
programs, which are either funded by student fees
or are self-supporting. The Program Board consists
of the committee chairmen and this Board coordinates the total program. The Governing Board is
the policy-making body for the Union. Some of its
members are appointed while others are elected, so
that all facets of the University are represented .
Beginning its third year in the fall of 1974, the
University Union offers a wide variety of programs
. through the following committees:
Film Series-Popular movies are scheduled on a
regular basis to be shown in Holtzendorff Hall
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(YMCA building). Fi~e Arts f!lms are also included
in this program. Special showings and festivals will
round out the film series.
Contemporary Entertainment-The "miniconcert" series will bring quality entertainment of a
ll'ide variety to the campus. Dances, picnics, and
other types of social events are conducted by this
committee.
Games and Recreation-Billiards, table tennis,
bowling, chess, and bridge are some of the activities
for which self-directed and group programs will be
organized. An annual tournament selects students
for regional and national competition.
Coffeehouse-A program of entertainment, discussion, and relaxation is planned for the popular
coffeehouse, "The Gutter," on every Friday and
Saturday night during the school session. Occasionally, professional groups perform on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights.
Jam Sessions-The Union provides, on a regular
basis, a sound system and a facility so that individuals can join together for jam sessions and
music workshops. This is also a popular spectator
activity.
Cultural Events-Programs ranging from mountain music to black awareness are presented through
concerts, lectures, and other media.
Travel-Group tours to regional, national, and
international points of interest are planned. Information and assistance for individual travel will be
available through the Travel Center.
Short Courses-An interesting series of noncredit "courses" is planned for students interested
in improving their skills and knowledge of unusual
subjects. For little or no fees, the courses will cover
such areas as law, square dancing, women's liberation, cooking, auto repairs, and others.
Outdoor Recreation-Special seminars,
workshops, and outdoor adventures will involve
students in the many activities available in the
Clemson area. ·
Special Events-A "catch-all" committee, this
group sponsors unusual programs of any type.
Possibilities: A lecture and film on Dracula, an
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entertaining psychic, an escape artist, and a number
of fun-type activities (last year's 456 foot banana split
was a hit!).
The Department of University Union Programs
also is responsible for the YMCA Recreation Area
which has swimming facilities for students fro~
May 15 to September I, as well as picnic facilities
a barn and a gymnasium for dances, five playin~
fields, and a boat ramp.
A Health Club with exercise machinery, exercise
programs, steam bath, gym, and sun room is
availab le several hours during the week for students
on a regularly scheduled basis.
Student YMCA Programs-Student y
Programs revolve around the concept of helping
others to help themselves. Opportunities are
available for volunteer services as teachers, coaches,
tutors, Big-brother, Big-sister programs, and as
recreation leaders. The Office for Student Volunteer
Services provides technical assistance and supportive
services for individuals and groups desiring to do
volunteer work.
The Hot Line is a crisis intervention service
made up of trained voluntee rs manning a telephone
daily. The major emphasis is upon students listening
to other students' problems. The Hot Line is related
to other helping services at the University and in
the county.

International Student Office
The International Student Office advises foreign
students and provides a center for information and
guidance for students interested in studywork-travel abroad.
The Foreign Student Advisor is responsible for
the following services to foreign students:
I. Personal and academic counseling.
2. Liaison with U. S. Office of Immigration and
Naturalization Service.
3. Orientation services for entering alien students.
4. Developing co-curricular programs relevant to
the foreign student community.
5. When necessary and appropriate, serve as
spokesman and advocate for foreign students.
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6_ Maintain administrative records and
relative to Foreign Student Affairs.
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The Study-Work-Travel Abroad Center
Student ID Cards, Hostel passes, passport information, airline schedules and rates, and current
materials and books are available.

Veterans Administration Education Benefits
Eligible veterans, war orphans, and children of
deceased veterans should submit certificates of
eligibility to the Registrar's Office. The Registrar
certifies enrollment to the Veterans Administration
u that issuance of educational allowance checks
may begin. Eligible persons who have not applied
for benefits may secure application forms from the
Registrar's Office.
Undergraduates are required to carry 12
semester hours for full-time benefits during a
regular semester. Master's level students must carry
a minimum of 9 semester hours and Doctoral
Degree candidates must carry a minimum of 6
semester hours for full-time benefits during a
regular semester. Credit hours required for full-time
benefit for periods other than a regular semester are
proportionate.

Computer Center
The University Computer Center provides complete data processing services in support of research
and instruction.
Located in the basement of the Plant and
Animal Science Building, the Center operates an
IBM System / 370, Model 158 computer with 1.5
megabytes of core storage. Connected to this
machine is a Mohawk 2400 series computer located
in the remote computing center in Room M-3 and
M-4 of Martin Hall, where key punches, fast-batch
service, and CRT terminals are available.
FORTRAN, COBAL, PL/I, ALGOL, RPG
compilers are available, in addition to a number of
fast language processors.
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Users requmng assistance with scientific
business, statistical, or systems programming wili
find a professional staff available for consultation
The facilities of the Center may be used by anv
student who needs computing services relating t~
course work or research projects.

Con cert Series
The purpose of the Concert Series is to bring
musical and music-related attractions of an international stature to the University community. The
world's finest orchestras, singers, instrumentalists,
bands, dancers and choruses are booked under the
auspices of the Concert Series.
Normally, six concerts are presented during the
year, presenting a variety of the best in serious
m usic-m ak ing . A faculty-adm i nistra tion-student
committee selects the events. All concerts are
presented in the Littlejohn Coliseum at 8:00 p.m.
Although season tickets are offered interested faculty , staff, townspeople, students, and adults from
nearby communities, the Concert Series exists
primarily as a medium of presenting the world's
best music to the student body. Members of the
Clemson Student Body who have paid activity fees
are admitted to all presentations without charge b1
presentation of Student Activity Cards.
Attractions for the 1974-75 season include:
Oct. 17, 1974: Royal Uppsala, Chorus of Sweden
Nov. 18, 1974: G . B. Shaw's "Don Juan in Hell"
Nov. 22, 1974: The Massed Bands, Pipes, Drums
and Dancers of Her Majesty's Welsh Guards
and Argyll and Southerland Highlanders.
Feb. I9, 1975: Orchestra of the Teatro Colon,
Buenos Aires
April 9, 1975: Canadian Folk-Ballet "Feux-Follets"
Company
One other concert to be scheduled.

Food Services
The University's main dining facilities are Harcombe Commons, located on West Campus, and
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Schilletter Hall located on the East Campus. These
facilities are maintained and operated by A RASlater, a leading national firm which specializes in
food service programs. (See Food Service Policy
under Administrative Policies.)

Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services

A plant with modern equipment is conveniently
located on campus to service the laundry and drycleaning requirements of the student. Reasonable
prices are charged for individual items on a cashand-carry basis .
The University will not be liable for lost or
damaged items unless reported within two days
, after delivery date, and then for not more than the
actual depreciated value of such articles as have
been lost or damaged.
Coin-operated washing machines and dryers are
available in the laundry building and several of the
dormitories.
A student linen-rental service is also available.
Requests for information regarding this service
should be directed to the University Laundry .

The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library
The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library, occupied
in August of 1966, has proved to be functional as
well as beautiful. It is a constant center of attraction to campus visitors who admire its external
structural beauty and internal decor.
The library operates under policies carefully formulated and recommended by the University
Library Committee. This committee represents a
broad spectrum of university activity and its
membership includes the faculty, faculty senate, and
students.
The book collections are divided into two broad
divisions-social sciences and the humanities, and
science technology and agriculture. The library
collections, with the exception of government
publications, are classified by the Library of
Congress System of Classification. Clemson
changed from the Dewey Classification system to
the Library of Congress system in 1928 and was
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one of the pioneer libraries in the United States to
make this change.
The library has in excess of 500,000 volumes
and is increasing this number at the rate of 30,000
volumes annually. The collections are particularly
strong in science, technology and agriculture but are
rapidly expanding to meet the needs of advancing
programs in social sciences and the humanities. Approximately 6,000 reels of microfilm and 140,000
units of microfiche and microcards are also maintained for student and faculty use.
Perhaps not so well known is the collection of
about 500,000 manuscripts. Included in these are
letters and papers of Thomas G. Clemson, John C.
Calhoun, Benjamin R. Tillman and James F.
Byrnes. Recent acquisitions are the papers of A.
Frank Lever, the Quattlebaum papers, and the
Edgar A. Brown papers. Scholars have come in recent years from 17 states and the District of
Columbia to examine Clemson's manuscript collections.
The library is extremely fortunate in having a
professional staff whose members are experienced,
personally qualified, and technically competent.
Without such a staff the library could not serve its
function as the center of the University's intellectual
life. (See Use of the Library under Administrative
Policies.)

Student Depository
For the convenience of students, the University
operates a student bank in the Bursar's Office in
Sikes Hall, Ground Floor, Back. Money can be
deposited and withdrawn as the occasion may demand. Students are urged to deposit their money
and not to keep it in their rooms. Depository hours
are 8:00 a.m . to 12:00 noon and I :00 p.m. to 2:30
p.m., Monday through Friday.
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Student groups wishing to function as
recognized student organizations must follow the
step-by-step procedure outlined below in order to
achieve this recognized status. The stated purpose
of such a procedure is to insure that all such
organizations are functioning within the broad
guidelines established by the University community.
I. Obtain from the Office of Student Affairs
three copies of the form Petition for Recognition
and three copies of the Student Organization
Report.

2. After completing the forms, return three
copies of the Petition for Recognition and two
copies of the Student Organization Report along
with two copies of constitution and bylaws to the
Office of Student Affairs for transmittal to the Student Senate. The third copy of the Studenr
Organization Report is to be retained for the
organization's files.
3. The Student Senate will act on the validity
of the request for recognition and transmit their
decision to the Vice President for Student Affairs
for signature.
4. Upon rece1v1ng the Vice President's
signature, the organization in question is considered
to be a recognized student organization with all
rights and responsibilities accorded by the University community.
5. It is the responsibility of the chief ojjicer of
each student organization to file an up-dated Stu-
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dent Organization Report listing new officers , etc.,
il'ith the Office of Student Affairs immediately after
election of new officers , upon request, and at the
beginning of each fall semester.

A listing of student organizations and a working
calendar of activities of student organizations which
groups may check in order to avoid conflicts 1s
available in the Office of Student Affairs.

Alpha Epsilon Delta
Alpha Epsilon Delta 1s an international
premedical honor society. Its objectives are to
stimulate an appreciation of the importance of
premedical education and to promote cooperation
and contacts between medical and premedical
students and educators in developing an adequate
program of premedical education .
Chapter activities include discussion of subjects
of interest by faculty members , physicians and personnel from professional schools; the showing of
medical films ; and tours of medical centers and
medical schools.
Membership: Open by invitation to an y student
engaged in courses leading to the study of medicine,
dentistry, medical technology and nursing, and who
as a second semester sophomore has a 3.2 gradepoint ratio, or as a junior or senior has a 3.0
grade-point ratio. A 3.0 grade-point ratio is
required of all classes.
Meetings: Twice monthly .
Adviser: F. A. Burtner.

Alpha Lambda Delta
Alpha Lambda Delta is a national society for
women which honors high scholastic achievement
during the first year in college. The purpose of the
organization is to promote intelligent living and a
high standard of learning and to encourage superior
scholastic attainment among the freshmen women
m all colleges and universities.
Membership: Open to all freshmen women who
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attain a 3.5 grade-point ratio during the first
semester or first year in college.
Meetings: Monthly .
Adviser: Cathy C. Turner .

Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Phi Omega, the national service fraternity, is guided by the principles of leadership,
friendship and service to the school , community and
nation . Alpha Phi Omega works with boy scouts
and community actions, and maintains a used-book
exchange and infirmary service for the University.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
service and promotion of the ideals of the fraternity.
Meetings: !st and 3rd Thursday of each month .
Advisers: J . C. Hubbard, Jr. , R. D. Hatcher, A.
G. Law and J. L. McCullough.

Alpha Psi Omega
This national honorary theatre fraternity is open
to any of the Clemson Players who have earned at
least 50 points in theatre work, with at least 20
points in the fields of acting and technical work or
with 75 points in a variety of technical fields.
The fraternity has a major project each semester
and performs certain functions for the Players.
Initiation ceremonies are usually held once per
semester.
Membership: By points earned in Clemson
Players .
Meetings: Biweekly.
Adviser: R. F. Barton.

Alpha Tau Alpha
Alpha Tau Alpha is a national professional
honorary fraternity organized to develop a true
professional and fraternal spirit among teachers and
teacher trainees in agricultural education.
The Kappa chapter has been active since its
organization at Clemson in May 1932 and has been
recognized by the national Alpha Tau Alpha for
many outstanding accomplishments.
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Activities are designed to promote high
academic achievement as well as to foster a fraternal bond among the members.
Membership: Open to agricultural education
students with high academic accomplishments and
who exhibit an outstanding professional attitude.
Meetings: Bimonthly .
Adviser: J . H. Rogers .

Alpha Zeta
Alpha Zeta, the national agricultural honorary
fraternity, has as its primary objectives the promotion of scholarship and the profession of agricu lture.
Locally, the fraternity is a service organization to
the College of Agricultural Sciences. The chapter
attempts to fulfill its objectives through various activities and projects.
Membership: Open to all students in College of
Agricultural Sciences meeting requirements in
scholarship, leadership and character.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Monday each month .
Advisers: W. M. Epps and D. H . VanLear.

Angel Flight ( Flying Tiger)
A national honorary service organization , Angel
Flight is the coed auxiliary to the Arnold Air Socie-
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ty. They serve as social hostesses and coordinators
for the society as well as for the Air Force ROTC
Cadet Wing . A major purpose of Angel Flight is
University and community service projects which
range from "Angelgrams" on Valentines Day to an
Easter Egg Hunt for all of the children of the
University's faculty to Thanksgiving baskets for
needy families. These projects are not only
worthwhile, but also part of the fun of being an
Angel.
Membership: To any young woman who is interested in the ideals of Angel Flight .
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: LTC Robert Grant.

Arnold Air Society
The Arnold Air Society is a national organization composed of Air Force ROTC cadets unified
by friendship and the desire to become Air Force
officers. Prospective cadets apply for membership
into the Major Rudolph Anderson Jr. Squadron of
the Arnold Air Society at Clemson by meeting a
review board to determine the cadet's personal and
military qualifications. The Arnold Air Society has
many group activities that allow the member to have
an actual involvement in happenings at Clemson and
the nearby community. One of the best activities is the
Dining-In held jointly with Angel Flight in the spring
semester.
Membership: Open to all GMC second semester
freshmen , GMC sophomores, and POC cadets.
Meetings: Weekly .
Adviser: LTC R . C. Grant.

Block and Bridle Club
The Block and Bridle Club is composed of
animal science majors and all those interested in
animal science. Activities of the club include pork
barbecues, livestock shows, cookouts, field trips.
and a film telling about the club's activities. The club
has financially supported its members on field trips
and judging teams and with annual scholarships. The
club publishes an annual covering the year's activities.
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The local club is nationally affiliated.
Membership: Open to all animal science majors
and those interested in animal science.
Meetings: Twice monthly .
Advisers: D. L. Handlin, J. R. Hill Jr. , G. C.
Skelley Jr., J . C. McConnell.

Blue Key National Honor Fraternity
Blue Key National Honor Fraternity at Clemson
is an honorary organization based on the ideals of
leadership, scholarship and service. Blue Key brings
together leaders from all segments of the student
body to serve the University in whatever ways it
can. Traditionally , Blue Key has sp_o nsored
Tigerama and more recently has sponsored other
projects to satisfy existing needs .
Membership : Second semester sophomore,
junior, and senior male students.
Meetings: Twice monthly .
Adviser: F. A. Burtner.

Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha
Delta Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha is the oldest
national honorary fraternity for intercollegiate
forensic students in the United States . DSR-TKA's
main function is to sponsor Clemson 's debate team,
but its activities also include oratory, after dinner
speaking, oral interpretation , radio and television
speaking, impromptu speaking and discussion.
(Students need not be members of DSR-TKA to
participate in these activities.) The purpose of DSRTKA is to promote excellence in forensics and
scholarship.
Membership: Open to all forensic students with
two or more years of experience and academic standing in the upper one-third of the class.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.

Eta Kappa Nu
Eta Kappa Nu is the national honor society for
students in electrical engineering. While one of its
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purposes is the stimulation and reward of
scholarship, another aim is assisting its members to
become better men in their chosen profession as
well as better citizens.
Membership : Eta Kappa Nu selects its
membership from the junior and senior classes who
are pursuing a baccalaureate degree in electrical
engineering. Juniors who are in the upper quarter of
their electrical engineering class and seniors in the
upper third may be elected .
Meetings: Monthly .
Advisers: J. T. Long and L. T. Fitch .

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Gamma Sigma Sigma, the national service
sorority, has as its main goals the promotion of
friendship and service to the nation, community,
and school. The sorority provides aid to the University through an infirmary service, a baby-sitting service for faculty, and a guide service for prospective
Clemson students. They are active in community
projects including tutoring at a children's home and
working with the Clemson Student Volunteer
Program. G .S .S. also promotes sisterhood among
its members.
Membership: Open to all female students interested in promoting the ideals of the organization.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: Carolyn Briscoe.
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Iota Lambda Sigma
Gamma Chapter, the third chapter of Iota
Lambda Sigma established in the United States,
was granted a charter and began operations on the
Clemson campus in I930.
Iota Lambda Sigma is a national organization
dedicated to the promotion of industrial education
by special recognition of high scholarship,
professional training and the creation and
maintenance of a close fraternal bond within the
profession.
Membership: As an honorary-professional
organization, Iota Lambda Sigma selects its
membership from Clemson students majoring in industrial education as well as from professional
workers in the field .
Meetings: Business meeting, second Tuesday of
each month; other activities as scheduled .
Adviser: H. E. Morgan, Jr.

Kappa Alpha Sigma (Agronomy Club)
Kappa Alpha Sigma is a chapter of the student
activities section of the American Society of
Agronomy . Its purposes are to foster a spirit of
cooperation and mutual helpfulness among
agronomy club members and stimulate interest in
the agronomy profession among students.
Membership: Open to undergraduate students
actively interested in agronomy (soils, crops) and
those willing to support the purposes of the
organization.
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday and last Thursday
following the Agricultural Council meeting.
Advisers: J . R. Woodruff and B. R . Smith.

Kappa Delta Pi
Kappa Delta Pi is a national honor society in
education. Its purpose is to encourage excellence in
scholarship, high personal standards, improvement
in teacher preparation, distinction in achievement,
and contribution to education among its members.
Activities of Mu Upsilon chapter, founded at
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Clemson in January 1972, are planned to fulfill this
purpose.
Membership: Individuals are invited to become
members of the Society by vote of the chapter.
Prospective members must have high academic
records (minimum GPR of 3.0 for undergraduates
and 3.25 for graduates) and must exhibit a
professional attitude which would enable one to
grow in the field of education. Personal attitudes
toward life and teaching are also considered.
Meetings: Announced as needed.
Advisers: J. E. Matthews and I. C. Briscoe.
I

Mu Beta Psi
Mu Beta Psi, the honorary music fraternity, was
founded in 1937 to promote musical interest
throughout the University. Its brothers enjoy a
common goal: the advancement of music at Clemson. In an effort to achieve this goal Mu Beta Psi
sponsors Spring Sounds, the annual spring variety
show, and the members act as ushers for the Clemson University Concert Series. These activities
coupled with various social gatherings are helping
to create a stronger brotherhood among Clemson
mus1c1ans.
Membership: Open to all male students who
have participated in a University-sponsored music
program for two or more semesters.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Tuesday of each month .
Adviser: J. H. Butler.

Omicron Delta Epsilon
The objectives of Omicron Delta Epsilon are to
promote recognition of scholastic attainment. the
establishment of closer ties between students and
faculty, and to promote the discussion and research
of economic topics.
Membership: Open to undergraduates with an
overall 3.0 G PR who have completed 12 credits in
economics. Also open to graduate students in
economics and agricultural economics with a 3.0
GPR who have completed a full semester of
graduate work.
Meetings: l rregu lar.
Adviser: R. T. Byrns.
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Pershing Rifles-Company C-4
The excellence of any organization can be seen
in its honors and achievements. The National Society of Pershing Rifles, a consistent winner on . ~ampus, is also the old.est ~nd ~est ~nown m.illtary
fra ternity at the University. Smee its founding at
(lemson in 1939, the society has persisted in
developing in its members the qualities of leadership
and gentlemanly conduct. This is accomplished by
maintaining a company of men highly efficient in
the art of military drill and showmanship or trick
drill. The Chapter of Pershing Rifles at Clemson is
known as Company C-4. Parties are frequently
sponsored by Company C-4 for its members and
alumni on campus. Membership is extended to
those students and ROTC cadets who show a desire
to be a part of the organization and possess the
desired qualities. The selection of new members is
made by the experienced members of the company .
Membership : Selected ROTC cadets and
students .
Meetings: Twice weekly .
Adviser: CPT K . W. Boatman.

Pershing Rifles, Fourth
Regimental Headquarters
The Fourth Regimental Headquarters of the
National Society of Pershing Rifles, organized at
Clemson University in 1948, is the coordinating
organization between National Headquarters in
Nebraska and the Southeastern district composed of
North and South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee,
Alabama and Virginia.
The organization holds two annual assemblies,
October and February, and an annual drill meet.
The Fourth Regiment coordinates 25 college and
university teams into a solid working brotherhood
and fraternity . Working in this way, the society
gains the three main goals of Pershing Riflemen ; a
social, military and service fraternity .
Membership:· Open to all male and female
students.
Meetings: Wednesday at 6:30 p.m.
Adviser: LTC C. S. Simpson, Jr .
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Pershing Rifles, Fourth Regimental
Headquarters Coed Affiliates
The Caper Fourth Regimental Headquarters
coed affiliate organization of the National Societ;
of Pershing Rifles, was organized at Clemson in
1970 and is the coordinating headquarters for th~
10 Caper affiliate units in the six-state area of
South Carolina, North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, Florida and Tennessee.
In conjunction with the Fourth Regimental
Headquarters of the Pershing Rifles, the organization sponsors two annual assemblies and an annual
drill meet. In addition to its primary coordination
role, Caper strives to improve campus and community relations and to foster a spirit of service to
both school and community.
Membership: Open to all female students.
Meetings: Wednesday at 7:00 p.m.
Adviser: LTC C. S. Simpson Jr.

Phi Eta Sigma
Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor fraternity fo r
men founded in 1923. The objectives of the Clemson chapter are to promote a high standard of
learning and to encourage high scholastic achievement among the freshmen in the University .
To further these aims the local chapter distributes a booklet , "Hints on How to Study," to
freshmen ; offers a mathematics and an English
award for freshmen; presents a key to the senior
man graduating with the highest grade-point ratio;
and sponsors prominent speakers of interest to the
brothers .
Membership: Open to any freshman who attains
a 3.5 grade-point ratio during his first semester or
first year.
Meetings: Announced ; at least three each year.
Adviser: C. C. Fain.

Phi Kappa Phi
Phi Kappa Phi ts
organized in 1897 to
superior scholarship in
University. The efforts

a national honor society
recognize and encourage
all fields of study in the
of Phi Kappa Phi are in-
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tended to further the fulfillment of the motto "May
The Love of Learning Rule Mankind." Election to
Phi Kappa Phi is considered the highest academic
honor a Clemson student can attain .
Membership: Students of sound character of the
senior class or of the second semester of the junior
class who have completed one-half the number of
hours required for graduation in a particular
curriculum during residence at Clemson are eligible
for consideration. A junior must have a cumulative
grade-point ratio of 3.4 and a senior 3.6 on all
credits taken. Total election for any class shall not
exceed IO percent of those who will be candidates
for graduation .
Meetings: Twice each semester.
President: J. T. Ligon .

Phi Psi
The Phi Psi Fraternity is a professional textile ·
fraternity. Its objectives are to promote good
fellowship among congenial men of the textile
schools and universities with textile departments: to
encourage a high standard in textile work; and to
assist, by every honorable means, the advancement
of its members.
Membership: Open to sophomores, juniors and
seniors that are majoring in textile science or textile
chemistry and industrial management majors taking
their secondary concentration in textiles or textile
chemistry. Scholastic requirement must be met
before being accepted into the fraternity.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: E. A. Vaughn.
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Pi Mu Epsilon
Pi Mu Epsilon is a national honor society in
mathematics whose purpose is to promote scholarly
activity in mathematics among students in academic
institutions and among the staffs of non-academic
institutions. The local chapter strives to carry out
this purpose by recognizing superior scholarship in
mathematics, engaging in activities to promote the
mathematical and scholarly development of its
members, and by taking otner promotional
measures considered appropriate .
Membership: Juniors and seniors by invitation.
Meetings: As announced .
Advisers: S. M . Lukawecki and E. Park .

Scabbard and Blade
The Scabbard and Blade organization represents
the highest military fraternity at Clemson University. The purpose of this organization is to promote
interest in the military and to promote a closer
relationship between the students and the military
departments . The highlight each year for Scabbard
and Blade is the annual Military Banquet and Ball.
This Banquet and Ball is open to all Army and Air
Force ROTC cadets and their dates .
Membership in Scabbard and Blade is open to a
selected number of Army and Air Force cadets.
New members are selected by outgoing seniors
based on the individual's qualities of outstanding
leadership, ability and exemplary character.
Membership: Outstanding ROTC juniors and
seniors.
Meetings: Weekly.
Army Adviser: LTC J. L. Mooneyhan.
Air Force Adviser: MAJ Lee W. Cash.

Sigma Lambda Chi
Sigma Lambda Chi is a national construction
honor fraternity with 28 chapters at schools offering
building construction throughout the nation. The
primary purpose of Sigma Lambda Chi is the
recognition of outstanding . students in the building
construction curriculum in both academic and
leadership fields .
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Membership: By invitation to juniors or seniors
in building construction with a 2.8 grade-point
ratio, or 'in the top 20 percent of the junior-senior
class.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: L. H. Brown.

Tau Beta Pi
Tau Beta Pi is the national engineering honor
society. As such it fulfills its primary goal by
recognizing those engineering students who have
brought honor to their alma mater through their
exemplary character and outstanding academic
achievements.
Tau Beta Pi also strives to serve other students
through service projects such as providing computer
programming aids to the Computer Center.
Membership: By invitation to those juniors and
seniors scholastically qualified.
Meetings: Monthly.
Advisers: W. L. Ball, R. E. Elling, C. E.
Littlejohn.

Tau Sigma Delta
The Tau Sigma Delta Honor Society established
in 1913 is the national honor society for students of
architecture and the allied arts. The members are
selected for academic achievement and professional
promise. The Phi Chapter at Clemson University is
concerned with the professional educational activities of the College of Architecture.
Membership: Limited by grade-point ratio.
Meetings: By special arrangement with visiting
lecturers and critics.

Xi Sigma Pi
Xi Sigma Pi is the national honorary fraternity
for forestry students. Its objectives are to secure
and maintain a high standard of scholarship in
forestry education; to work for the upbuilding of
forestry; and to promote fraternal relations among
earnest workers engaged in forestry activities.
Membership: Open to students in upper 20 percent of the junior and senior class, majoring in
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forestry , and voted into membership by cu rrent
members .
Meetings: When called by the current officers
A dviser: W. A. Shain .

LOCAL
ORGANIZATIONS

Accounting Club
The Accounting Club is an organization of accounting and financial management majors designed
to promote accounting education; to promote
fetlowship among students with similar educational
interests; to assist in recruiting future accounting
student s; and to develop close rapport between the
accounting student and the business world . The
National Association of Accountants provides top
business and professional speakers for the monthly
meetings. In addition the club sponsors an ann ual
Federal Income Tax Service Program and field
trips to area businesses. Members also attend the
monthly meetings of the Western Carolinas Chapter
of the National Association of Accountants.
Memb ership: Accounting and financial management majors .
Meetings: Monthly .
A d visers: J. Turner, H. Pierce, S. Pierce.

Aero Club
The Clemson University Aero Club , originall)
established in 1928, provides low cost flight training
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Clemson students, faculty, staff members, and
their dependents. The club currently owns a Cessna
150 for use in training. A Cessna 172, a four place
aircraft. is available for cross-country flights.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Mondays each month.
Adviser: D. E. Turk .
to

.\gricultural Council
The Student Agricultural Council has as its
objectives to serve as a sponsoring group for activities of interest to the entire College of
Agricultural Sciences; to serve in an advisory
capacity to the Dean of the College of Agricultural
Sciences and to the Directors of the Division of
Agriculture in matters of concern to students; and
tu promote interest in agriculture, especially among
pre-college youth.
Membership: Representatives from officially
recognized student organizations in the College of
Agricultural Sciences.
Meetings: Monthly.
Advisers: J. H. Hash and J . T. Craig.

Agricultural Economics Club
The Agricultural Economics Club 1s an
organization for students with either a major,
minor, or interest in agricultural economics. The
Clemson Chapter is a member of the student section of the American Agricultural Economics
Association. Among its activities is a studentfaculty barbecue in September. The club also brings
outstanding guest speakers to its meetings, takes
field trips, plans the agricultural economics banquet
in the spring, and sends representatives to the
American Agricultural Economics Association
summer meetings each August.
Membership: 0 pen to a 11 Ag r icu It u r a I
Economics majors, minors and other interested
students.
Meetings: 2nd Monday each month.
Adviser: R. A. Jobes.

Amateur Radio Club
The Amateur Radio Club serves to promote in-
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terest in "ham" radio by operating a complete station possessing SSB, AM , CW, and radio-teletype
capabilities for the use of licensed members. The
club handles messages for servicemen, engages in
various projects and contests, and provides instruction for those desiring to obtain licenses.
Membership: Open to all students and faculty
interested in amateur radio.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: Lt. Col. C. S. Simpson .

American Association of Textile
Chemists and Colorists
As the student arm of the American Association
of Textile Chemists and Colorists, the chapter's
objectives are to increase knowledge, encourage
research and to establish and to foster channels of
communications of professional knowledge among
its 9,000 members. The student chapter conducts
two technical sessions each month and visits dye,
chemical and process facilities at frequent intervals.
Adviser: E. S. Olson.
·

American Association for Textile
Technology
The American Association for Textil e
Technology is a textile student club, comprised of
textile majors and industrial management majors
whose secondary concentration is textiles. A student
may participate while in college as a student
member and after graduation join one of the
national professional American Association for
Textile Technology chapters. The objectives are to
encourage mutual understanding in the fields of
textile technology and marketing; the advancement
of textile technology in all its branches; and the interchange and dissemination of professional
knowledge among its members and with other industry groups.
Membership: Textile students and industrial
management students with secondary concentration
in textiles.
Meetings: 2nd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: J. L. Richardson.
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American Ceramic Society
The American Ceramic Society is the scientific
and technical organization in the field of ceramics.
Its purpose is the publication and dissemination of
scientific ceramic information. The Clemson student
chapter introduces the students to the professional
society in their field. New developments in research
and industry are presented to the students by guest
lecturers. Plant trips supplement the programs of
on-campus presentations. Sports participation,
films, and dinners are social activities.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
ceramics.
Meetings: Once every three weeks.
Adviser: W. W. Coffeen.

American Chemical
Society-Student Affiliates
The American Chemical Society-Student Affiliates is a professional campus organization for
students majoring in chemistry, textile chemistry,
chemical engineering, and related disciplines. Each
year projects and meetings are conducted to give
the student a professional attitude toward the
chemical community. A few of the annual projects
include picnics, trips to national and regional conventions, presentation of papers at regional student
conventions, undergraduate seminars, and publication of a newsletter for the Chemistry Department.
Membership: Open to all students majoring in
chemistry, textile chemistry, chemical engineering,
and related fields.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: C. B. Bishop.

American Civil Liberties Union
The purpose .of the American Civil Liberties
Union is to maintain the right of free speech, free
press, free assemblage, and other civil rights
throughoµt the United States. The Clemson chapter
works to provide students with information and
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assistance concerning their civil liberties.
Membership: Open to all interested persons.
Meerings: Announced.
Adviser: H . W. Fleming.

American Dairy Science Association
The student chapter of the American Dairy
Science Association is an organization for students
who have an interest in dairy science and the dai ry
industry. Students in addition to dairy science
majors are invited to participate.
The purpose of this organization is to bring
together students mutually interested in topics
relative to the dairy industry; to inspire a livelier interest in academic work; and to develop leadership
and promote scholarship among students.
Membership: Open to all University students
who have an interest in and participate in activities
of the American Dairy Science Association.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month at
7:00-8:00 p.m .
Adviser: J. T. Lazar Jr.

American Institute of Architects
The student chapter of the American Institute of
Architects is organized to promote the students' un
derstanding of the profession and its role in society;
to promote communication between students and
practitioners; to promote and support worthwhile
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student acllvttles; and to facilitate and prepare its
members in assuming the expanding responsibilities
presented by the profession of architecture.
Membership: Open to all students enrolled in
the architecture curriculum.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: K. J. Russo .

American Institute of Chemical Engineers
The student chapter of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers has as its main objective the
professional development of its members by
providing contact with industrial personnel and the
parent organization . The chapter promotes and supports activities which benefit both the members and
the University community; promotes communication between students, faculty, and industry; and
provides a lecture program of both technical and
non-technical topics. The chapter also sponsors
social activities for the student members and faculty.
Membership : Open to all students enrolled in
chemical engineering.
Meetings: Biweekly.
Adviser: Dr. S. S. Melsheimer.

American Society of Agricultural
Engineers ( Student Bran ch)
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers
Club is an organization for students enrolled in the
agricultural engineering curriculum . Its main purpose is to promote interest of the students in the
agricultural engineering profession, particularly as
these interests relate to their professional development.
Membership : Open to all students majoring tn
agricultural engineering.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month at
7:00 p.m.
Adviser: J. R. Lambert.

American Society of Civil Engineers
The Clemson University student chapter of the
American Society of Civil Engineers brings together
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civil engineering students in order to develop a
professional awareness; to create an opportunity to
meet senior members of the engineering profession;
and to provide a friendly and congenial atmosphere
for professional and social development.
Membership: Open to all students majoring in
civil engineering.
Meetings: I st and 3rd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: J. C. McCormack.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
The American Society of Mechanical Engineers
is the professional society for mechanical engineers.
Its purpose is the advancement and dissemination of
knowledge pertaining to the theory and practice of
mechanical engineering and the presentation of a
proper perspective of engineering work and the opportunity to become acquainted with the personnel
and activities of the society .
Membership: Students enrolled in an approved
engineering curriculum.
Meetings: 2nd Thursday each month at 12:45
p.m. and 4th Wednesday each month at 7 p.m.
Adviser: M . W. Dixon.

Associated General Contractors of America
The student chapter of the Associated General
Contractors of America provides a vehicle of communication between students and the construction
profession. Meetings feature lectures by outstanding
members of the construction profession and field
trips to notable projects.
Membership: Open to all students registered in
the curriculum in building construction.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: C. L. Addison .

Association for Computing Machinery
This chapter is organized and operated for
educational and scientific purposes:
A. To promote an increased knowledge of the
science, design, development, construction,
languages, and applications of modern computing
machinery.
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B. To promote a greater interest in computing
machinery and its applications.
C. To provide a means of communication
between persons having interest in computing
machinery.
Adviser: Dr. J. C. Peck .

Baha'i Club
Today when the whole world seems to be
splintering into connicting groups , man is definitely
in need of guidance. Baha'u'llah, the Glory of God,
has come and His message is: "The earth is but one
country and mankind its citizens." If you believe in
the oneness of mankind and the dignity of the individual, if you want to do more than just talk
about the elimination of prejudice and the
reconstruction of society, if you believe in some
authority beyond man which has the power to accomplish these things, then you are a Baha'i .
Membership: Open to all who desire to participate in the tasks confronting the human race.
Meetings: Thursday nights.
Adviser: D . W. Cott.

Block "C" Club
This organization, composed of lettermen of all
recognized varsity sports, is founded on the dual
concept of leadership and teamwork . Members are
dedicated to academic as well as athletic success
and the club also encourages student athletes to
take an active part in all phases of undergraduate
activities at Clemson. Members consider school
spirit to be one of the most valuable assets of the
University. All members contribute time and effort
to the betterment of that spirit to the undergraduate
student body and alumni alike.
Membership : Open to all lettermen in the varsity sports program .
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: R. C. Robbins.

Botany Club·
The Clemson Botany Club is comprised of all
interested graduate and undergraduate students and
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faculty members . At meetings, members and / or
guest speakers present topics of interest pertaining
to the field of botany. Field trips are .made to
places of botanical interest. All students wishing to
become members are invited to contact current
members of the club or members of the botany
staff.
Membership: All interested students.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Advisers: G. C. Kingsland, J. B. Whitney, L.A .
Dyck and C. J. Umphlett.

Bowling Club
The Bowling Club has a twofold purpose. One is
to sponsor an intramural league for competition
among students here at Clemson. The other is to
sponsor an intercollegiate bowling team which competes in a conference composed of Tennessee, South
Carolina, Florida, and others. There are men's and
women 's teams .
Adviser: J. Tuttle.

Calhoun Forensic Society
Calhoun Forensic Society is the survivor of the
oldest organization on the Clemson campus-the
Calhoun Literary Society (founded in 1894). The
main objective of the society is to further forensic
activities on the campus including the annual
"Speech Night Contest, " the competition for the
Trustees Medal , special programs and lectures, and
demonstration platform debates (Victoria University-New Zealand, Princeton , and Bob Jones .)
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.

Central Dance Association
The Central Dance Association 1s a businessoriented major service organization which is responsible for providing popular entertainment in the
form of concerts for the University. The CDA has
sole responsibility for handling on-campus
appearances by major artists in the entertainment
industry. The CDA consists of a senior staff and a
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Junior staff with a combined total membership of
approximately 40 students.
Membership: Open to all sophomores and
juniors with a GPR of 2.0 or higher .
Adviser: H. W. Busching.

Chess Club
The Clemson University Chess Club sponsors
exhibitions and matches, and encourages the promotion of chess at the University and in the surrounding Clemson area.
Membership: Open to all students, faculty, staff,
and their immediate families .
Meetings: Wednesdays.
Adviser: I. Tolins.

The Chronicle
The official student magazine of Clemson
University is a variety magazine in concept and
exists as a publishing medium for superior quality
creative work in the fields of writing or the visual
arts. The staff consists of an editor, his appointed
staff, junior staffers and contributors. Material
comes from any of these sources and is judged
purely on quality . People associated with The
Chronicle will be given experience in the layout,
design, and general production of a magazine.
Membership: Anyone may contribute to The
Chronicle and meetings are open to all as well.
Meetings: Monday nights, 9th level of Student
Center.
Adviser: M. S. Steadman.
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Clemson Forensic Union
Clemson Forensic Union is the coordinating
body for the University's forensic activities. The
Union includes the Calhoun Forensic Society, Delta
Sigma Rho-Tau Kappa Alpha (national forensic
honorary), and the intercollegiate debate teams. The
purpose of the Forensic Union is to keep Clemson's
forensic program active in campus, community, and
intercollegiate programs.
Membership: Open to all students participating
in forensic activities.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: C. L. Montgomery.

Clemson Players
The Clemson Players, a dramatic production
organization, offers opportunities for students interested in stage lighting, sound, make-up ,
costumes, set design and construction, acting, and
directing.
The organization has three or four annual
productions, therefore providing a thorough range
in theatrical experience for the performer and the
audience.
Membership: Open to all.
Meetings: During productions and twice per
year.
Adviser: A. J. Fear.

Clemson University Student
Alumni Council
The Clemson University Student Alumni Council is composed of 30 students. Eight of these represent the eight major student organizations: Student
Government , Central Dance Association, Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic Council, The Tiger,
TAPS , Chronicle and WSBF. It is composed of 19
district representatives who represent the 19
geographical districts of the Alumni Association.
There are also five students at large that insure that
every college and / or class within the University is
represented. The purpose is to promote the interests, ideals, goals and services of the Ciernson
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University Alumni Association ; to encourage the involvement of Clemson students in thi s organization ;
and to serve as an interpretative voice of the stu dent body to the Alumni National Council.
Membership: Open to all students.
Meetings: Announced .
Adviser: J . J. Turner.

Coed Affiliates to Pershing Rifles (Capers)
Capers, Coed Affiliates Pershing Rifles , is a
girls' national drill social and service organization.
The Capers and their brother organization , the
Pershing Rifles, participate in activities ranging from
drill meets to impromptu parties. National affiliation allows the girls the opportunity to attend drill
meets and conventions at various colleges
throughout the country .
Membership: Open to girls interested in
promoting the ideals of Capers.
Meetings: Weekly.
Adviser: Capt. K . W. Boatman.

Concert Band
The Concert Band meets during the spring
semester and is devoted to the preparation and performance of a wide variety of concert music . Activities include performances on campus and in
various communities as well as at commencement.
Membership normally comprises some I00 men and
women students.
Membership: Consent of the director .
Rehearsals: Monday , Tuesday and Wednesday
from 5:00-6:30 p.m . during the spring semester.
Adviser: J. H . Butler.

Counterguerrilla Platoon
The Clemson Counterguerrilla Platoon is an allvolunteer Army ROTC tactical unit. The primary
objective of the Counterguerrilla Platoon is to
produce leaders. This is accomplished through
training in land navigation , patrolling, rappelling,
and small unit tactics. Throughout this training,
attention is given to developing each individual's
skills by placing him in leadership positions. Each
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year's training includes several weekend field exercises and the unit's efforts are culminated each year
by a week of training at U. S. Army Ranger or
Special Forces installations.
Membership: MS I, II, and Ill cadets.
Drill: Each Tuesday and Thursday, 5:30-6:30
p.m.
Adviser: CPT R. W. House.

Delta Sigma Nu
Delta Sigma Nu is the local premedical society
composed of those men and women preparing to
follow a medical, dental, medical technology, or
nursing career. The organization invites speakers
and shows films on pertinent topics, as well as
arranging tours of hospitals and schools of
medicine.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
careers in the health professions with a 2.0 GPR.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: R. H. Bailey.

Democrats Club
The Clemson University Democrats Club exists
to provide interested students the opportunity to
express themselves and to help orient students to
the ideals of the Democratic Party. The club serves
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. a lobbying organization in state politics. It is ac5
~ive in local, state and national elections and often
sponsors speeches by state officials and university
professors.
Membership : Open to any interested student.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: A. D. McClare.

Dixie Skydivers Sport Parachute Club
The Dixie Skydivers was developed to allow the
above-average individual to qualify and participate
in one of the newest and fastest growing sports of
the space age. The club puts on exhibitions for
charity groups and competes in national and
regio nal meets. Even though it is a new sport, the
Dixie Skydivers is one of the oldest clubs in the nation.
Membership: Open to capable students over 18.
Meetings: Each Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
Adviser: CPT E. L. Oliver.

English Club
The English Club was organized in December
1973 to stimulate interest in the study of English, to
provide information about careers, and to promote
activities such as guest lecturers and writers. The
club provides a forum for the exchange of ideas and
fellowship among those interested in the subject of
English.
Membership: Open to any student or faculty
member interested in the subject of English.
Meetings: Monthly on Thursdays.
Adviser: J . L. Idol.

Food Science Club
The Food Science Club serves to foster a close
relationship between food science students and the
fac ulty . It encourages leadership, acquaints students
with areas of activity within the industry, and helps
to promote a greater interest in the profession. The
club is a charter member of the Student Division of
the Institute of Food Technologists, a national
organization in the food industry. The club sponsors
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an annual turkey sale as well as field trips and
social events .
Membership: Open to all students majoring in
food science or in related fields.
Meetings: Monthly.
Advisers: M. G. Johnson, J. Acton.

Forestry Club
The Forestry Club is an organization designed
to encourage forestry students to become better
acquainted with each other and their profession
through social functions, work parties and guest
speakers.
Membership: Open to all forestry students and
students interested in forestry.
Meetings: 2nd and 4th Tuesday each month at
7:00 p.m.
Advisers: L. D. Reamer and D. H. Yan Lear.

4-H Club
The Clemson University 4-H Club is an
organization for former 4-H Club membeis and
students who are interested in 4-H or other phases
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of the Extension Service. It provides opportunities
for the continued development of its members in
leadership, citizenship and social potential.
Membership: Active members of the 4-H and
other students interested in the purposes of this
organization.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: E. J. Richardson.

French Club
The French Club is relatively new, formed in the
pring of 1969. It was organized because of a
growing desire by many students to know more
about the art, language, history, and culture of
France. The main objective of the organization is to
provide this desired knowledge about France, as
well as to fulfill a social role. Movies, records and
occasional field trips comprise some of the activities
of the French Club .
Membership: Open to any student who wishes to
know more about France.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: D. J. Calvez.

Gamma Omega Phi
Gamma Omega Phi is an honorary social fraternity made up of men from the College Republican
Club. Besides the social affairs, Gamma Omega Phi
aids the Republican Party in a voluntary nature.
Membership is by invitation to students who have
been chosen for their outstanding achievements in
various fields of Clemson University life. To be
eligible to be a member of Gamma Omega Phi one
must also be a member of the College Republican
Club.

Geology Club
The Geology Club was formed for students who
have interests in one or all of the fields of geology.
Activities include speakers on all aspects of geology
including continental drift, volcanism, glacial
geology, environmental geology, and structural
geology. Many field trips are also taken to places
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of interest such as Golo Mines or other areas of
natural mineral deposits and to areas of geologic interest in the Southern Appalachians.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
the original field science.
Meetings: Monthly.
Ad,·iser: R . D. Hatcher Jr.

German Club
The German Club ·seeks to promote a better understanding of German art, language, history and
culture among all interested students. Besides
offering educational opportunities , the German Club
offers a variety of social activities as well. The German Club provides films, records, guest speakers,
and occasional field trips and parties. The club also
participates in the production of a Germ an pla}
each year.
Membership: Open to a ll interested students.
Meetings: Monthly .
Adviser: P. W. Wannamaker .
I

Graduate Wives Club
The Graduate Wives Club is an organization
which helps foster friendship and sociability among
its members. Guest speakers and social activities
are announced at the first meeting.
Meetings: Monthl y.
Membership : Open to all wives of graduate
students and / or female graduate students.
A d viser: Mrs. Carol E. Schwartz.

Graphic Arts Society
The Clemson Graphic Arts Society's central
purpose is the promotion of graphic arts education
at Clemson University and in the public schools of
South Carolina . It offers graphic arts services to
other campus organizations as a means of fund
raising, and visits various graphic arts industries to
learn of the most recent developments in the field .
Membership : Open to all students interested in
furthering the goals of the organization.
Meetings: Thursday at 7:00 p.m.
Adviser: J. P. Crouch .
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Horticulture Club
The Clemson Horticulture Club is a collegiate
branch of the American Society for Horticultural
Science. It espouses the ideals and objectives of
promot ing the profession of agriculture as it relates
to horticulture; of sponsoring horticultural activities;
or furnishing a medium of contact with horticu lturists of the state; of developing interests in
new research findings of a horticultural nature: and
or acting as an official agent for horticulture
students in University matters.
Membership: Any undergraduate or graduate
student in the College of Agricultural Science or
an)' special student who manifests an interest in
horticulture.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Tuesday each month.
Adviser: A. J. Lewis.

Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers
The student chapter of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronic Engineers is a part of the international professional engineering organization. The
parent institute, as well as the student branch,
defines its purposes as scientific, literary, and
ed ucational, directed toward the advancement of the
theory and practice of electrical engineering and the
related arts and sciences. The chapter provides
social as well as professional activities to involve
the total participation of its members.
Membership: Open primarily to electrical
engineering students, but will accept interested
students from physics and other engineering fields.
Meetings: Ist and 3rd Tuesday each month .
Advisers: L. T. Fitch and J . N. Thurston.

International Student Association
The ISA is open to international students attendrng Clemson University, faculty members and interested American citizens. The association seeks to
understand and improve relationships with people
from the different nations of the world. Movies, dis-
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cussions, parties and an international supper are
some of the activities sponsored each year.
The ISA has two different clubs which serve the
interests of specific individuals and groups:
I. Chinese Student Association is a fellowshi p
and service club for Chinese students and faculty.
2. Indian Student Association is a fellowship for
Indian students and faculty .
Meetings: Foreign Student Lounge each first
and third Monday at 7:00 p.m.
Adviser: 0. D. Nelson .

Kappa Alpha Little Sisters
The Little Sisters was organized in the fall or
I 973 and have proven to be a tremendous asset in
the various functions of the fraternity. The primary
purposes of the organization are to offer assistance
during rush and various social functions and to help
maintain the warm feeling and friendship found in
Kappa Alpha. With one year of progress, the Little
Sisters have proven to be an essential part of the
Order and the Brothers of Kappa Alpha Order are
proud to be associated with this organization.
Adviser: Special fraternity committee.

Kappa Delta Kappa
Chartered in 1958, Kappa Delta Kappa brings
together socially Clemson University students from
Dillon County. The objectives of the club are to
promote the interests of and to strive for the betterment of the University. The primary objective of
Kappa Delta Kappa is to provide a yearly scholarship to a Dillon County student entering the
University as a freshman. Kappa Delta Kappa has
been active in intramural sports.
Membership: All Clemson students from Dillon
County.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: H. C. Mclellan.

Kappa Phi
On February 4, 1974, Kappa Phi was officially
established as a fraternity on the Clemson University
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campus. As a young social fraternity, Kappa Phi
seeks the individual who is willing to devote the time
and effort required to make Kappa Phi brotherhood
one of the most enterprising fraternities on campus.
Kappa Phi pledges are not expected to participate
in hazing. The brothers feel that this practice deducts
from the true values of brotherhood.
Adviser: H. Hodges

Keramos Fraternity
Keramos is dedicated to improving scholarship
and awarding recognition for distinguished accomplishment among ceramic engineering students
and alumni. Annual awards are made to outstanding ceramic engineering students.
Membership: Ceramic engineering students with
distinguished scholastic records and promise of
achievement.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: G. C. Robinson.

Kolhoz ( Russian Club)
The Russian Club is a new club which was organized in the spring semester of 1973. The club is
for all people interested in the Russian language and
culture. Activities include lectures, slides, movies,
cooking and eating Russian food.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: L. A. Savitsky.

Light Brigade
The Light Brigade is an organization of Clemson coeds interested in promoting the interests of
Clemson University and the United States Army.
This is accomplished by serving as a social and service organization in conjunction with the activities
of the Clemson ROTC Cadet Brigade.
Adviser: LTC. D. G. Williams.

Mathematics Club (Newtonian Society)
Organized in 1959 as the Newtonian Society, the
Mathematics Club strives to stimulate interest in
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mathematics by providing a center for student mathematica l activity on the Clemson campus. It encourages those students interested in mathematics to
become better acquainted with each other and with
the faculty through social functions and guest
speakers.
Membership: Open to anyone interested in mathematics .
Meetings: As announced.
Adviser: S. M . Lukawecki.

Medical Technology Club
The Medical Technology Club provides an opportunity for Medical Technology students to meet
and discuss issues pertinent to Medical Technology,
to hear lectures given by faculty and outside
speakers, and to travel to clinical laboratories and
clinical meetings.
Membership: Students enrolled in the Medical
Technology curriculum and all other interested
students.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: M. B. Bishop .

Microbiology Society
The student chapter of the South Carolin a
Branch of the American Society for Microbiology is
an undergraduate organization whose main objectives are to promote student interest and development in microbiology; to promote scientifi c
knowledge through presentations of papers, personal
associations and interchange of ideas; to develop
and maintain a wholesome relationship both socially
and intellectually among the members and faculty :
and to cooperate with other branches and the
American Society for Microbiology in all matters
pertaining to operation of the organization .
Membership: Open to all undergraduates interested in Microbiology. Members of the chapter
are also members of the South Carolina Branch of
the American Society for Microbiology and are
eligible to attend their semi-annual meetings.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: L. L. Larcom.
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Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
The purpose of the fraternity shall be to bring
,iboul a union of college men of similar high ideals
of scholarship and manhood in order:
(a) To stimulate the attainment of high ideals.
(b) To disseminate and inculcate these ideals
among those with whom it comes into contact.
(c) To co-operate with the schools of which its
chapters may be a part in fostering their ideal s.
(d) To occupy a progressive and constructive
place in the civil life of the nation .
A grade-point ratio of 2.0 is required to pledge.
Pledgees must be organized into pledge club to be
known as the "Lampados" club.
Men having credit for one half year or more
college work and who are registered in the institution
of learning shall be eligible to be initiated into membership of an undergraduate chapter of the Omega
Psi Phi Fraternity provided that no higher qualifications are required by the institution.
Adviser: W. Clinkscales.

Order of Athen a
The Order of Athena is the highest honor society for senior women on the Clemson campus. It
recognizes those women students who have demonstrated the highest qualities of scholarship, leadership, and service to the University. Tapping for
Order of Athena is held once a year in the spring for
those who are selected.
Membership: By invitation to rising Seniors with
a 3.0 cumulative grade-point ratio.
Adviser: Susan G. Delany .

Outing Club
The Clemson Outing Club was established to
promote educational, recreational, and conversational
activities among its members through the sponsoring
of outdoor activities. The club sponsors hikes, backpack and canoy trips, mountain climbing, and other
activities, providing equipment when possible. An
intercollegiate whitewater canoe team is also hosted
by the club . Spontaneous outings originating from
the membership are encouraged.
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Membership: Open to all interested students.
faculty, staff and their families.
Meetings: Every other Tuesday night at 8 p.m.
Adviser: G. E. Howard .

Photography Club
The purposes of the Clemson Photography Club
are to promote interest in the field of photography in
general and to encourage members to gain more
photographic knowledge through creativity and actual participation in various projects.
Adviser: L. E. Nordquist.

Poultry Science Club
The Poultry Science Club provides a better understanding of the poultry industry to students,
professors, and other interested persons on campus.
Each year the club has a barbecue to raise money
to attend the Southeastern Poultry and Egg Convention in Atlanta and to provide some service to
the Clemson University Poultry Department.
Membership: All interested persons.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: D. L. Cross and J . B. Cooper.

Pre-Veterinary Club
The objectives of the Pre-Veterinary Club are to
further the cultural, social and scholastic activities
of pre-veterinary students. Through programs, including field trips, a surgical operation, guest speakers, and a banquet, pre-veterinary students are
given a better insight into the veterinary profession.
The year is highlighted by a trip to the University
of Georgia Veterinary School.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Adviser: J. C. McConnell.

Psi Mu Psi
Psi Mu Psi, honorary music sorority, was
formed in October 1970, to act as a sister sorority
to Mu Beta Psi, national honorary music fraternit y.
The organization's main goals are to promote a
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better fellow ship among mus1c1ans on the campus
and to advance music to its proper place as an
educational subject . The members usher for the
Clemson University Concert Series and participate
actively in community projects which deal with music .
Membership: Open by invitation to those with
over one year of participation in a campus musical
organization.
Meetings: 1st and 3rd Thursday each month .
Adviser: Marie Stokes.

Psychology Club
A place for people. Meetings twice monthly , dues
minimal (sometimes nonexistant), emphasi s placed
on you, us. Activities follow as interests are shown.
Membership: Open.
Adviser: D. J. Marx .

Recreation and Park Society
Clemson's chapter of the Student Branch of the
South Carolina Recreation and Park Society is part
of an organization designed to foster friendship and
professionalism among students who are pursuing
a major in recreation and park administration . This
chapter sponsors teams in intramural sports programs, conducts monthly meetings , has guest
speakers, makes field trips, and holds such social
gatherings as the annual fall picnic, square dance, and
spring honors and awards banquet .
Membership: Open to all RPA students interested
in recreation and park administration.
Adviser: L. W. Gahan .

Rho-Mates of Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
New to Clemson University in the fall of 1972,
the Rho-mates are a nationally affiliated littlesister organization of Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity. The purpose of the organization is to cultivate a
true spirit of friendship among the brothers and the
little sisters. The Rho-mates offer assistance and
support to all projects and programs of the fraternity
as well as being of special aid to pledges. The
little-sister organization provides many happy
experiences for both the Rho-mates and brothers
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through the development of a warm fraternal atmosphere.
Adviser: Grace Wilkes.

Rifle Team
The Rine Team competes in a sport which is
highly competitive in both team and individual
events. The Rine Team has matches almost every
weekend against colleges and universities in the area
and neighboring states. The schedule also includes
some of the top-ranked schools in the nation.
invitational tournaments, and sectional matches
which lead to national ranking. The Rine Team
provides training in highly competitive marksmanship as well as promoting safety in handling firearm s.
Membership: Open to all students , male and
female.
Practice: Monday through Friday as scheduled.
Adviser and Coach: CPT. R. W. House and
M/ SGT. M. R. Bloom.

Rugby Club
The Rugby Club is both a social and athletic
organization. It promotes fellowship and physical
fitness as well as teaching and promoting the sport
of Rubgy football. The club has a clubhouse that
contains pictures and trophys of past teams and
sponsors a social hour and dance following each
match. The team plays a national schedule and has
featured tours abroad during holidays to play foreign
Rugby teams.
A girl's Rugby team is also sponsored by the club.
Matches are held almost every weekend during both
semesters and occasionally during the week with
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touring teams. Clemson's team is one of the most
feared teams in the nation as the records will prove.
Me111bership: Open to all students and staff
members whether they are playing or social members.
Practice: Twice weekly.
Games: Saturdays or Sundays.
Adviser: G. W. Gray.

Sailin Club
The Clemson Sa i Ii n Club is an organization
designed to promote sailing interest among students.
Members of the club make up the Clemson sailing
team which competes during both semesters in the
South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing Association.
The club also provides instruction and recreational
sailing for nonexperienced and beginning sailors.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
sailing.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Advisers: J. H. Nicholson and J. A. Reneke.

Scuba Diving Club
The Scuba Diving Club has as its main objectives
the training of new divers and their introduction
into the underwater world. Through frequent diving
trips to local waters, coastal South Carolina, and
the temperate springs and tropical waters of
Florida, the club is instrumental in building diving
proficiency through experience. Trips are well supervised and designed to accommodate student budgets.
The Scuba Diving Club certifies divers through
the National YMCA Scuba Diving Program, a
foremost diver certifying agency. Diving equipment
is also maintained for use by certified members and
students enrolled in the training program.
Membership: Open to students, faculty, and interested University personnel.
Meetings: Biweekly. Inquire at the YMCA.
Adviser: 0. D. Nelson.

Sigma Pi Sigma
Sigma Pi Sigma is a nationally recognized honor
society within the Society of Physics Students. It
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awards recognition and distinction to students who
have achieved high scholarship in physics.
Membership: Invitation to those members of the
Society of Physics Students who are scholastically
qualified .
Meetings: Jointly with the Society of Physics
Students.
Adviser: R. C. Turner.

Sigma Psi Nu
Sigma Psi Nu, the only organization of its kind.
seeks to further the brotherhood of the Clemson
University swimming team and providing a
recruiting and scholarship means for incoming
freshmen who show JJOtential as assets to the team .
Membership: Members of the Clemson University swimming team .
Meetings: Monthly .
Adviser: C. M. McHugh.

Sigma Tau Epsilon
Sigma Tau Epsilon is Clemson's honorary society
for the College of Liberal Arts and the College of
Physical , Mathematical and Biological Sciences. The
society was founded in 1938 to recognize honor students and promote fellowship among its members.
Sigma Tau Epsilon's main function is to offer
free tutoring to all students in such courses as
English, Chemistry, Mathematics and Foreign
Languages . It is hoped that this service will continue to be an asset to all Clemson students.
Membership: Open to juniors and seniors in the
College of Liberal Arts and the College of Physical,
Mathematical and Biological Sciences.
Meetings: Mondays from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Adviser: L. L. Henry.

Ski Club
The Clemson University Ski Club promotes skiing
for both the avid skier and the beginner. Annual
dues are $4.00. Included in this fee are reduced rates
for both lift tickets and ski rentals. Each year, wtather
permitting, the club sets out for the North Carolina
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mountains and snow. The Southeast is equipped with
the most extensive snowmaking machinery in the
United States. Although natural snow may not be
present, the cold temperatures in the mountains allow
these areas to provide good skiing. The Clemson
University Ski Team is ranked number one in racing
in the South. Any club member who feels he has the
potential is welcome to try out for the team, male
or female. Starting with last year's race, Clemson
Ski Club sponsors an annual intercollegiate meet at
Cataloochee Ski Area in Maggie Valley, N. C. Members are urged to participate in this event either as
racers or gate-keepers. In return for their services,
members are provided accommodations and lift
tickets, plus a good time.
For anyone interested in spring skiing, spring
break provides an opportunity to travel to New
England. Here, through the cooperation of various
areas with Clemson's Ski Club, a member can ski
at a substantial savings for eight days.
Weekly meetings on Monday nights provide an
opportunity to organize small group trips during the
week and movies are sometimes the highlight.
Anyone who even thinks he may be interested
is invited to join in both the skiing and the apre ski
life climaxed by a year-end party. Think Snow!

Soccer Booster Club
The Soccer Booster Club's principal aim is to
publicize all home games during the varsity team's
season. The club also attempts to bring to the campus' attention other non-season activities such as
the high school tournament held each February and
the spring alumni game. This organization is open
to all students and faculty interested in the international sport of soccer.
Meetings: Irregular.

Society for ~ngineering Technology
The purpose of the Society for Engineering Technology is to establish the identity of the graduates
of the four-year engineering technology curriculum.
Through the society students can interact with repre-
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sentatives from industrial concerns and other organizations in order to gain a better perspective of the
demands of engineering and other functional classifications of work.
Membership: Students majoring in engineering
technology .
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: R. L. Perry.

Society for the Advancement of
Agricultural Education
The objectives of the Society for the Advancement of Agricultural Education are to develop leadership, motivate scholarship, facilitate social development , and promote professional growth. Educational
activities include conducting student exchange programs with other universities: providing high school
students with occupational information; and administering an educational grant for upperclassmen .
Major social functions sponsored by the sociel)
consist of fall and spring cookouts and a spring
banquet. An annual project is a chicken barbecue
at a home football game.
Membership: Open to agricultural education
majors and minors.
Meetings: First and third Thursdays.
Advisers: J. A. Hash and R. E. Linhardt.

Society for the Advancement of Management
The Society for the Advancement of Management is a recognized national professional organization for managers in industry, commerce, government, and education. The Clemson University student
chapter plans discussion groups with leaders in various
professional fields and numerous field trips to industrial and business establishments. All combine
to give every member an opportunity to prepare himself for the business world through active participation
in the function of the club.
Membership: Any student with a true interest in
management.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: C. 0. Shuler.
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Society of American Foresters
The Clemson University student chapter of the
~ociety of American Foresters is organized to adl'ance the science, technology, education practice,
and public acceptance of professional forestry in
.America, especially in South Carolina, and to use
the knowledge and skill of the profession to benefit
society.
Membership: Consists of the student and faculty
members of the Society of American Foresters at
Clemson University.
Meetings: When called by the chairman.
Adviser: R. M. Allen.

Society of American Military Engineers
The Society of American Military Engineers is a
national organization in which engineers from all of
the engineering services of the armed forces and
from all fields of civilian engineering practice, join
to increase the engineering potential of the United
States.
The society has a membership of 27,000 throughout the world, with student posts comprising engineering and ROTC students in 61 colleges. Meetings
of the Clemson Chapter of the Society of American
Military Engineers are held for the presentation and
discussion of appropriate engineering topics and for
social and professional association. Approximately
two field trips are taken annually to various places
of interest throughout the eastern states.
Membership: Open to all students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: Capt. G. J. Berry.

Society of English Graduate Students
The purpose of the Society of English Graduate
Students is to promote the study and appreciation
of literature anp linguistic arts.
Membership; Open to anyone taking graduate
level English courses.
Meetings: Bimonthly.
Advisers: J. Mandel and R. J. Calhoun.
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Society of Physics Students (Astronomy)
The Society of Physics Students (SPS) is an
organization for all students with an interest in
physics and / or astronomy . It functions as a forum
for interaction and communication of an interest in
these subjects which extends beyond the classroom.
Special functions are provided by specialty committees , such as the Science Fiction Committee and
the Astronomy Committee. The local SPS chapter
is affiliated through its national organization with
the various professional societies in physics and
astronomy. More information may be obtained from
the secretaries of the Depa-rtment of Physics and
Astronomy .
Membership: Open to all students with an interest in physics and / or astronomy.
Meetings: Twice monthly .
Adviser: T. F. Collins.

Sociology Club
The Sociology Club is an organization for
sociology majors and minors. The purpose of the
organization is to promote an interest in sociology,
research in social problems and activities leading to
human welfare through guest speakers, field trips,
and discussions.
M embership: All sociology majors and minors.
Meetings: Monthly.
Adviser: H. M. Fleishman.

Spanish Club
The Spanish Club is a relatively new and informal club for students interested in the study of the
Spanish language and culture. The club provides an
opportunity for the practicing of the language with
native speakers from such countries as Peru , Argentina and Cuba . Activities include the performance
of a Spanish play each fall semester, trips to
Spanish and Mexican restaurants, and Spanish
fiestas.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: _P. Parrado.
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Sports Car Club
The Sports Car Club of Clemson University is
an organization for students who are interested in
motor cars and their maintenance and in improved
driving skill and safety. Monthly driving events are
held during the school year.
Membership: Open to all students.
Meetings: Twice monthly.
Adviser: J. Macy.

Student Association for Mental Retardation
The Clemson University Student Association for
Mental Retardation exists to extend love and understanding to the mentally retarded. It is the goal
of the organization to help the mentally retarded by
making the community aware of the problem, and
by providing companionship, compassion and monetary aid, if necessary. The members help in classrooms, Sunday school classes, and workshops for
mentally retarded children. Members also provide
picnics and field trips for the children.
Membership: Open to anyone who is genuinely
interested in working with the mentally retarded.
Adviser: C. R. White, Jr.

Student League for Black Identity
The Student League for Black Identity is an
organization designed primarily to promote unity
and brotherhood among its members and all men in
today's society. The organization focuses on the
alleviation of social, economic, and political in-
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justices done to the black man in America. Each
year several programs and projects are developed to
accomplish these ends. These activities are intended
to be of interest to Clemson students and to
residents of surrounding communities.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
promoting the ideals of the organization.
Meetings: Ist and 3rd Mon day each month in
Hardin Hall.
Adviser: W. F. Steirer, Jr .

Student Nurses' Association
The Student Nurses' Association provides an opportunity for the nursing student to participate in
pre-professional organization activities on a local
level.
The organization serves as a channel of communication between the American urses' Association and the National League for Nursing, and is a
constituent member of the South Carolina Student
Nurses' Association and the National Student Nurses'
Association. Monthly meetings feature programs on
relevant topics which contribute to the professional
knowledge of the student. The association sponsor
a service project in an attempt to reach out to the
Clemson community and to relate the student's concern for maintaining optimal health .
Membership : All students enrolled in the College
of Nursing.
Meetings: Last Wednesday each month.
Advisers: M.A. Teklits and A. M. Duvall.

Student Organizing Commitee
The Student Organizing Committee (SOC) is an
organization designed to promote student political
activism on national, state, local, and campus levels.
Some of the activities in which SOC has past participated were sponsorship of speakers such as David
Harris, Mayday and April 24 rallies in Washington,
Atlanta Regional Moratorium, and campus draft
counseling.
Membership: Open to all students .
Meetings: Bimonthly .
Adviser: H. 8. Hannah.
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Students International Meditation Society
The Clemson University chapter of Students
International Meditation Society is a fellowship of
students whose purpose is to help students unfold
their latent faculties, develop their creative intelligence to its maximum capacity, and use their
full mental potential in studies, sports and work.
On all levels of life today, man is faced with
problems that put great demands on creative
abilities and intelligence. In response to this challenge to our continued progress and happiness, an
effortless, natural technique is taught which provides
deep rest and relaxation while simultaneously developing full creative abilities.
Membership: Interested students.
Meetings: Biweekly.
Adviser: J. L. McCullough.

Tae Kwon Do Club
The Tae Kwon Do Club offers instruction in
Korean Karate by instructors taught by one of the
best experts in the nation, Billy Hong.
Membership: Open to all university students
desiring to learn karate.
Meetings: Mondays and Thursdays from 9:00
p.m. to 10:30 p.m. at the YMCA.
Adviser: W. C. Wooten.
TAPS
TAPS is the annual publication of Clemson
University. The TA PS staff combines much hard
work with pleasure to produce a book that truthfully
renects the yearly happenings of the University. The
yearbook is a consistent award winner and a publication of which students can be proud. Constructive
criticism is always encouraged for the betterment
of the yearbook.
Membership: Open to all students.
Adviser: J. E. Sherman.

Theta Chi Epsilon
Theta Chi Epsilon is a local Civil Engineering
honor society. It recognizes students in Civil Engi-
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neering and related majors who have exhibited the
outstanding characteristics of scholarship, professionalism, character and sociability. Theta Chi
Epsilon yearly undertakes several projects that utilize
the engineering knowledge of its members and will
benefit the community. Plans are made to seek
affiliation with the national civil engineering honor
society, Chi Epsilon.
Membership: By invitation to qualified juniors,
seniors and graduate students .
Meetings: Monthly.
Advisers: B. C. Dysart, H. W. Busching, T. M.
Keinath and B. L. Edge.

Tiger
The Tiger is the student newspaper of Clemson
University. A weekly publication, its purpose is to
provide coverage of events of interest to the University community. Staff members are given the opportunity to contribute in the many phases of
newspaper production.
Membership: Open to all students.
Adviser: L. L. Henry

Tiger Band
Offered as a lab devoted to the musical training
of its members, the Tiger Band normally comprises
some 140 male and female students who perform at
football games, pep rallies and basketball games at
home and away.
Membership: Consent of the director.
Rehearsals: Monday , Tuesday and Wednesday
from 5:00-6:30 p.m. during the fall semester.
Adviser: B. F. Cook .

Tiger Brotherhood
The purpose of the Tiger Brotherhood involves
bringing together groups of Clemson men-students,
faculty and staff-who exhibit outstanding ability
and loyalty to the University . Tiger Brotherhood
strives to foster within the bonds of brotherhood
those qualities and traits characteristic of the best
type of Clemson men .
Adviser: R. F. Nowack.
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University Chorus
The University Chorus is offered as a laboratory
course to men and women students . The group is
comprised of students throughout the University.
Performances include an annual Christmas concert ,
a spring concert, a spring tour, and also nearby
tours .
Membership: Consent of the director .
Rehearsals: Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
from 4:40 to 6: 10 p.m .
Adviser: J . E. Jackson.

University Student Union
The purpose of the Union is to program activities
which complement the social , cultural, and recreational life of the University family . It is unique in
that it is both a student organization and a department of the University. A more detailed explanation
of the organization and programs can be found in
this handbook under "Student Services ."
Adviser: B. E. Trent.

Water Polo Club
Founded by a group of students with previous
competitive swimming experience, the Water Polo
Club was organized with the hopes of expanding the
spectrum of athletic competition at Clemson and
eventually becoming Clemson's tenth recognized intercollegiate sport. Water polo, one of the world 's
most demanding sports , requires adept swimming
skills, stamina, lightning reflexes , and a good head .
Membership: Open to all.
Adviser: J. F. Geld a rd.

Weightlifting Club
The purpose of the Clemson Weightlifting Club
is to provide a place for students and faculty members to exercise. The club has several sets of York
barbells for body-building, olympic lifting, and
power lifting. The facilities are open every da y at
any time.
Adviser: F. Cone.
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Women's Fencing Club
The purpose of the Women's Fencing Club is to
teach interested coeds to fence and to prepare them
for intercollegiate fencing competition. Team mem.
bers usually make several trips to meets and tournaments during the fall and spring in addition to hosting
meets at Clemson.
Membership: Open to all interested women
students.
Meetings: Monday through Friday from 4:306:30 p.m . in the YMCA gym .
Adviser: C. E. Thompson.

Wrestling Club
The Clemson Wrestling Club was formed to extend the art of wrestling to interested students. The
newly-organized team has hopes of entering intercollegiate competition in the fall. The club has
several matches during the school year.
Membership: Anyone interested in wrestling.
Meetings: Five days per week during the season.
A dviser: H. E. Adams.

WSBF
WSBF is the student broadcasting facility of
Clemson University. Its purpose is to present educational and entertaining programs to the student
b?dY and local audience. Members of this organization gain experience in all phases of radio broadcasting through the operation of WSBF-FM , a
10-watt educational FM station with a frequency of
88.1 MHz . With its studios on the 8th level of the
student center, WSBF broadcasts 24 hours per day,
being the first FM station in South Carolina to do so.
Membership : Open to all students .
Adviser: W. T. Cox.

Young Republicans Club
Modeled after a precinct club , the Young Republicans Club utilizes its members and resources
for the benefit of the Republican Party. The Organization is a member of the South Carolina College
Republican Caucus. The club aids candidates and
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surrounding county organizations and provides
opportunities for students to contribute to the
leadership of the community, state and nation. The
College Republicans strive for a spirit of fellowship
among their fellow club members.
Membership: Open to all interested students.
Meetings: Alternate Wednesdays at 7:30 p.m.
Adviser: J.J. Janzen.

Zoology Club
The Zoology Club serves as an organization to
promote interest in the field of zoology. The club
provides an opportunity for students to become involved with current projects and problems related to
zoology. Various projects are undertaken each
semester.
Membership: Open to all students interested in
zoology.
Adviser: B. R. Ingram.

Interfraternity Council
The Interfraternity Council of Clemson University strives each year to promote good relationships
among the member fraternities. The I FC also acts
as a liaison between the fraternities and the administration.
The fraternity system at Clemson thrives on
competition. The I FC realizes that com petition is
healthy and thereby awards many trophies for
achievement in the areas of scholarship, athletics,
Greek Week activities and homecoming activities.
Adviser: F. A. Burtner.

Alpha Gamma Rho Colony
In April 1970 eighteen students interested in
agriculture organized Gamma Rho Fraternity. The
students felt t.he need of developing, within the
College of Agricultural Sciences and the College of
Forest and Recreation Resources, an organization
serviceable to the profession, yet also able to offer
social aspects of fraternity life to agriculturally
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oriented college men. Gamma Rho evolved into the
Clemson Colony of Alpha Gamma Rho whose purpose is to promote a spirit of social awareness
and good fellowship among college students in
agriculture and related majors and thereby enjoy
the fruits and labors of our brotherhood.
Adviser: D. Boone, J. W. Jones, J. Palmer.

Alpha Tau Omega
The Eta Pi chapter of Alpha Tau Omega was
installed at Clemson University on May 9, 1971 .
Alpha Tau Omega has a proud heritage begun at
Virginia Military Institute in 1865 . The brothers of
Eta Pi chapter put a great emphasis on scholarship
and brotherhood and also take an active part in
campus life. Alpha Tau Omega has a well diversified membership that can work together for a
common goal.
Adviser: J . Davenport.

Beta Theta Pi
The purpose of Beta Theta Pi, based on brotherhood, is to provide social as well as service activities
which strive for the betterment of the University as
well as the members.
Formerly Sigma Kappa Epsilon local fraternity ,
Delta Nu chapter became the first chapter of Beta
Theta Pi in South Carolina on November 7, 1971 .
Beta Theta Pi has proved itself not only as a
leader on the Clemson University campus but also
in the Clemson community.
Advisers: W. H. Owens, L. W. Gahan and L. E.
Nordquist.

Chi Psi
Alpha Chi Delta, the 29th Alpha of Chi Psi,
was chartered on January 8, 1972. Formerly Beta
Sigma Chi, a local fraternity which expanded from
the Charleston County Club, this fraternity can
claim 39 years of service to the University and community.
Chi Psi is a deep and continuing experience
which merely begins during a brother's undergraduate
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career. The fraternity encourages communication
between the Alphas, Alumni Corporations, and host
collegiate institutions to aid intellectual, cultural,
moral, and social development as a foundation of the
lasting friendship which 1s the objective of this
fraternity.
Brothers are selected on the basis of personal
acceptance and a realization of the fraternity attitude. Brothers of Chi Psi possess a sense of purpose
larger than one's self, the thoughtful awareness of
the needs of other men.

Kappa Alpha Order
In 1959 the local social fraternity Phi Kappa
Delta came into existence. One of the first social
Greek organizations at Clemson, the "Phi Kapps"
quickly established themselves as one of the prominent fraternities. Over the next eleven years, Phi
Kappa Delta continued to prosper, enhanced by the
ideals of true brotherhood, fellowship, and scholarship. On February 20, 1970, Phi Kappa Delta became
Delta Omicron Chapter of Kappa Alpha Order,
basing its charter on moral character, chivalry, and
an unending devotion to our spiritual founder,
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Robert Edward Lee of Virginia. The Brothers of
Kappa Alpha Order continue the rich heritage
handed down by their founders and continue 10
look forward into the l 970's.
A lumni Adviser: B. R. Skelton.

Kappa Sigma
The Kappa Upsilon chapter of Kappa Sigma
fraternity was installed as the 169th active chapter
in the United States on March 6, 1970. Kappa
Sigma has a rich and proud heritage as one of the
oldest in the fraternity system today. Kappa Upsilon chapter is based on tradition and heritage,
with a deep interest in student activities as well as
fraternity life . Kappa Sigma is proud of its quality
and diversification of membership and its closelyknit brotherhood who work together for the betterment of the fraternity.
Adviser: R. Lawrence.

Phi Delta Theta
South Carolina Gamma was recognized as a
chapter of Phi Delta Theta in the spring of 1970.
Since that time Phi Delta Theta has been regarded
as an outstanding chapter , not only at Clemson, but
also nationally. Previously existing as a local fr aternity , Delta Phi Kappa, the brothers believe that
participation is the key to success in the fraternit ).
Excellence of South Carolina Gamma has been
achieved largely through its individual members
striving to uphold the three principles of the bond
of Phi Delta Theta-friendship, sound learning, and
rectitude .
Adviser: J . W. Foster .

Phi Gamma Delta
The Chi Alpha Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta
is continuing its adherence to the ideals of brotherhood and scholarship. Formerly the Delta Colony,
the fraternity received its national charter on April
6, 1974, thus becoming the youngest national fra ternity chapter on campus. During the coming year,
the members will continue to search for men who
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will accept the responsibility of making Phi Gamma
Delta one of the best and most progressive fraternities
on campus.
Advisers: A. S . Tombes and T . M . Mcinnis .

Pi Kappa Alpha
Eta Alpha chapter of Pi Kappa Alpha became
the first national social fraternity on campus after
chartering ceremonies on February I , 1970. The
fraternity was founded for the establishment of
friendship , for the maintenance of necessary social
graces, and for the primary objective of obtaining
an education.
Adviser: J. V. Reel.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
On April 11, 1970, the South Carolina Nu
Chapter of Sigma Alpha Epsilon was installed on
the Clemson campus. Originally the Numeral Society,
a service organization , the group later became a
local social fraternity. As a national fraternity , this
brotherhood has even greater opportunities to continue its role of prominence within the Greek
system.
Adviser: J . L. Young .

Sigma Nu
The Theta Zeta chapter of Sigma Nu was
founded April 11, 1970, on a firm base provided by
10 years of Kappa Delta Chi local fraternity
leadership on campus. In its first years as a national
fraternity , the chapter has continued to emphasize
strength in brotherhood along with the Sigma Nu
ideal of a life of honor. The fraternity attempts to
develop the complete man by scholarship and leadership activities as well as many social events throughout the year.
Advisers: G. U. Bennett, B. G. Dysart and A . H.
Sloan .

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Sigma Phi Epsilon has a deep interest in student
activities as well as fraternity life. It has a
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philosophy of living based on honor, fellowship, integrity, social participation , scholastic achievement
character and leadership. Organized as a loca[ i~
1965 by six men who shared common ideals, Alpha
Gamma became the South Carolina Beta Chapter
of Sigma Phi Epsilon National Fraternity on April
4, 1970. With seven years of progress and exceptional achievement to speak for it, this brotherhood
has even greater prospects to continue its role as an
outstanding fraternity at Clemson.
Adviser: B. J. Skelton .
Chapter Counselor: S. C. Dudley .

Theta Chi
Theta Chi national fraternity was installed at
Clemson on January 19, 1971. Previously, the
organization was known as Chi Lambda, which had
been founded on November 12, 1967. Theta Chi seeks
the most broad-minded, liberal and progressive men
on campus. The fraternity frowns on the widening
of the social breach between students, thus expressing
a desire for cooperation between all Clemson men.
Theta Chi pledges are not asked or expected to
surrender any of their legal or social rights, none of
their personal ties, and none of their moral or
religious ideals. The status of the individual is
altered only with respect to the acceptance of the
responsibility of brotherhood in Theta Chi.
Adviser: C. A. Grubb.

SORORITIES

Panhellenic Council
The purpose of the Panhellenic Council is to
coordinate intersorority activities and to establish
rules and regulations governing rush. Panhellenic
encourages a cooperative attitude between sororities
as well as good relations with independents. The
Council also encourages good scholarship, high
social standards and service to the college comr.iunity.
Adviser: Cathy C. Turner.
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Chi Omega
In November, 1969 the sisters of Sigma Beta
Chi local sorority became pledges of Chi Omega,
thus making it the first national sorority on campus .
While its fundamentals center around friendship,
Chi Omega helps its members develop their own
individual capacities and encourages them to share
those abilities with others.
Adviser: Mrs. E. P. Willimon .

Delta Delta Delta
Delta Delta Delta national sorority was installed
on campus November 12, 1969. The sisters of Beta
Theta chapter have since experienced the bonds of
friendship and sisterhood on which the fraternity
wa founded in 1888 and which unite it today.
Tri Delta's national philanthropy is financial
assistance to students through scholarships . Beta
Theta chapter each year awards the Margaret Bradley
Poole Scholarship to a Clemson woman student. In
addition, Clemson Tri Deltas are actively engaged
in social, community and campus projects.
Adviser: Mrs . B. G. Dysart.

Kappa Alpha Theta
Kappa Alpha Theta, Delta Phi Chapter, was
colonized on March 1, 1972, and received its charter
on November 18 , 1972, making it the ninety-sixth
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chapter of the oldest national women's fraternit y in
America. The ~i~ters of Delta Phi have built a strong
chapter of md1v1duals based on the bonds of sister.
hood , friendship and scholarship. Clemson Thetas
are actively involved in social, service, school, and
community activities .
Adviser: Mrs. H. E. Stewart

Kappa Kappa Gamma
Epsilon Mu Chapter of Kappa Kappa Gamn,a
national sorority was installed on campus March 7
1970, and unites women of similar interests wh ~
share with each other the ideals of friendship, service
and loyalty. Epsilon Mu Chapter encourages the free
development of the individual and emphasizes scholarship and community and campus activities.
Adviser: Mrs. A. Little.

RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATIONS

Religious Life at Clemson
Clemson University students have an opportunity
to be exposed to and to participate in a wide variety
of religious activities. Local University ministers
cooperate with the University administration in providing many worthwhile ecumenical programs fo r
students during the school year. Programs include
dormitory visitation, religious lectures, Lenten services, and personal counseling.
In addition to cooperative religious programs,
there are also individual programs and groups representing almost all denominations, that provide religious programs for students on and off the campus.
These groups include Baptist, Presbyterian, Methodist , Episcopal , Lutheran, Catholic, Church of
Christ Scientist, and the Church of Christ.
Deeply rooted in the religious life of the campus
are the student religious organizations including the
Baptist Student Union, Westminster Fellowship,
Canterbury, Wesley Foundation, Catholic Newman
Club, Christian Science Organization, the Navigators, Hillel-Brandeis, Fellowship of Christian
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Athletes, AGAPE (Church of Christ), Campus
Crusade for Christ, the Latter Day Saints, and the
Lutheran Student Organization .
In addition to these opportunities to participate
in campus religious life, there are churches of
almost all denominations in and near the community.
Bus transportation is provided to some of the outlying
churches.
For additional information about campus religious
life, contact Buford Trent, Coordinator of Religious
Affairs, Holtzendorff YMCA.

AGAPE
The name chosen for this organization denotes
the highest type of love aspired to by man and
achieved only by a constant relationship with God
through Christ.
All students who strive for a closer relationship
with God are welcome. The organization is sponsored by the Clemson Church of Christ which meets
at 212 Seneca Road.
Purposes of AGAPE are to unite in fellowship
those who want to serve Christ and to manifest this
service while attending Clemson University .
Phil C. Lavender, minister of the Clemson Church
of Christ, serves as student minister.
Worship: Sunday, 11 :00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m .
Bible Study: Sunday, 10:00 a.m . and Wednesday,
7:30 p.m .

Baptist Student Union
The Baptist Student Union is a Christian student organization whose purpose is to create an
environment in which students worship God, hear
His call to be His body in the world, and become
equipped to carry out that call. Out of this understanding of who God is and what He is doing in the
world, members feel impelled to try to form a
believing, caring, loving, risking, serving community
of students who try to love God and love people as
God loves them . Through worship services, study
groups, retreats, conventions, work projects, fellowship, workshops, group dynamics, and personal
ministry members are striving to become more
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mature and more able and willing to live out their
faith as responsible members of the family of man.
The Baptist Student Union hopes to be characterized
by the words worship, community, and service.
The Baptist Student Union has two gener.al meet.
ings each week and many special meetings each
semester. The general meetings are on Wednesdays
and Sundays at 8:00 p.m. in the Baptist Student
Center. Retreats, conventions, work activities, and
mission projects are announced as planned .
The Baptist Student Center and the Offices of
the Baptist Student Union are located in a wing of
the First Baptist Church on College A venue. S. J.
Hall is the Baptist University Minister . Telephone
numbers are 654-4101 (office) and 654-5540 (home).
Several Baptist churches in the area have Sunday
School programs for college students and welcome
students to participate in the total life of the church.
They are the First Baptist Church of Clemson , the
East Clemson Baptist Church, the First Baptist
Church of Pendleton , and the Mt. Tabor Baptist
Church.

Campus Crusade for Christ
Campus Crusade for Christ is a fellowship of
students who have found the answers to life's problems through a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ. Motivated by a common faith and genuine
love, these students desire to share with others what
they ha ve found to be true in Christ. A long with
students on campuses throughout the United States
and some 50 foreign countries , the local group
sponsors public programs and informal gatherings.
Membership: No requirements ; all welcome .
Meetings: As announced .
Adviser: F. L. Roberts.

Christian Science Organization
Christian Science Organization is composed of
people interested in the Christian Science religiona religion that challenges man to constantly evaluate
his thinking and to more fully realize his unlimi ted
potential. The Organization meetings offer a time
for serious, meaningful ideas to be exchanged and
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contemplated in an atmosphere conducive to natural,
easy friendships. Organization members strive to
direct their thinking towards promoting a healing
atmosphere for the campus, the community, and
the world.
Weekly organization meetings are at 6:00 p.m.
in the Student Chapel. These meetings include
readings from the Bible and the Christian Science
textbook with a period afterward for the expression
of ideas and experiences of healing in Christian
Science. All Clemson students and faculty members
are welcome at these meetings.
Those desiring more information about the
Organization and its activities should contact G. A.
Smith.

Episcopal Campus Ministry
Episcopalian students on the campus are the
Episcopal Church at Clemson University. Their
organization is the traditional Canterbury Association. Discussions, study and service programs are
offered. Social activities have included suppers and
other programs. The club owns and maintains a
boat which is available to its members. Holy Trinity
Church, at the edge of the campus, provides a
place for worship, a lounge for loafing, television,
music, or study, and an opportunity for students to
share in parish life as members of the choir,
acolytes, lay-readers, and members of the adult discussion group on Sunday mornings. The Rector of
Holy Trinity serves by appointment of the Bishop
as Episcopal Chaplain to the University . The Rev.
Thomas C. Davis, and his associate, the Rev. J.
Pickett Miles are the clergy team which ministers
to students, faculty and staff members.
Church Services: Sunday 8:00; 9: 15 and 11 :00
a.m.
Holy Eucharist: Wednesdays 10:00 a.m.
Canterbury Association: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
The Fellowship of Christian Athletes is a program
to confront athletes and coaches, and through them
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the youth of the nation, with the challenge and ad.
venture of following Christ through the fellowship
of the church.
Membership: Open to any interested coach or
student involved in intercollegiate athletics.
Meetings: Every other Wednesday at 10 p.m.
Adviser: G. W. MacIntyre.

Forerunner Fellowship
The Forerunner Fellowship is a Christian
organization dedicated to the proclamation of the
gospel of Jesus Christ by means of The Forerunner.
a Christian newspaper geared mainly to the college
campus. The newspaper is the basic ministry of this
fellowship; however, members also participate m
other activities which help in sharing the gospel and
unifying the Body of Christ.
The newspaper is published two or three times
each semester, and is funded completely by donations.
Any student who feels motivated to such a ministry
is welcome. Contact The Forerunner, Box 2305 , University Station , Clemson , S. C. 29631 .
Meetings: As announced .
Adviser: B. E. Trent.

Forever Generation
The Forever Generation is a fundament al
Christian ministry devoted to helping college students
enter into a personal, dynamic relationship with Jesus
Christ. Whereas every "now generation" or mancentered movement will pass away, God's Word and
those who have believed its message and received
Christ as personal Saviour will live forever. Having
turned from their old way of life, members of the
Forever Generation give testimony to Christ's transforming power. Their activities include Bible studies,
prayer and testimony meetings, weekend retreats,
seminars on topics of student concern, and a personal
outreach to other students on the Clemson University
campus.
The Forever Generation has Bible studies in the
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Chapel at 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday and 7:30 p.m. on
Friday. For further information contact Doug
Pabody or Dawn Bishop.

Hillel-Brandeis
Hillel-Brandeis is a religious and social organization for Clemson's Jewish students. The organization
helps Jewish students both to observe traditional
holidays and to provide an occasional forum for
discussion of the Jewish outlook on modern religious
and ethical problems. Rides are provided to nearby
synagogues in Greenville and Anderson at which
students are welcome for Rosh Hash an a, Yorn
Kippur, and other holidays. Several Jewish faculty
members and local families have expressed interest
in having students as their guests at Passover
Seders.
Clemson is one of the five South Carolina
colleges and universities involved in a state-wide
Jewish college students' organization. The organization is mainly concerned with social activities. This
enables the Clemson Jewish student to meet many
more fellow students of his faith.
Adviser: J. Mand el.

Latter-Day Saints Student Association
The Latter-Day Saints Student Association is
designed to unite LDS students in a special bond
of fellowship relating to the special circumstances
and challenges of university students.
The purposes of the Student Association are directed to the specific needs of college students and
should:
I. Motivate LDS students to become an influence
for good on the college campus .
2. Reach out to all LDS students and help keep
them closely affiliated with the Church while
they are on the campus, thus helping them to
be more .effective students and better balanced
human beings.
3. Provide for the correlation of Church-related
activities on the college campus.
Membership: Open to all Clemson University
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students who are willing to maintain the standard
of the Church.
Adviser: T. H. Garner.

Lutheran Campus Ministry
The Lutheran Campus Center, located one block
from the Clemson University Campus, seeks to serve
both local and University communities through
worship opportunities and activities that assist the
student in his personal development. Students are
an integral part of the ongoing life of the University
Lutheran congregation and serve in all areas of
church !ife, thus eliminating the possibility of division
between the resident and nonresident members.
The Lutheran Student Movement provides a
lounge and study rooms, located in the Lutheran
Campus Center, which are open daily for use along
with a library that is supplementary to the periodicals
available to the students.
The Lutheran Married Students are of special
concern with a program and ministry being developed
on the basis of this group's needs . Couples share
experiences and problems that are common to student
marriages. Use of lounge facilities is available .
Gene Copenhaver serves as Campus Pastor and
Pastor of University Lutheran / Lutheran Campus
Center. All Students are welcome to full participation in the ministry offered through LSM and LMS.
Church S chool: Sunday 9:45 a.m.
Service of Worship : Sunday 9:00 and 11 :00 a.m.
Lutheran Student Movement ( LSM): Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Lutheran Married Students ( LMS ): 4th Sunday
6:30 p.m .

Navigators
The Navigators is an international, interdenominational Christian organization ministering to people
on campuses, on military bases and among laymen
and women in the United States and on every
continent of the world (28 countries currently).
It is the purpose of the Navigators to make a
permanent difference in the lives of students and
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faculty through small Bible study groups, group
meetings, individual counseling and intensive training on a person-to-person basis.
Additional information can be obtained from Dick
Spatola at 646-7743 .

Newman Student Association
Newman Student Association is a religious, social
and cultural organization for Catholic students. The
regular meeting of the Association is held on Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m . at Newman Hall, the Catholic Student Center, located next to St. Andrew 's Church .
Lectures and discussion groups are featured at
some of the Newman meetings, as well as Bible
vigils and other services. Socially, the Association
sponsors dances, picnics and pizza parties throughout
the year. Newman Student Association also sponsors
Mass at the Student Chapel on Sunday at 12:00 noon.

Wesley Foundation
Wesley Foundation is the mission to the campus
of the United Methodist Church. It is ecumenical in
nature, with the intention of sharing and cooperating
with others in ministry.
The purpose of Wesley Foundation is to give
meaning to life through community and ministry . In
this process, all persons are received and all persons
are challenged to be in ministry .
Wesley Foundation is located next to Clemson
United Methodist Church. Peggy and Bill Brown
are co-directors. Telephones are 654-4547 (office)
and 654-4796 · (home).
Biblical and Theological Study: Sunday, 8:30 a.m.
Continental Breakfast and Worship: Sunday,
9:45 a.m.
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Couples Study Group: Sunday, 10:00 a.m.
Supper and Conversation: Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
Task Forces for Ministry in 1974-75: Human
Sexuality, New People, Freshman Orientation.

Westminster Fellowship
Westminster Fellowship is part of the Campus
Christian Life Ministry of the Presbyterian Church.
Its purpose is to present the truth of the Christian
faith, hereby helping individuals grow in understanding, discover God's purpose for their lives, and encourage responsible participation in the life and
mission of the Church as faithful followers of Jesus
Christ. The Fellowship is experienced in an atmosphere of personal warmth, acceptance, and support.
The Rev. Robert M. Mat thews 'is Presbyterian
Campus Minister. His office and the student center
are located in the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
305 College Ave., phone 654-2061 or 654-2065 .
Coffee: Sunday 9:30 a.m.
Church School: Sunday 9:45 a.m.
Worship: Sunday 11 :00 a.m.
Westminster Fellowship Meeting: Sunday 7:00
p.m.
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ATHLETIC STAFF

Jimmy D. "Red" Parker
Head Coach, Football

E. P. Willimon
Executive Secretary, IPTAY

Henslee C. Mclellan
Athletic Director

Taylor 0. "Tates" Locke
Head Coach, Basketball

George V. Bennett
Asst. Athletic Director
William F. Beckwith
Head Coach, Tennis

Billy H. Wilhelm
Head Coach, Baseball
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H. C. "P. Wee" Greenfield
Head Coach. Track

Carl M . McHugh
Head Coach. Swimming

Robert W. Robinson

Harold N. Coo ledge Jr.

Head Coach, Golf

Head Coach, Fencing

J . Banks McFadden
Director
Intramural Activities

Ibrahim M. Ibrahim
Head Coach, Soccer
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1974 CLEMSON SOCCER SCHEDULE
Date

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

26
28
30
4
6
13
18
21
25
29
3
IO

Thursday
Saturday
Monday
Friday
Sunday
Sunday
Friday
Monday
Friday
Tuesday
Sunday
Sunday

Opponent

Time

Furman
South Florida
Jacksonville
West Virginia
Howard
Virginia
North Carolina
Erskine
St. Louis
Duke
N .C. State
Maryland

3:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
2:00
2:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
3:00
2:00
2:00

Place

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m .
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Clemson
Tampa
Jacksonville
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson
St. Louis
Durham
Clemson
Clemson

1974 CLEMSON VARSITY FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Date

Opponent

September 14
September 21
September 28
October 5
October 12
October 19
October 26
November 2
November 9
November 16
ovember 23

Texas A&M
N. C. State
Georgia Tech
Georgia
Maryland
Duke (Homecoming)
Tennessee
Wake Forest
North Carolina (IPTAY)
Virginia (Parent's Day)
South Carolina

Place

Clemson
Raleigh
Clemson
Clemson
College Park
Clemson
Knoxville
Winston-Salem
Clemson
Clemson
Clemson

All home games start at I :00 p.m.

1974 CLEMSON JV FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Date

September 16
September 23
October 7
October 21
November I
November 8

Opponent

The Citadel
Furman
Georgia
South Carolina
Ferrum Junior College
Georgia Tech

Place

Clemson
Clemson
Athens
Columbia
Clemson
Atlanta
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1974-75 CLEMSON VARSITY BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Opponent

Date

Nov . 29-30

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

4
7
18
20-21

Dec. 27-28

Dec. 31
Jan. 4
Jan . 8
Jan . 15
Jan . 18
Jan. 22
Jan . 25
Jan. 29
Feb. I
Feb. 4
Feb. 12
Feb. 15
Feb. 19
Feb. 22
Feb. 26
Mar. I
Mar. 6-7-8

Tip-Off Tournament
(Clemson, Middle Tennessee,
Ole Miss, Pennsylvania)
Furman
Appalachian State
Louisville
Dayton Tournament
(Clemson, Dayton , LaSalle,
Texas Tech)
Pillsbury Classic
(Auburn, Clemson, Minnesota,
Navy)
Florida Southern
Virginia
North Carolina
Duke
Wake Forest
Maryland
Virginia
The Citadel
North Carolina
N. C. State
Wake Forest
Duke
Georgia Tech
N. C. State
Maryland
Biscayne
ACC Tournament

Place

Clemson

Clemson
Clemson
Louisville
Dayton

Minneapolis, Minn .

Lakeland
Clemson
Chapel Hill
Durham
Clemson
Clemson
Charlottesville
Clemson
Clemson
Raleigh
Winston-Salem
Clemson
Atlanta
Clemson
College Park
Clemson
Greensboro

ATHLETICS

IPTAY
JPTAY 1973 surpassed its established goal of
$565,000 by $18,000, marking the largest amount
ever raised by Clemson's scholarship club.
And in its 40th year, IPTA Y '74 has placed its
goal even higher at $600,000.
Organized in 1934 by the late Dr. Ruppert H.
(Rube) Fike, it has blossomed into what is probably
the greatest group of collegiate supporters in the
country.
Since IPT A Y was formed, conference championships have been won in baseball, basketball,
football, soccer, and tennis, and many individual
athletes have been honored with All-Conference and
All-American selections.
Anyone, regardless of age or alma mater, may
join IPTA Y. Contributions range from the $20
minimum to the $2,000 scholarship donor.

Soccer
If there's a way to better Clemson's soccer fortunes I. M. Ibrahim will certainly find a way to do
it, so don't be surprised if the Tigers better their
final standing of fourth in the country which the '73
booters attained.
Ibrahim's Tigers rolled to a perfect 13-0-0
regular season mark in grabbing their second con-
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secutive Atlantic Coast Conference crown, and with
regional playoff wins over Madison, South Florida
and Penn, carried the nation's only unbeaten (·16-o'.
0) mark into the NCAA finals in Miami 's Orange
Bowl.
And although the Tigers, despite having
dominated the game with national runner-up
UCLA, dropped a double overtime 2-1 decision to
the Bruins, it was a great year for Clemson .
All-American Henry Abadi graduated, but
Ibrahim has four All-ACC first teamers back in
Clyde Watson, Ron Giesbers, Ralston Moore, and
Clyde Browne, the league's MVP for the second
straight season, as the Tigs will definitely be the
team to beat in the South in 1974.

Football
Red Parker promised "to leave no stone unturned nor to leave any avenue unexplored" a year
ago "in an effort to put Clemson football at the
top," and as the smilin' Redhead enters his second
campaign at the Tiger helm, one might expect his
gridders to pick up where they left off last fall .
Clemson surprised everybody-or all the
experts , that is-in I 973, as "Big Red's Machine,
The Tiger Triple" rolled up 4,009 yards of offense,
giving Parker's pack of hungry cats a 5-6 record
overall which included a 4-2 Atlantic Coast
Conference mark and third place finish behind
bowl-bound leaders N. C. State and Maryland.
Although the Tigs lost All-ACC quarterback
Ken Pengitore via graduation, the Redhead had five
candidates to fill the shoes during spring practice,
and he added a prep All-American in his list of
signees, which opposing coaches call "some of the
finest in the country."
All-ACC tackle Ken Peeples bolsters an offensive line corps that is absent but one member from
last fall, and mammoth tight end Bennie Cunningham is a threat everytime he touches the ball.
Defensively , linebacker Jimmy Williamson ,
following knee; surgery, has two more years, and
Peanut Martin heads a secondary that was second
in the nation in interceptions a year ago.
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Basketball
Tates Locke hopes that the bark has hardened
on his "Tree"-7-1 center Tree Rollins, of
course-and if the Cordele, Ga., sophomore has as
good a transition from his first-to-second seasons as
he did from the prep to collegiate ranks, then
Clemson fans will be singing "I think that I shall
never see a player lovely as the Tree."
As a highly-recruited prepster, Rollins lived up
to pre-season expectations, leading the Tigers to
their best finish and first winning record at 14-12,
since the 1966-67 team went 17-8. His 12.2 rebound
average was tops on the team and third in the
league, and he was second on the squad in scoring
with a 12.4 average.
But also back to give the Tigers what looms to
be their best group in quite a few years are leading
scorer Yan Gregg (13.8) and 6-9 Wayne Croft, who
combined with Rollins to make Clemson a deadly
team inside a year ago.
Additionally, Locke has Jo Jo Bethea, Tim
Capehart, and Bruce Harman back to fill his guard
spots, and such names as Scott Conant , Marty
Patterson, and Charlie Rogers should add to Clemson's inside strength.
Then to go with rising sophs Dave Brown, John
Franken, and Andy Butchko, Locke will look for a
couple of top prepsters to add to the Tigers' forest
of saplings.

Swimming
Carl McHugh's 1974 Clemson swimmers finished
the season with a winning 5-4 slate, and the veteran
tank coach, who is entering his 26th campaign as
Tiger mentor, has every member of that team
back-which included but three seniors.
The success should rest in the achievements of
sophomore Mike Henderson, who set six new
school marks as a freshman last winter, and a trio
of record-holders in Bob Mott, John Brick, and
Frank Levy.
Additionally, Tom Whatley sat out the '74
season and the senior standout, holder of three Tig
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marks, should make McHugh's 1975 swimmers one
of the most competitive tank teams ever.

Fencing
Although Clemson struggled through a demanding I -7 campaign a year ago, the Tig fencers proved
that they were an up-and-coming contender in the
Atlantic Coast Conference.
Under coaches Hal Cooledge and Larry Gahan,
Clemson tied Virginia for fifth place in the ACC
Championships, and wound up only 15 points out
of fourth behind N. C. State, a team the Tigs
whipped 17-10 during the regular season.
Even though graduation took its toll ·of fencers,
Steve McCall and Rodney Snell should set a pace
in 1975 as Clemson climbs higher toward the top
spot in the league.

Spring Sports
A combined four-sport record of 46-27, a
regular season Atlantic Coast Conference baseball
crown, and a runner-up spot in the league championships in tennis highlighted Clemson's 1973
spring agenda.
But that didn ' t stop the Tigers' baseball , golf,
tennis, and track teams, as all set higher goals for
the 1974 season.
Entering his 17th year at the Tiger helm,
baseball mentor Bill Wilhelm , who has yet to
experience a losing campaign, observed that his '74
Tigs were "potentially better than last year's club"
which captured the ACC regular season crown.
And his fortunes in '74 hinged around four
seniors in second baseman Richard Haynes, catcher
Lin Hamilton, and Smiley Sanders, a trio of AllACC performers, and pitcher Steve Cline.
Bill Beckwith assumed the tennis reins and inherited enough talent, including All-American candidate Bhanu Nunna, and Asif Husain, the league's
number three singles champ a year ago, to grab the
ACC title, which this year will be held at Clemson.
Prior to the spring break, the netters stood 6-1 ,
having lost the league foe Virginia 5-4, but by May
were expected to be in high gear.

ATHLETICS
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Although P. Wee Greenfield's tracksters include
sophomore Ed Fern, the 1974 thinclads lost a
bushel of sprinters via graduation , and were
experiencing their problems in the early goings.
But Fern, a Junior Olympic performer, will give
Tiger fans a lot to cheer about before he graduates.
Bob Jones concluded a 44-year Clemson association with the conclusion of the ' 74 golf season , as
the ex-Tig star and coach retired, handing the
coaching duties to a young Bobby Robinson , and
with just a trio of seniors graduating, the latter
should be an instant success as a coach in 1975.

INTRAMURAL
ATHLETICS

The Intramural Program
Clemson ' s Intramural Sports Program is
entering a new era. The increase in student participation has led to a need for new facilities .
Recognizing this need, the University had undertaken an optimistic expansion program.
Fike Recreation Center, for many years the
focus for most of Clemson 's sports facilities, is
being converted into an all-purpose recreation
center for students. In addition to the renovation,
construction is under way on the University's first
Natatorium, containing an eight lane swimming
pool and diving tank.
In the Center, the big gym has been expanded to
provide additional room for basketball , volleyball,
and handball , The three full-sized basketball courts
have been resurfaced with Tartan flooring. Four
new one-wall handball courts have also been added
to the renovated lower level. Air conditioning, new
lighting, and a remodeled interior has contributed
to the new look. With 183 basketball teams this
year-30 more than ' 73-students welcomed these
courts .
A new addition to the recreation center will contain showers and dressing facilities for both male
and female students, plus new lockers and halflockers. A weight room is being constructed, which
will house multi-exercise machines and six boxing
platforms.
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Behind the small gym will be a fencing room for
use by the fencing team and other activities. The second level will contain a wrestling room, and the
third level will be divided into a golf room and a
modern dance area.
A new entrance area, walkway, office facilities,
and outdoor terrace will complete the present
expansion. Target date for completion of all
facilities in Fike Recreation Center is January 1975.
Intramural Director Banks McFadden has announced several changes for the coming year.
The major men's sports (football, softball,
basketball, volleyball) will be organized in four
divisions: freshmen, upperclassmen, fraternity, and
graduate. Division champions will be determined in
round-robin competition, with each division winner
playing for the overall championship. Women's
competition will continue on a round-robin basis.
Students are eligible to officiate in the intramural program, and receive training and payment for their efforts. Those interested should contact the Intramural Director.
Organizational meetings are held before each
sports season with advance notice given through the
campus communications facilities. In our major
sports each team is required to pay a $10 deposit,
which will be returned if the team does not forfeit a
game.
The Intramural Office wants to know the interest of all students. If you would like to participate in a sport we are not offering at the present, please come by and discuss it with the Intramural Director.

Intramural Regulations
I. All Clemson students are eligible to part1c1pate
in any and all activities with the following
exceptions:
A. Varsity . letter-winners at Clemson or any
other four-year college are permanently ineligible to participate in the sport or
associated sport in which they earned their
letter.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

B. Professional athletes are permanently ineligible in the sport or associated sport in which
they are considered "professional."
A. Students dropping from Clemson varsity
and freshman intercollegiate athletic squads
after the first scheduled game shall be ineligible during that particular intramural
sport's season.
B. Clemson freshman and varsity athletes are
ineligible for intramural sports after the first
scheduled game and until the last scheduled
game.
No intramural sports team may play more than
three (3) Clemson freshman or varsity athletes
during any one (I) contest. An athlete is
defined as:
A. A member of a Clemson freshman or varsity intercollegiate team at the conclusion of
its last season or off seaso~ practice session .
B. Anyone who has held an athletic scholarship
at any time.
C. A professional athlete.
No person can legally perform for two (2)
different teams during any one intramural
sports season. Responsibility for such violation
rests with the second team.
Every participant must perform under his own
name. Assuming a name or another's identity is
sufficient grounds for protest.
Protesting teams must file their protest with the
Intramural Director within 48 hours after the
contest. Officials' judgments are never considered grounds for protest.
Officials appointed for contests have the
authority to forfeit said contests because of imprompt arrival of team or because of unsportsmanlike conduct.
Protesting participant eligibility is not considered unsportsmanlike. The intramural department investigates such matters only on notice of
appeal.
Participants in the four major men's sports
(football, basketball, softball, volleybali) will
compete in the following divisions: freshmen,
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upperclassmen, fraternity, and graduate. Each
division champion will be determined by round
robin play . All women's competition will remain
in one division, and play will be round robin .
10. A student officiating in one division will not be
allowed to participate in that same division .
However, he will be eligible to participate in the
same sport in a division in which he does not
officiate.

Regulations For Individual Sports
Soft Pitch Softball
I. Rules are available in the Intramural Office.
2. Pitcher must deliver ball underhanded and
the ball must arc at least six (6) feet before it
reaches the plate.
3. Games will be seven (7) innings and teams
will be composed of ten ( I0) players.
Touch Football
I. Rules are available in the Intramural Office.
2. Game will consist of two (2) 15-minute
halves .
3. Team will be composed of nine (9) players .
4. No spikes or cleated shoes are allowed.
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Basketball
I. ational Collegiate Rules will govern the
game.
2. Game will consist of two (2) 15-minute
halves .
3. Gym shoes must be worn.
4. Team will be composed of five (5) players.
\'olleyball
I. Rules are available in the Intramural Office.
2. Games will consist of 15 points. Matches will
be the best two (2) out of three (3) games.
3. Teams will be composed of six (6) players.
4. Gym shoes must be worn (when played inside).

Tennis Court Regulations
Use of Courts
The courts are for the use of the Clemson
University varsity tennis team , students, staff and
faculty members. The courts will be open from 8:00
A.M. until I 1:00 P.M. seven days per week when
possible. The University Tennis Team will have
hours blocked out for scheduled varsity practice.
During non-scheduled practice hours , courts 7-8
(adjacent to the Hoke Sloan Tennis Center) will
have varsity priority . However, these courts can be
used by students and faculty when team members
and staff are not present.
Family of Clemson Personnel
Wife, husband or children residing in home of
students, staff and faculty members may use courts
during certain hours . They must bring a reservation
slip with them. This slip must be picked up by the
student, staff or faculty member.
Reservation Slips
Reservation slips will show the names of the
players , court number, time and date. These reservation slips are good for one hour unless otherwise
stated on the slip. If the reservation is for a family
member, the secretary should be informed so that
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she can put the correct names on the reservation
slip.
Ho~~ to Reserve a Court

Students, or members of the staff and faculty ,
must come to Fike Recreation Center between 8:30
A.M . and 4:30 P.M ., Monday through Friday and
present their ID card to the secretary who will be
located at the front door. Reservation s may be
made on ly one week in advance. No reservations
will be made by phone.
Unoccupied Courts
Any student, staff or faculty member may use
unoccupied courts for only one hour , if others are
waiting, or until the carrier of a reservation slip
arrives. You must have an ID card or you will be
as ked to leave the courts. Reservation slips take
preference over ID cards .
Lessons
No lessons for remuneration will be given on the
University Courts unless authorized by the Athletic
Department.
Shoes
You must wear smooth-sole tenni s shoes. All
others will damage courts. Anyone not wearing
proper shoes will be asked to leave the courts.
Rackets
Rackets will be available for th e University
students in the Intramural Checkout Room located
in fike Recreation Center from 2:00 P. M . to 6:00
P.M . daily, except holidays.
Guests
Anyone having a guest will be required to pay
$1.00 an hour per person.
Injuries
The Intramural Department is NOT responsible
for injuries received by anyone while playing or
practicing sports. Check with the Bursar's Office
about insurance coverage.
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1974-75 CALENDAR OF INTRAMURAL SPORTS
(Tentative)

Sports

Softball-Men
Softball-Women
Track-Freshman
Track-Championship
Cross Country
Tennis-Men 's Doubles
Tennis-Women's Doubles
Soccer
Horseshoes
Softball-Inter-Fraternity
Football-Touch
Football-Powder Puff
Footba 11-1 nter-Fraternity
Basketball- Men
Basketball-Women
Handball
Racket Ball
Hand ball-Inter-Fraternity
Swimming-Women
Basketball-Inter-Fraternity
Swimming-Men
Water Polo
Volleyball-Men
Volleyball-Women
Soccer
Tennis-Men 's Singles
Tennis-Women 's Singles
Horseshoes
Track (Spring)
Volleyball

Entries
Open

Entries
Close

Aug. 26
Aug. 26
Sept. 2
Sept. 2
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Oct. 7
Nov. 25
Jan. 6
Jan. 6
Jan. 6
Jan . 13
Feb. 4
Mar. 2
Mar. 3
Mar. 2
Mar . 3
Mar. 10
Mar. 10
Mar. 14
Apr. I
Apr. I
Apr. I
Apr. I
Apr. 14

Sept. 5
Sept. 5
Sept. 6
Sept. 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Sept. 27
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 18
Nov. 28
Jan . 17
Jan . 17
Jan . 17
Jan. 17
Feb. 8
Mar . 11
Mar . 8
Mar . 11
Mar. 7
Mar. 21
Mar. 21
Mar. 21
Apr. 4
Apr. 4
Apr . 6
Apr. 11
Apr. 17

Type of
Competition

Round Robin
Round Robin
Meet
Meet

Meet
Single Elim.
Single Elim.
Round Robin
Round Robin
Double Elim.
Round Robin
Round Robin
Double Elim.
Round Robin
Round Robin
Round Robin
Round Robin
Double Elim .
Meet
Double Elim.
Meet
Round Robin
Round Robin
Round Robin
Round Robin
Single Elim.
Single Elim .
Round Robin
Meet
Double Elim .

Starting
Date

Sept. 9
Sept. 9
Sept. 9
Sept. 16
Sept. 18
Sept. 23
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Sept. 30
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 21
Dec. 3
Jan. 20
Jan . 20
Jan. 20
Jan . 20
Feb. 10
Mar. 14
Mar. 10
Mar. 14
Mar. 10
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Mar. 24
Apr. 7
Apr. 7
Apr. 8
Apr. 17
Apr. 21
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STU DENT BODY
OFFICERS
1974-75

Shannon Marie Bethea
Secretary

Watson T. Barbrey
Department of
Services

Kevin Wells
A 11orney General

Reginald L. Foster
Elections Chairman

Reginald Brantley
President

James C. Dupre
Chairman
Speakers Bureau

John Rivers III
Presidenr
Student Senate

Philip Jackson
Vice President

Rhett Atkins
Central Spirir

Frank Qual!s
Ombudsman
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STUDENT
LEADERS

B. Edward O'Dell
WSBF

James L. Heaton
Chairman
Supreme Courr

Business Director

Thomas W. Tull
Chairman
High Courr

"'

Nancy J. Qualls
TIGER Editor
David Vaughan
Head Cheerleader

Philip Porter
Chairman
Lower Courr

Cheerleaders
David R. Baird

Francis M. Blackwell
CDA President

Phyllis Ann Corker
Sheri Leigh Costa
Keith Crawford
Kathleen R. Dayhood
Peter A. Grant
Carol Ann Gerdon
William G. Johnson Ill
Mart ha L. Morris
I. Anthony Saad
Thomas G. Smith
Walter P. Spires Jr.
James T. Spivey
David N. Vaughan
Jettie M. Young

Joseph P. Busby
Michael B. Heard
Leslie F. Morgan
David G. Nutt
John R. Perkins
Mary Margaret Phi fer
Thomas W. Tull
Barbara A. Tuttle
Loner Court

James D. Harmon
Teresa G. Houston
Elizabeth B. Perry
Philip Porter
Jean L. Wilson
Student Relations Committee

Supreme Court

Barry C. Burdett
Charles F. Cousins
J. Leslie Heaton
Steven L. Shugart
William P. Steinkuller
Steven King
University Union
President

High Court

Kurt E. Blase

Philip Jackson
Rodney M. Sprott
M. Perrin Coxe
Administration-FacultyStudent Council

Rodney M. Sprott
Frank Qualls
Thomas E. Skelton Jr.
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STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AT

CLEMSON
UNIVERSITY

The students at Clemson University have
tablished a democratic form of governme~~Students elect a president, a vice president and ·
senator. The president appoints a seven-memb/
cabinet of which the vice president is also r
member. The senate elects its own president, presi~
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dent pro tempore, secretary and clerk. Court
members are appointed by the president and approved by the senate. The Constitution which
follows explains the powers and responsibilities of
student government's legislative, executive and
judicial branches.
Through the Bill of Rights and Responsibilities
which was added in 1973, students are encouraged
to offer a thoughtful and responsible voice in
University affairs directly concerning the student
body.
The Acts of the Student Senate establish the
rules of self-government for student regulations, including residence hall visiting; judicial powers;
legislative powers; executive powers; elections
procedures; qualifications for office; and committees
and organizations.

Student Body President Reginald Brantley
Reginald Brantley was elected president of the
Clemson University student body March 11, 1974,
in a run-off election. He is the first black student to
be elected to the top student government office in
the University's history.
A political science major from Conway, Reggie
took office with experience in the judicial branch
having served as a prosecuting attorney, chairman
of Lower Court, and a member of High Court. In
other areas of campus leadership, he was a charter
member of the Student Association for Mental
Retardation, treasurer of the English Club, a staff
member of the publication "Forerunner," and a
member of the Student League for Black Identity.
Reggie plans to concentrate on developing ways
in which students can make significant contributions
to the academic, social and physical growth of the
University. "My major function will be speaking to
the administration and letting them know what
students are thinking," he said following his election . "I believe ·that it is important that students
have an input in the decision-making processes on
campus, but it is up to the students to represent
their own interests."
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CONSTITUTION
OF THE CLEMSON UNIVERSITY
STUDENT BODY

Preamble
The students of Clemson University do establish this Constitution
for the preservation and improvement of a democratic Student Government at Clemson University.

Article I-legislative
Sec. I. Legislath·e Power.

The legis lative power shall be vested in a Student Senate.
Sec. 2. Membership.

Membership of the Senate shall be composed of at least one
resident Senator for each precinct. Each dormitory building shall contain at least one precinct. Those students not residing in dormitory
buildings shall comprise one precinct. Apportionment of all precincts
shall be determined by the Elections Chairman and approved by
the Senate during the Spring semester.
Sec. 3. Officers.

The Senate shall elect therein a President, President Pro Temporc.
Secretary, and Clerk . The Vice President of the Student Body shall
serve as a voting member of the Student Senate.
Sec. 4. Powers.

A. The Senate shall enact by majority vote resolutions and acts,
propose by two-thirds vote amendments to this Constitution,
provide for the publication of legislation, act upon petitions for
recognition by student organizations, confirm by a two-thirds vote
all but temporary summer appointments made by the Student Body
President, override the veto of the Student Body President by a
two-thirds vote, remove any officer of Student Government for
malfeasance by a two-thirds vote, create committees as needed, and
establish Senate rules of procedure.
B. All student organizations are equal and must seek recognition
and funding through the Student Senate. All student organizations
will continue to operate under their separate constitutions.
C. All legislation except resolutions must bear the signature of
the Vice President for Student Affairs to become effective.
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Article II-Executive
Sec. t. Executive Power
The executive powe~ shall be vested in a President elected by
the Student Body, and m the event that he becomes incapable, in a
Vice President also elected by the Student Body .

Sec. 2. Powers of the President.
The President shall have the power to recommend legislation , to
veto within 15 days Senate legislation requiring his signature, to
create administrative agencies, to make temporary summer appointments without Senate confirmation, to appoint with Senate approval
the nonelected members of the President's Cabinet, and to appoint
with Senate approval persons to any other positions required by
legislation .
Sec. 3. President's Cabinet.
The Cabinet shall include the Vice President and the following
appointed officers: Secretary, Treasurer, Attorney General , Chairman
of the Speakers Bureau, Chairman of the Central Spirit Committee,
Elections Chairman, and Chairman of the Department of Services.

Article Ill-Judicial
Sec. I. Judicial Power.
The judicial power shall be vested in a Supreme Court and
such lesser courts as the Student Senate shall establi sh.

in

Sec. 2. The Supreme Court.
The Supreme Court will have original jurisdiction over controversies involving the Constitution and the constitutionality of Senate
actions and appellate jurisdiction over cases involving violation of
the Student Regulations . The five members of the Supreme Court will
be appointed for two-year terms by the Student Body President and
approved by the Senate.

Article IV-Amendment
Sec. 1. Proposal.
Amendments to the Constitution may be proposed by legislation of
the Senate or by petition of ten percent of the Student Body .

Sec. 2. Referendum.
Amendments proposed must be approved by the Student Body in
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a referendum by two-thirds of those voting, and signed by the Vice
President for Student Affairs.

BILL OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Preamble
Academic institutions exist for the transmission of knowledge,
the pursuit of truth, the development of students, and the general
well-being of society. Free inquiry and free expression are indispensible
to the attainment of these goals . As members of the academic community, students should be encouraged to develop the capacity for
critical judgment and to engage in a sustained and independent
search for truth . The standards of academic freedom for students
outlined below are essential to any community of scholars.
Freedom to teach and freedom to learn are inseparable facets of
academic freedom. The freedom to learn depends upon appropriate
opportunities and conditions in the classroom , on the campus, and
in the larger community. Students should exercise their freedom with
responsibility.
The responsibility to secure and to respect general conditions
conducive to the freedom to learn is shared by all members of the
academic community. The purpose of this statement is to enumerate
the essential provisions for student freedom to learn .
I. Rights in the University community.
A. The University, as a community, has the responsibility and
right to formulate policies and guidelines to promote the
general welfare of its members .
B. As the University is a community in a democracy, students

shall have voice in those affairs of the University directl y
concerning the student body.
C. Students are not to consider themselves the sole members
of the community in making demands upon the whole community .
II. Rights concerning academic freedoms and responsibilities.
A. Student performances shall be judged by achievement in academic areas and not on opinions or conduct unrelated to
academic areas.
B. Students will accept all responsibilities concerning required

course material and attendance. They shall have proiection
through orderly procedure against prejudicial or capricious
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academic evaluation. No faculty member or administrator
shall consider it his prerogative to go beyond established
academic policy.
C. Information concerning student views, beliefs, and political

associations which professors may acquire in the course of
their work shall be considered confidential. Protection
against voluntary disclosure 1s a senous professional
obligation.
D. Students whose academic freedoms may have been abridged
have the right to seek redress.
III. Rights concerning records.
A. The University shall have a carefully considered policy as
to the information which is in a student's permanent educational record and as to the conditions of its disclosure.
To minimize the risk of improper disclosure, academic and
disciplinary records should be separate, and the conditions
of access to each shall be explicitly and publicly stated .
Transcripts of academic records shall contain only information about academic status.
B. Information in all disciplinary and counseling files shall be

available only to authorized persons unless prior written
consent is given by the student. Exception to this shall be
made in the case of legal subpoena and where there is a
positive danger of serious physical harm to the student or
to others.
C. No reco1 ds shall be kept which reflect adversely on the

political or religious activities or beliefs of students.
IV. Freedom to inquiry and expression.
A. Students shall be free to examine and to discuss all questions
of interest to them and to express opinions publicly and
privately. They shall always be free to support any causes
by lawful means. At the same time, it shall be made clear
to the academic and larger community that in their public
expressions or demonstrations, students or organizations speak
only for themselves.
B. Student. Organizations wishing to invite a speaker who is not

a member of the faculty or staff must submit the request
through the Speaker's Bureau for action prior to any invitation. Academic Departments will invite speakers without
Speaker's Bureau action. Those routine procedures needed
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in securing speakers will be designed to insure that there
is orderly scheduling of facilities and adequate preparations
for the event , and that the occasion is conducted in a
manner appropriate to an academic community. While the
University is properly concerned with the prevention of
unlawful conduct , no control of campus facilities shall be
used as a device of censorship. It should be made clear to
the academic and larger community that sponsorship of
guest speakers does not necessarily imply approval of the
views expressed , either by the sponsoring group or the
institution .

C. The editorial responsibility for student publications is given
to the editor and staff of each publication commensurate
with guidelines established by the University. In addition to
editorial freedom , which includes freedom from censorship,
students have financial freedom within the framework of
approved budgets and expenditures .
D. The editorial freedom of student editors and managers entails a corollary responsibility for responsible journalism .
All University published and financed student publicati ons
should explicitly state on the editorial page that the opinions
there expressed are not necessarily those of the Universit y.
V. Right to self government.
A. Students have the right to organize such government to
represent student opinion and desires as delegated by the
Board of Trustees.
B. Such an organization shall have financial freedom within the
framework of its approved budget and expenditures .

C. Such a government shall initiate legislation in areas of student concern.
VI. Right to trial by peers.
A. Students have the right to trial by peers in cases which have
been reserved to the student courts by established Universit y
policy .
B. Any incident occurring outside of the University should not
be given University jurisdiction. Only where the Universit y' s
interests as an academic community are distinct and clearly
involved should the special authority of the institution be
asserted .
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,·11. Rights concerning student affairs.
A. The University shall be open to all qualified persons regardless of race, sex, color, religion or national origin.
B. Students will be free to organize and associate to promote
their common interests.
C. Student organizations are free to invite their own faculty

or staff advisors. Advisors may advise organizations in the
exercise of responsibility, but they shall not ha ve the
authority to control the policy of the organizations.
D. Student organizations are required to publicize information
concerning purpose, criteria for membership , and current
lists of officers. They shall not be required to submit a
membership list as a condition of institutional recognition,
other than an initial list of members.
E. No recognized student organization can be denied access to
University facilities if available, unless they prove to be
irresponsible in the care of such facilities.
F. Campus organizations shall not deny membership to students
solely because of race, sex, color, religion or national origin.
\'Ill. Rights concerning housing
A. Students after one year in college have the right to choose
where they will live, whether it be on or off campus.

B. The student has the right to be secure in his possessions,
against invasion of privacy and unreasonable search and
seizure.
C. In all cases, students shall not violate the rights of other

students residing in University housing.
D. There is to be no discrimination in university housing assignment based upon race, color, religion. or national origin.
IX. Redress of grievances.
A. In the case where a student's rights as outlined herein are
contravened, he has the right to petition for redress of grievance in all matters.

ACTS OF THE STUDENT SENATE
Student Regulations
I. Stealing.
A. Stealing includes the wrongful taking of property without the
consent of the owner and / or the secreting of stolen property .
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B. Anyone who is found guilty of being an accessory to a theft is
subject to the same penalties as stated in Section C.

C. A student guilty of stealing or guilty of being an accessory to
a theft will be subject to suspension for one or more semesters·
a written reprimand to the student and a written reprim and
to the student's parents or legal guardians; he will also be
liable for payment of stolen property and subject to probation
as deemed appropriate by the student courts.
II. Lying.
A. Lying includes the making of a false statement to include
records, to deceive a member of the faculty, an administrative official , or a student acting in an official capacity .
B. A student guilty of lying will be subject to suspension for one

or more semesters, a written reprimand to the student, or
a written reprimand to the student's parents or legal guardians.
111. Intoxicants.
A . Consumption of intoxicants in public areas of the main
campus (bounded on the N. by Hwy . 93, on the E. by Hwy. 28,
on the S. by Hunnicutt Creek , and on the W. by Hartwell
Reservoir) is prohibited . Public areas do not include rooms
leased by students in residence halls. Consumption of beer
may be permitted in semi-private lounges designated by the
Director of Residence Halls, and for student social activities
in areas where written permission is obtained from the Office
of the Vice-President for Student Affairs .
B. A student guilty of consumption of intoxicants in public

areas will be subject to suspension for one or more semesters,
a written reprimand to the student, or a written reprimand
to the student's parents or legal guardians.
IV. Abuse of Property.

A. Abuse of property includes the intentional damage to the
property of another.
B. A student guilty of abuse of property will be subject to suspen-

sion for one or more semesters, a written reprimand to the
student and a written reprimand to the student's parents or
legal guardians; he may also be liable for payment of abuse or
damage done and be subject to probation at the court's
discretion.
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v.

Disturbing the Peace or Possessing Firearms or Explosives.
A. Disturbing the peace includes any act which disrupts the
peace. Offenses include but are not limited to fire mischief,
assault, obscene conduct, throwing containers of water,
tampering with fire alarms, possession or use of firearms or
explosives.
8. A student guilty of disturbing the peace will be subject to
suspension for one or more semesters, a written reprimand
to the student, or a written reprimand to the student's parents
or legal guardians.

VI. Identification Cards.
A. Identification cards must be presented to a card-bearing student official or members of the administration upon request.
8 . A student failing to present an identification card upon
request from a proper authority will be subject to a written
reprimand to the student or to the student' s parents or legal
guardians.

VII. Visitation.
A. Violation of visitation regulations will result in prosecution .
8. Students guilty of violating visitation regulation s will be
subject to denial of visitation privileges for one or more
weeks and / or written reprimands to the student , or to his
parents or legal guardians, or suspension.

Residence Visitation
I. Visitation Hours
A. Visitation will be available in residence halls Sunday through
Thursday from 12:00 noon until 11 :00 p.m. and Friday and
Saturday from 12:00 noon unt il 2:00 a.m .
B. Visitation hours may be decreased or eliminated in each
residence by a majority vote of all residents in a referendum
called by petition of ten percent of the residents.
C. Visitation hours may be increased by the Administration on
request of the Dormitory Council for special occasions when
large numbers of guests are visiting the campus.

D. Visitation privileges will begin on the first day that residence
halls are open and will end on the last day residence halls
are in operation.
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II. Visitation Regulations

A. For security reasons, male visitors in women 's residence ha!L
must enter and exit by the main entrance and must be
checked in and out at the control desk on entering and leaving.
Visitors must be escorted by their resident host or hostess.
B. Participants in the visitation program are responsible for
knowing the hours and regulations for each residence hall.
C. The maximum penalty in Student Courts for violation of any
visitation regulation will be suspension .

Judicial System
I. Responsibilities of the Attorney General.

A. The Attorney General shall be responsible for the Student
Judicial System and its organization .
B. The Attorney General shall represent and provide advice fo r
the Student Government.
C. The Attorney General shall schedule hearings for the courts.
D. The Attorney General shall determine charges for violations
of student regulations.
E. The Attorney General shall maintain written and taped records
of hearings and will transmit all court decisions to the Vice
President for Student Affairs for approval. Taped records
will be erased after time for appeals has elapsed . Written
records will be destroyed after two years except for records
of honor violations which will be destroyed after four years.
I I. Investigation.
A. Investigations of Student Regulations violations shall be the
responsibility of the Attorney General.
B. The Attorney General shall turn over all evidence of a viola-

tion to the Chief Legal Advisor who will assign an investigator
to collect information.
Ill. Responsibilities of the Investigator and the Defense Legal Ad,·isor.
A. The Investigator shall present to the accused a notice con:
taining the charges and the time and place of the hearing.
The Defense Legal Advisor and the Investigator shall subpoena all witnesses necessary for the hearing.
B. The Defense Legal Advisor shall advise and defend the

accused in the charges brought against him.
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Iv. Rights of the Accused and of Adversaries.
A. The Chief Legal Advisor shall assign a member of his staff
to contact the accused to offer assistance. A list of Legal
Advisors may be requested by the accused who may select
an advisor from this list or from the Student Body.
8. Any student accused of violating the Student Regulations
shall have the right to remain silent.
C. No new charges may be added to those listed in the notice
of hearing.

D. The hearing must be scheduled no sooner than three days
after the receipt of the notice by the accused.
E. Any student who receives an adverse decision may appeal
within four (4) days to the Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court shall consider all records and appellate arguments
submitted for appeal.
V. The High Court and Lower Court.
A. A High Court composed of nine (9) students, four (4)
elected by the Senate and five (5) elected by the Student
Body, shall have original jurisdiction over all cases involving
violations of the student regulations deemed major by the
Attorney General.
8. The Lower Court composed of five (5) students, three (3)

elected by the Student Body and two (2) appointed by the Student Body President, shall have original jurisdiction over all
cases involving violations of the student regulations deemed
minor by the Attorney General.
C. Each court shall have a Chairman, Vice Chairman , and a
Secretary. Each court shall adopt its own procedures and
file them with the Attorney General.

VI. Court Session .
A. Court shall meet ar all times the University is in session.
B. Vacancies in the Student Courts during summer session shall
be temporarily filled by Student Body Presidential appointees.
VII. Subpoenas.
A. Any student duly subpoenaed three (3) days in advance to
attend any court hearing shall do so.
B. A student who fails to answer a subpoena shall be held in

contempt of court, and may receive a penalty of suspension
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or written reprimand to the student or his parents or legal
guardians .

Legislative Powers
I. Legislative Powers.

A. The Student Senate shall act on the Appropriations Bill no
later than two weeks prior to the beginning of spring semester
final examinations.
B. All dormitory council action may be vetoed by the Student
Senate.
C. The Student Senate shall have the power to require student
publications to print such notices as deemed necessary for
the information of the Student Body.

Executive Powers
I. Executive Power.

A. The budget to include honorariums for the Student Government shall be requested by the Treasurer by April First of
each year for the upcoming year and approved by the Student
Senate.

Elections
I. Elections Chairman.
A. The Elections Chairman will be responsible for the conduct
of nominations, elections, and referendum s.

B. The Election s Chairman will be responsible for certifying
the results of all nominations, elections , and referendum s.
II. Elections Board
A. There shall be a five member board established to aid the
elections chairman .
B. Members of the Elections Board shall be appointed by the
President of the Student Body and confirmed by the Student
Senate.
II I. Nominations and Elections.
A. Nominations for all Student Government offices will be made
by a petition of ten students filed with the Elections Chairman
prior to September I st for the office of Senator and prior to
February 15th for all other Student Government offices.
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B. Elections for Senators will be held the second Tuesday in

September with a run-off election the following Tuesday .
Elections for all other Student Government offices will be
held the first Tuesday in March with run-off elections on
the succeeding Tuesdays the school is in session .
C. Candidates for the offices of President, Vice President , and

On-campus Senator will be elected on receiving a majority of
the votes cast. Candidates for all other offices will be elected
on receiving the highest number of votes cast. Referendum s
will be approved by two-thirds of the votes cast.
D. Elected officers shall assume their duties on the Monday
following elections for Senators and on March 31st for all
other Student Government offices.

III. Election Procedures.
A. At least one poll will be located in each dormitory; and one
poll, operated by the Election Chairman, will be located
at the library. Students may vote at any poll. The dormitory
polls will be operated by the Dormitory Councils in campus
wide Student Body elections.

B. Specific rules for elections and referendums shall be as
follows:
I. Elections shall be publicized at least 48 hours in advance.
2. No one shall solicit votes in the immediate vicinity of the
polls.
3. Voters must present I.D. and Activity Cards at polls.
4. Write-in candidates shall be valid in all elections; names
of write-in candidates will appear on the ballot where
applicable in run-off elections.
5. In all elections open to the entire Student Body, the use
of the computer will be mandatory.
6. Students officially excused may apply to the Elections
Chairman at least five days before an election for an
absentee ballot.
7. The Elections Chairman shall make voting arrangements
for Health Center in-patients.
8. Results of elections shall be posted within 24 hours
after the closing of the polls.
9. Vacancies in any elected office except President of the
Student Body shall be filled by special election no later
than four (4) weeks after the Election Chairman is
notified of the vacancy.
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I0. Each candidate shall be responsible for the removal of his
campaign literature after the election .

C. Expenses of no more than twenty-five dollars will be· all owed
for each candidate. Each candidate shall submit to the Elections Chairman an itemized report of all his campaign
expenditures after the final vote . Excessive expenditures
will be grounds for disqualification .
IV. Appeal of Election Results.
A. A candidate may appeal his election results to the Supreme
Court within 48 hours after the announcement of the resul ts.

B. Grounds of appeal will be excessive expenditures , inaccu rate
count of ballots, or failure of the Elections Chairm an to
conduct an election according to announced procedure.

C. The Supreme Court will hold a hearing within 96 hours at
which all parties may be present to present eviden ce. If
the Court concludes that there are excessive expenditures,
an inaccurate count , or failure to enforce procedures. the
Court may at its discretion set aside the results and call a new
election , may otherwise penalize the parties , or ma y di squ ali fy
any candidate.

Qualifications
I. Requirements for elected or appointed positions.
A . Candidates for all Student Go vernment offices mu st have al
least a grade point ratio of 2.0.

B. Candidates for the offices of President and Vice President
mu st have a minimum of sixty semester hours and have a
minimum grade point ratio of 2.3.

C. Candid ates for all offices except the Supreme Court must
agree to serve the complete term of office.
D. No student may hold more than one of the following office
simultaneously: Senator, Court Member, President , Vice
President , Secretary, Treasurer, Attorney General, or Elections Chairman of the Student Body .
E. Senators and Dormitory Council members shall be residents
of their precincts .
F. Supreme Court members must have at least one semester's
experience in the Judicial System .
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finance Committee
I. Structure.

A. The Finance Committee shall exist for the purpose of recommending allocation of funds from any source to the Student
Senate and informing all funded organizations and committees of approved methods for fund expenditure.
B. The Finance Committee shall consist of the Vice President
of the Student Body, the Senate Chairman of Student Organizations and Affairs Committee, two (2) Senators elected from
the Student Senate, and the Treasurer of the Student Body
who shall serve as Chairman.
ti. Procedure.

A. To determine the allocation of funds, the Finance Committee
will hold hearings the second semester.
I. Records of all organizations seeking funds may be required.
The Treasurer of the Student Body may review financial
records at any time.
2. The Finance Committee will prepare an Appropriations Bill
and submit it to the Student Senate no later than April I st.
B. Priority for fund allocation shall be given to student organizations offering services to all students and having a history
of successful student programs. Requests from other organizations shall be considered on basis of merit.
C. Fund allocation may be made for honorariums for senior

officers of WSBF, Department of Services, Central Dance
Association, Tiger, and TAPS. A $2,800 maximum for honorariums may be allocated for each organization or committee.
I. Hearings will be held to determine the amount of each
honorarium. The president for each organization and chairman of each committee shall be responsible for recommending honorarium amounts for his organization to the
Finance Committee.
2. Profits from organizations such as CDA and Department of
Services will become Student Government funds.
D. Emergency funding may be recommended by the Finance
Committee to the Student Senate.

Speakers Bureau
I. Structure.
A. The Speakers Bureau shall exist for the purposes of providing
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a program of timely and provocative speakers for the Student
Body and University community and of approving requests
from student organizations or individuals to present speakers
on campus.
8 . The Speakers Bureau shall consist of eight students appointed
by the Student Body President to serve two year terms . A

member of the Faculty or the Administration shall serve as
advisor.
II. Procedure
A. Student organizations wishing to provide a speaker who is not
a member of the faculty or staff must submit the request
through the Speakers Bureau for action to an invitation.
Academic Departments will invite speakers without Speakers
Bureau action .
8. The Speakers Bureau shall present a program of speakers and

will approve or disapprove all requests for speakers.

C. All speakers approved by the Speakers Bureau must be submitted to the President of Clemson University through the
Vice President for Student Affairs for final approval before
any invitation to speak is extended . Organizations requesting a
speaker that is disapproved may appeal to the President
through the Vice President for Student Affairs .

Department of Services
I. Structure and Operation.
A. The Department of Services shall exist for the purposes of
serving the Student Body and of developing funds for the
use of Student Government.

8. The Department of Services shall be directed by a Steering
Committee consisting of the following: a Chairman with one
( 1) year of experience in the Department of Services appointed
by the Student Body President; a Vice Chairman elected
within the Department of Services, a Business Manager
appointed by the Chairman of the Department of Services,
and the Vice President of the Student Body .

C. Membership shall be open to any student. The present
membership shall approve new members. The Student Senate
may limit membership.
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Dormitory Councils
I. Structure.
A. A Dormitory Council shall exist for each dormitory unit
for these purposes: (I) executing and enforcing visitation
hours and rules established by the Administration, Student
Senate, and Dormitory Councils; (2) conducting elections
concerning visitation and social functions within the dormitory; (3) assisting the Elections Chairman by operating
polling places within the dormitory units; (4) promulgating
any social function for the residents of the dormitory.
B. A Dormitory Council shall consist of two (2) members from
each hall unit elected by a "show of hands" at a hall meeting
conducted by a Hall Supervisor or Monitor not later than the
second week of classes in the fall semester.
I. Officers of Dormitory Councils shall consist of President
and Secretary, elected by the membership of individual
councils.

2. Hall monitors and supervisors shall be non-voting members of the councils .

II. Procedure.
A. Dormitory residents, by a simple majority, shall enact dormitory visitation rules and other action within the framework
established by the Administration and Student Senate.
I. Informational copies of all action passed shall be sent to
the Residence Halls Committee of the Student Senate and
to the Vice President for Student Affairs.
2. The Student Senate shall have the veto power over all
dormitory council action .

B. Dormitory Councils shall fill by appointment any vacancy
created by resignation or impeachment.

The Central Spirit Committee
I. Structure.
A. The Central Spirit Committee shall exist for the purpose of
coordinating activities relating to the preservation of school
spirit.
B. The Central Spirit Committee shall initiate such activities
through sub-committees it may establish.
C. The Central Spirit Committee shall be responsible to the
Student Body President.
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II. Membership.
A. The membership of the Central Spirit Committee shall consist
of a Chairman appointed in the spring semestet by the
Student Body President and of the following: the Head
Varsity Cheerleader and the Head Junior Varsity Cheerleader,
one male and female member from both the Varsity and
Junior Varsity Cheerleader Squads, a representative elected
from Tiger Band, a representative from the Block C Club, at
least three (3) other members appointed by the Chairman of
the Central Spirit Committee.

B. Wherever possible, members for the approaching fall semester
would be chosen the previous spring semester.

Cheerleaders
I. Selection.
A. The selection of the Varsity Cheering Squad will be made by
a special committee which will be composed of the Associate
Deans of Students, Student Body President, the Cheerleader
Advisor, Commander of Tiger Band, Chairman of the Central
Spirit Committee, Head Cheerleaders (old and new), a member of the Student Senate selected by the senate and a representative from the Athletic Department. Six (6) members of
this committee must be present to make the selection.

B. The 15-member Varsity Cheerleading Squad shall consist of
one Head Cheerleader, ten cheerleaders (5 males and 5
females) and two alternates ( 1 male and I female), the Tiger
and the Cannon Firer.
C. The Head Cheerleader will select the Tiger and the Cannon

Firer from the squad . Alternates will be the 6th female an<l
the 8th male chosen in voting.
D. The Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad will be selected by a
committee composed of the Associate Deans of Students,
Commander of Tiger Band, Chairman of Central Spirit
Committee, the Head Cheerleader, one member of Student
Senate (being the same as chosen for selection of Varsity
Cheerleaders), four members of the Varsity Cheerleaders
Squad, and the Cheerleader Advisor. Nine (9) members of this
committee must be present to make the selection.
E. The Junior Varsity Cheerleading Squad shall consist of one
Head Cheerleader (selected by the squad), ten cheerleaders
(7 males and 5 females),' one Tiger, one Cannon Firer (these
positions will be assigned by the Varsity Squad), and two
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alternates (1 male and I female). Alternates will be the 6th
female and the 8th male chosen in voting .
11. Requirements.
A. Anyone -:vishing ~o. be a candidate for the Varsity Cheering
Squad will be ehg1ble to try out before the Committee on
Selections of Varsity Cheerleaders providing he or she has a
grade-point ratio of 2.0, · has completed at least 12 hours at
Clemson, and will be a student for the following fall and
spring semesters following the time of selection.
B. Anyone wishing to be a candidate for the Junior Varsity

Cheerleading Squad may try out before the Committee on
Selection of Junior Varsity Cheerleaders providing he or she
is a freshman.
C. The Head Cheerleader will be elected from the old cheering

squad by members of that squad and will assume his duties
at the first basketball game. He must be at least a rising
junior and cannot succeed himself as Head Cheerleader.

Miss Clemson University
I. Qualifications.

A. Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office
of Student Affairs and Student Government may sponsor a
candidate for the position of Miss Clemson University.
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Clemson Uni-

versity, a contestant must be a registered, single, female
student at Clemson University with the grade-point ratio
required for her graduation, except in the case of a first
semester freshman coed or a transfer student. Each candidate
must also sign an affidavit which stipulates that she will
not graduate prior to the following year's pageant.
11. Procedure.
A. The Miss Clemson University Pageant will be held during
the spring semester of each year. The original field of contestants will be reduced to ten ( I0) finalists by a panel of
non-student judges at a pageant. The contestants will be judged
on public appearance, poise, and personality. From the
finalists, the judges will select a second runner-up, first
runner-up, and Miss Clemson University who will be formally
introduced at the last home basketball game.
B. In the event that Miss Clemson University should forfeit
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her office or marry, her successor will be the first runner-up
selected by the panel of judges. In the event that the first
runner-up cannot assume the position , the second runner-up
will be the successor.

Miss Homecoming
1. Qualifications.
A. Any organization on campus that is recognized by the Office
of Student Affairs and Student Government may sponsor
a candidate for the position of Miss Homecoming.
B. To be qualified to hold the position of Miss Homecoming,

a contestant must be a registered female student at Clemson
University with the grade-point ratio required for graduation, except in the case of a first semester freshman coed
or a transfer student. Each candidate must also sign an
affidavit which stipulates that she will not graduate prior to
the termination of the spring semester.
II. Selection
A. The original field of contestants will be limited to ten ( 10)
finalists chosen on the basis of personality, poise, and personal
appearance by a panel of non-student judges . No member of
the panel may be concerned with any sponsoring organization. The members of the panel will be chosen by the Student Body President's Cabinet. Each contestant will be
notified as to the time of her interview by the panel.
B. Photography for all contestants will be carried out on a

uniform basis. No contestant will be allowed to use her own
portrait for the contest. Photographs of the finalists will be
displayed at all polling places.
C. The Miss Homecoming Contest will be held in the week

preceding Homecoming weekend. A public pageant will be
held on a Monday, interviews by the judges will be held on
Tuesday and balloting will be held on Wednesday. Balloting
procedure will be carried out by the Elections Board. No
campaigning for candidates will be allowed. The finalist
receiving the largest number of votes will be declared Miss
Homecoming and she will be crowned at Tigerama.
D. In the event that Miss Homecoming should forfeit her title,
her successor will be the contestant who received the next
largest number of votes.
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E. No student may hold the position of Miss Clemson University
and Miss Homecoming in the same academic year .

Homecoming Displays
I. Procedure.
A. The President of the Student Body shall serve as homecoming
chairman.
B. The homecoming chairman will be responsible for calling a

meeting to assign sites , which will be drawn by lot, and to
call a meeting of the chairmen of participating groups to
determine building requirements.
II. Judges
A. A minimum of five (5) and a maximum of seven (7) persons
shall be selected as judges for displays.

B. No more than two (2) of the judges may be employed by the
University in a full-time capacity.
C. Judges shall be selected by majority vote of the Student
Body President's Cabinet.
111. Judging Criteria.
A. The following criteria will be used for judging both still and
moving displays:
Color ..... .. .. .. ............ .... .. ........ ... .... .... ..... .. .... .... .. .. . 10 points
Theme (Title of display) ..... .. ............................ 5 points
Effectiveness in carrying out theme .......... .. .... 5 points
Workmanship (attention to detail, etc.) ......... JO points
Originality ......... ...... .. ......... .. .. ....... ...... .... .... .. ...... 5 points
Overall effect.. ....................... .. ....... .. ........ .......... 15 points

Total ............. ... .. ............................ .................. .... 50 points
The points from the judges will be tallied, then each judge will
rank the displays according to their point total. The rankings
of the judges will then be combined to determine the winner.
Example: Judge No. 1

No.

Pt. Total

Rank

I

45
40
49

2
3

37

4

2
3
4
B. Tally sheets of the results will be available
by the participants after the announcement of
a period of 72 hours .

I

for inspection
the results for
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MEMORANDUM FROM THE PRESIDENT:
Conduct of Students
In order that students newly entering Clemson University and
their parents will have the benefits of our policies relating to student
conduct, this memorandum will contain information that other
students and parents of students have received.
I believe Clemson University students today are better prepared,
more dedicated to purpose, and possess more character than an,
who have preceded them. Obviously I have great confidence that our
students are here to take part in an educational experience which
will enable them to fulfill their highest ambitions.
Those closely associated with students recognize, however, the
university student today is faced with more problems and pressures
than ever before, such as academic requirements, military service,
social and political involvements. We are interested in and concerned
with all the issues and situations confronting students and their
rights in these matters . It is our belief that solutions can be found
through careful analysis and proper attention to problem s.
Therefore, we insist on an "open-door policy" of communication at
Clemson. A student with questions or recommendations affecting
him or the University always has a direct channel to the Administration through Student Government, the Office of Student Affairs, directly with individual members of the faculty and staff, or
this office. We solicit the opinions of our students and place great
confidence in responsible student leadership. Academic freedom is
assured all members of the University family willing to accept the
responsibilities that go with such a precious privilege.
Following this memorandum is a statement of policy concerning
conduct of students and employees of Clemson University, which
was adopted by our Board of Trustees on May 28, 1965. In carrying
out the responsibility placed on me by that policy, and in order that
there may be no possible misunderstanding, I want it clearly understood that any student who, acting either singly or in concert
with others, obstructs or disrupts by force or violence any teaching,
research, administrative, disciplinary, public service or other activity
authorized to be held or conducted on the campus of Clemson
University will be subject to disciplinary action, which may include
expulsion. In addition to administrative action relating to the status
of the student, any persons, including students, who violate civil or
criminal laws will be turned over to the appropriate civil authorities.
As used in this statement, the words, "force or violence," include
but are not limited to such acts as stand-ins, sit-ins and lie-ins. Any
acts that are in fact obstructive or disruptive to any of the
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authorized activities listed above are included in the words, "force
or violence."
Due process, fair play, and the exercise of our best judgment will
continue to be used in administering the affairs of thi s University .
We will not tolerate acts by persons, student or otherwise, which interfere with the rights of students to receive educational benefits
offered by this institution.
To the inquiries of many students, their parents, faculty members
and alumni seeking assurances that Clemson will not be stricken by
demonstrations, uprisings and violence, I pledge my total effort to
provide, without interruption, educational opportunities and public
service of high quality and value. However, the efforts of the Administration alone are not sufficient. Also required is the understanding of the parents and students of their responsibilities and their
full cooperation to insure that there are no disruptive acts on the
campus. By the joint cooperative efforts and full understanding of
University policies by all concerned we can answer with assurance
that there will be no incidents occurring at Clemson which will impede or interfere with the education of our students. We know we
can count on your full cooperation .
Sincerely,

Robert C. Edwards, President

BOARD OF TRUSTEES POLICY:
Conduct of Students and Employees
The Board of Trustees is cognizant of the occurrences of disorders on some campuses of colleges and universities in which
students, employees and persons not affiliated with the institution
have participated. These disorders have been manifested by acts of
violence, unlawful use and misappropriation of institutional property
and facilities, criminal acts and public acts which reflect adversely
on the maintenance of discipline and on the good name and reputation of the institution, its student body and faculty. Such conduct on
the part of a small minority of the institutional family does
irreparable damage to the learning processes and undermines public
confidence in the effectiveness of the institution in its contribution to
higher education. All of these or similar acts or disorders are
specifically interdiced by the Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees recognizes there is a valid function per-
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formed by faculty and student body alike in considering and supporting any and all issues controversial or noncontroversial within the
framework of orderly, peaceful and lawful decorum, demeanor and
processes. It is not intended in any way to discourage or trammel
freedom of speech, including constructive criticism, expression of
grievances or petition for redress of wrongs, real or fancied, so long
as that right is exercised in a lawful and peaceful manner.
The Board of Trustees is charged by law with the responsibility
of making rules and regulations for the University, and establishing
policy governing the conduct of the University, its employees and
student body. The President of the University is elected by the
Board of Trustees to serve at its pleasure. He is the chief executive
officer entrusted by the Board of Trustees with the execution of its
policies and the internal government and administration of the
University.
The Board of Trustees orders and directs the President of the
University to administer and enforce its policies as herein announced. In carrying out this responsibility he is vested with authority to take such disciplinary action as in his judgment the circumstances warrant.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES POLICY:
Student Government and Student Discipline
The Board of Trustees of Clemson University on December 3,
1969, delegated certain disciplinary functions to the Student Body of

the University and retained certain other disciplinary functions and
jurisdiction to the Administration.
University Disciplinary Committee

To implement the actions of the Board of Trustees there has
been created a committee known as the University Disciplinary
Committee and composed as follows:
President of the Faculty Senate
Member of the Faculty selected by the Faculty Senate
President of the Student Body
President of the Student Senate
Two University Presidential Appointees-One to be selected
from the Student Body and one to be selected from the faculty.
Powers Delegated to the Student Body

The Board of Trustees of Clemson University delegates the
following powers to the Student Body of Clemson University.
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1. To establish a popular student government;
2. To establish qualifications for officers of the student government;
3. To establish impeachment procedure for officers of the stu dent government;
4. To recommend rules which regulate, control and dictate conduct on campus and student organizations of Clemson University;
5. To create courts to try cases not retained by the Admini stration of alleged violations of student regulations by Clemson
University students and to interpret the student regulations ;
6. To enact procedural rules for student judicial and governmental
activities:
7. To enact rules of evidence for the courts;
8. To recommend to the Administration punishments and sanctions for students who violate student regulations.
Powers Reserved to the Administration
The Board of Trustees reserves to the Administration the right
to retain any case from the jurisdiction of the student court in
which:
I. Clemson University property is damaged or destroyed;
2. A student or employee of Clemson University is physically injured as a result of an alleged violation;
3. The student who allegedly violated the regulations suffers
from a mental or psychological disorder;
4. Acts were committed which disrupt by use of force or
violence the orderly processes of the University, thereby
preventing officials or students from engaging in the pursuit
of their duties or studies;
5. Federal law, South Carolina law or Clemson University ordinances may have been violated.

ADMINISTRATION-FACULTYSTUOENT COUNCIL
This council consists of nine voting members and the Vice President for Executive Affairs, who is a non-voting, ex-officio member.
The nine voting members are:
I. Three administration representatives, one each appointed by
the Vice President for Business and Finance, the Vice President for Student Affairs, and the Vice President for Development, who are appointed annually and may be reappointed;
2. Three faculty representatives who shall be the President of the
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Faculty Senate, the Vice President of the Faculty Senate, and
the Chairman of the Admissions and Scholarship Committee
of the Faculty Senate;
3. Three student representatives who are selected annually by the
Student Senate.
4. The Council elects its chairman annually and reports directly
to the President of the University .
The principal responsibility of the council is the consideration of
areas of common concern and mutual interest to the student body,
the faculty, and the administration for the benefit and improvement
of the University community . All votes shall be recorded; if minority
opinions are expressed, the President will carefully consider all
questions . He will attempt to resolve differences by conferring with
the interested administrative, faculty or student groups before
making a final decision.

STUDENT RELATIONS COMMITTEE
A Student Relations Committee, composed of the Vice President
of the Faculty Senate, the Vice President of the Student Body, a
representative from the Student Affairs Office, and four other
members , two from the Faculty Senate and two students nominated
by the Student Senate, shall be appointed in April of each year by
the President of the University to hear academic grievances brought
by students against faculty members and to attempt to resolve those
grievances fairly and equitably on the basis of the prevailing rules
and regulations of the University . The two Faculty Senate members
and the two students nominated by the Student Senate, other than
the Vice · Presidents, shall hold two-year terms of office. The Committee members shall have their terms of service on the Committee
staggered in such a way that at any given time the Committee shall
have as members one student and one faculty member each in his
second year of service on the Committee and two students and two
faculty members each in his first year of service on the Committee.
The Faculty Senator in his second year of service on the Committee
shall be the Chairman of the Committee.
In order that the Committee may function continuously, the
President of the University may appoint, if necessary, alternates to
the Committee.
The procedures of the Committee are not designed to substitute
for formal , judicial procedures, but to serve as an informal mediation of problems that arise between students and faculty that need to
be resolved through the agency of a third party . The Committee
functions only when the parties to a dispute are unable to effect a
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satisfactory solution. At this point, the Committee offers its
recommendations to the parties, and if agreement between the parties is still not achieved, forwards its findings with appropriate
recommendations to the President of the University via the Vice
President for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Student
Affairs.
It needs to be understood by the members of the academic community, that if the mediation procedure is to succeed the integrity of
the proceedings must be maintained. This means that high standards
of honesty and fairness should prevail and that an atmosphere of
mutual respect for the rights of all individuals should be fostered by
the actions of all parties to the dispute.

Rules and Procedures
J. Any complaint of a personal nature (a grievance involving an in-

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

dividual student and a faculty member-see Rule 6 for ClassAction Grievance) originating with a student should first be
taken to the faculty member involved prior to stating the
grievance to the Student Relations Committee. If the grievance
is unresolved by the student and the faculty member, they may
mutually agree to ask the head of the department to hear the
grievance and act as a referee.
If a grievance remains unresolved, a student may have his grievance
against a faculty member brought before the Committee by presenting a written statement detailing the grievance to any member
of the Committee.
The Committee member who received the grievance immediately
will deliver the grievance to the Chairman of the Committee,
who will appoint a subcommittee of three Committee members
to investigate the grievance.
Three Committee members appointed by the Chairman will constitute the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance. Each
Subcommittee will include at least one faculty member and at
least one student member. One faculty Subcommittee member
shall be appointed as Chairman of the Subcommittee.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will attempt to
gather all information pertinent to the grievance in separate
meetings with the faculty member against whom the grievance
was made, with his department head, if necessary, with his
academic dean, if necessary, with the student making the
grievance, and with other students who may give information
concerning the grievance.
In the event of a Class-Action Grievance (a Class-Action
Grievance is defined as a grievance brought by one or several,
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7.

8.

9.

I0.

11.

12.

13.

14.

past or present members of a class against an instructor of a
class in an effort to rectify a condition which affects all
members of a class) Rule No. I may be disregarded and the
aggrieved parties may go directly to the Student Relations Committee by the procedure outlined in Rule 2. The Subcommittee
to investigate the Class-Action Grievance will, if at all possible,
attempt to shield the identity(ies) of the student(s) making the
grievance from other parties involved in the grievance.
The Student Relations Committee will attempt to shield the
identities of all parties to a grievance from the Clemson University community and from the general public.
The Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance will formulate
and seek to obtain from all parties involved in the grievance approval for written findings and recommendations for solution to
the grievance.
The Committee meeting in executive session will consider the
grievance and the solution to the grievance posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance.
If the Committee and all parties to the grievance approved the
solution to the grievance posed by the Subcommittee to
Investigate the Grievance, the matter of the grievance will be
considered closed when the solution has been affected.
If the Committee disapproves the solution to the grievance
posed by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance, then
the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance with the advice
of the Committee sqould pose and seek to obtain from all parties to the grievance approval for another solution to the
grievance.
If the Subcommittee to Investigate the Grievance cannot obtain
from all parties to the grievance approval for any solution to the
grievance acceptable by the Committee, the Committee will
provide opportunity for a Hearing on the Grievance at a time
convenient to all parties to the grievance. Either party to the
grievance may petition for a Hearing on the Grievance.
The Hearing on the Grievance will be informal. Minutes will be
recorded by a stenographer. All parties to the grievance and all
who can supply information pertinent to the grievance should be
present at the Hearing and should be given ample opportunity
to be heard.
Upon conclusion of the Hearing, the Committee, meeting in
executive session, shall seek to reach unanimous agreement
among those Committee members present to a solution to the
grievance. If the Chairman can persuade all parties to the
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.

22.

23.

grievance to accept the unanimous Committee solution to the
grievance, the matter of the grievance will be considered closed
when the solution is effected.
If, after conclusion of the Hearing on the Grievance, the Chairman cannot obtain from all parties to the grievance approval for
the solution to the grievance decided unanimously by the Committee members present at the Hearing, the grievance will be
referred to the President of the University via the Vice President
for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Student Affairs
with the Committee solution as the recommended solution to the
grievance.
If, after the Hearing on the Grievance, the Committee cannot
reach unanimous agreement on a solution to the grievance, the
grievance will be referred to the President of the University with
a recommended solution to the grievance decided by the Committee by simple majority vote of the Committee members present at the hearing.
When at least one party to the grievance fails to accept the Subcommittee solution to the grievance but the Hearing on the
Grievance is not held, the Committee will proceed as in 14, 15,
and 16.
The Chairman shall keep in confidence all records pertinent to
each grievance and pass these records to the Committee Chairman who succeeds him.
The Chairman should make every effort to inform the University students and faculty of the existence, function, and rules and
procedures of the Student Relations Committee.
Five Committee members shall constitute a quorum for transaction of Committee business.
The Student Relations Committee shall meet as often as
necessary to swiftly dispense with grievances brought before the
Committee.
The Committee shall seek the advice of the University Counsel
in its deliberations and in the preparation of its findings and
recommendations concerning grievances.
These rules and procedures can be amended by unanimous vote
of all Committee members, such rule changes will not affect any
case under consideration at the time of the change. Notification
of any amendments to these rules and procedures should be
given to the President of the University via the Vice President
for Academic Affairs and the Vice President for Student Affairs. Notification of any amendments also should be given to
the Presidents of the Faculty and Student Senates.
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FOOD SERVICE POLICY
The University dining halls provide several food service plans for
the students:
(I) A 5-Day Board Plan (15 meals), Monday through
Friday-holidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $480 per year
and may be paid in two installments-one-half at the beginning of
the first semester and the remainder at the beginning of the second
semester.
(2) A 7-Day Board Plan (21 meals), Monday through Sunday-holidays excluded. The fee for this plan is $590 per year and
may be paid in two installments-one-half at the beginning of the
first semester and the remainder at the beginning of the second
semester.
Both the 5- and 7-Day Board Plans will begin immediately
following the student's obtaining a meal ticket and will end on the
day which is scheduled for graduation.
(3) Students who are not on a board plan may purchase tickets
for individual meals at prevailing prices. Except on special occasions, a la carte service will not be offered in the student dining
halls.
All students who enter the University for the first time from high
school or preparatory school and who live in University residence
halls are required to subscribe to either the 5- or 7-Day Board Plan.
Either the 5- or the 7-Day Board Plan is also recommended to upperclassmen who reside in University residence halls.
Upperclassmen and graduate students have the option at the
time of their enrollment of electing either the 5- or the 7-Day Board
Plan provided they agree to pay the board-plan fee for the period of
their enrollment during the academic year.
A student having selected a Board Plan for the academic year
may not withdraw as long as he remains enrolled, except in the case
of marriage or circumstances which are determined by the University to be beyond his control.

MISUSE OF MEAL TICKETS
Students allowing other students or non-students not on the
board plan to use their meal ticket, or students on the board plan
transferring food to students or non-students not on the board plan
will be fined $3.00 and will have a letter sent to their parents informing them of the penalty that will be administered on the second
· offense. On a second offense, the student will have his meal ticket
revoked without refund. Penalties may be appealed to the Associate
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Dean of Students (Men). Fines are payable at the Traffic Office
where records will be kept and letters assembled and mailed . All
fines will be turned over to the dining service.

FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
All students are reminded of their obligations as financially
responsible individuals. Financially irresponsible actions may be
recorded on a student's record by the Office of Student Affairs. A
$1.00 service charge will be made by the University on a student's
first returned check. A $5.00 charge will be made on all subsequent
returned checks .
Any student who writes more than two bad checks shall be contacted and his permanent l.D. Card exchanged for a restricted identification card. The restricted card shall carry with it all the rights
and privileges of a permanent card except the privilege of cashing
checks. The University may withhold the permanent I.D . Card until
such time as the student completes payment of all bad checks or for
a period not to exceed six (6) months.

REPLACEMENT COSTS
The Clemson University Identification Card, the ARA-Slater
Meal Ticket, and the University Activity Card are very important
personal items and should be safeguarded at all times. Replacement
costs of these items are as follows:
ID Cards-$3 .00 ............................ Report to Traffic Office
Validation Stickers-$2.00 ........... Report to Traffic Office
Activity Cards-$5.00 ................. Report to Bursar's Office
Meal Ticket-$5.00 .......... Report to Harcombe Commons

UNPAID OR LATE PAYMENT OF
UNIVERSITY FEES
The last day for registration coincides with the last day to pay
fees without penalty. A penalty of five dollars per day until $50 (or
ten class meeting days) has been reached is effected after this date.
Collection or arrangement for payment of the fees, to include penalty assessments, requires certain procedural understanding.
It shall be the responsibility of the Vice President for Student
Affairs to hear any appeal for the waiver or reduction of a late payment fee and to notify in writing the Accounting Division the exact
amount of penalty fees to be collected on students who for whatever
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reason fail to satisfy settlement of their accounts during the period
or by the last day of the penalty period.
Steps to be followed in disenrollment proceedings are as follow s:
a. Those who have not paid or arranged to pay their fees will be
sent a letter by the Associate Dean of Students approximately
five weeks after classes begin that disenrollment proceedings will
be acted on two weeks from the date of the letter. A certified
letter will be sent to parents.
b. The Vice President of Student Affairs will cause disenrollment or
other appropriate action to be invoked not later than seven weeks
after the beginning of classes.
c. A student who has been disenrolled because of delinquent accounts shall not be eligible for readmission until the next registration period provided all the indebtedness has been settled.

RESIDENCE HALL POLICIES
All unmarried first-year students entering the University directl y
from high school or preparatory school, not residing with parents,
guardians or close relatives, are required to live in University-owned
residence halls. All students in their second or more years in college
are eligible to live off-campus. Students who are assigned a room in
University residence halls will be required to sign a residence hall
contract relating to terms and conditions of occupancy for the full
academic year. Those students living off-campus will fill out an offcampus locator card as part of the registration process and will
report all changes of address as they occur. The Student Information Office maintains the locator file and provides locator information pertaining to all students.
The general policies of the contract are listed below.

Who May Live In?
Only full-time students may live in residence halls unless written
permission is granted by an Associate Dean of Students. However,
change from full-time status to part-time during the period of the
contract does not constitute cancellation of the contract.

Right Of The University To Cancel
The University reserves the right to refuse admission or readmission to residence halls or to cancel the contract during the academic
year for the student's failure to meet University requirements,
policies or regulations. In such cases there will be no refund of
prepaid rent. In the event accommodations assigned to the student
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are destroyed or otherwise made unavailable and the University does
not furnish other accommodations, the contract shall terminate, all
rights and liabilities of the parties hereto shall cease, and rental
payments previously made shall be refunded on a prorated basis.

Assignment Of The Contract
The Residence Hall Contract is personal and may not be
transferred or assigned to another person. The room may not be
sublet.

Assignment Of Rooms
Except in the Clemson House where two, three, or four students
may be assigned to rooms or suites, all other residence hall rooms
are to be occupied by two (2) students. In case one of the occupants
moves from the room, the student(s) who remains agrees to accept
an assigned roommate or move to another room upon request.
Where there is only one student assigned , the room must be maintained in a manner that will allow another student to move in immediately. The University reserves the right to make all hall and
room assignments, and to require assignment changes considered advisable or necessary. The University also reserves the right to assign
students to temporary accommodations such as converted study
rooms in the event regular rooms are not available. Room
assignments are made without regard to race, creed, color or
national origin .

Room Changes
Students may submit requests for room changes durin g
designated periods. No room change applications will be accepted
until after the last day for registration for that particular semester
or summer session. A charge of $25.00 may be levied against
students moving out of, into or within residence halls without having
written authorization from the Residence Halls Office.

Responsibility For Personal Property
The University does not assume any legal obligation to pay for
the loss of or damage to items of personal property of residents
which occurs in its buildings or on its grounds . Students or their
parents are encouraged to carry appropriate insurance to cover sucli
losses.

Responsibility For The Room
The student is responsible for the condition of the assigned room
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and shall reimburse the University for all damage to the room, and
damage to, or loss of, fixtures, furnishings, or properties furnished
under the contract. Each resident will be required to complete a Student Room Property Certificate within 24 hours after occupancy and
turn it in to his Resident Assistant. When occupancy is terminated ,
it is necessary to obtain room clearance. This will be accomplished
by a staff member of the Residence Halls Office who will inspect
the room, and relieve the occupant of responsibility for the room or
assess for damages or missing property. A charge of $25 .00 may be
levied against students transferring University owned property within
or between residence halls .

Responsibility For Communal Property
(Hallways, baths, stairwells, elevators, lounges, studies, utility
rooms and kitchens .) Residents are expected to take every precaution to assure that communal property is not abused. In halls or sections where the University has determined that the majority of the
residents are tolerating undue abuse of University property and the
responsible individual(s) cannot be identified, upon proper written
warning, all such residents will be held responsible for paying a
prorated share of the cost of repairing such damages.

Inspections
Inspections for sanitary and safety conditions, unauthorized
property and property damage, will be conducted by Resident
Assistants or Residence Halls Office staff members who must announce the time of the inspection at least twenty-four (24) hours in
advance. Spot inspections will be conducted by authorized U niversity employees for necessary repair and maintenance in order to maintain University property.

Search and Seizure
The University reserves the right for appropriate officials to
search individuals' rooms in cases where there is reasonable ground
fo r suspicion, supported by circumstances sufficiently strong, to
cause a student or employee to believe that the occupant has
secreted within the room, property the possession of which is a violation of University Policy or Student Regulations . If such property is
discovered, the University may seize and hold it until proper disposition of the case has been made. Searches will be authorized by a
written warrant of intent particularly describing the place to be
searched and the property to be seized . The warrant will be carried
on the person of the searching official , and will be signed by one of
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the following: one of the Associate Deans of Students, the Director
of Residence Halls, or in their absence by one of the· Executive or.
ficers of the University. Searches will be conducted after presentation of such a warrant to the occupant, and will be carried out in
his/her presence. Searches by officials without a warrant of intent,
or searches made without the presence of the occupant, will be made
only in cases of extreme emergency when there is manifest danger of
injury to individuals or University property. Searches for contraband, the possession of which is a violation of State or Federal law,
will be conducted by appropriate State or Federal officials.

Visitation
Limited v1s1tation, defined as periods when members of the opposite sex are allowed in rooms, will be available in residence halls
Sunday through Thursday from 12:00 noon until 11 :00 p.m. and
Friday and Saturday from 12:00 noon until 2:00 a.m. Visitation
hours may be decreased or eliminated in each residence by , a majority vote of all residents in a referendum called by petition of ten percent of the residents. Specific regulations for implementation of the
Visitation Program will be posted and distributed in each residence
hall at the beginning of the fall semester. All persons will be held
responsible for complying with Visitation Regulations applicable to
the visited residence hall. Those who by their acts violate visitation
regulations or state or municipal law are subject to prosecution in
civil court, student courts, residence hall eviction, fines and/or
suspension-dismissal. The Administration reserves the right to alter
or terminate the visitation program if the program is determined by
the Administration not to be in the best interest of the University.

Antennas
Exterior antennas are not permitted. The only exception is on
the ledges of Johnstone Hall, where only small "rabbit ear" antennas are allowed.

Bulletin Boards
Residents are responsible for information posted on hall bulletin
boards. These boards will be maintained by Resident Assistants and
will contain notices covering University policies and activities.

Cooking-Food Preparation
Fire safety and sanitation requirements prohibit cooking in any
area within the residence halls, except kitchenettes or kitchens which
are specifically designed for such use. Possession of cooking
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appliances other than thermostatically controlled percolators will
result in the occupant being assessed $25.00. All foods must be kept
in tightly closed metal or plastic containers.

Electrical Equipment
No student shall alter or repair electrical equipment or fixtures
which belong to the University. Defects in electrical equipment
should be reported to Resident Assistants. Personal electrical equipment authorized for use in individual rooms include TV sets, radio,
and hi-fi equipment, fans and thermostatically controlled coffee percolators. Refrigerators whose electrical requirements are no more
than 60 watts and measure no more than 3.5 cubic feet are also permitted. Electrical equipment such as blankets or pads, irons, razors,
hair dryers, hair curlers, toothbrushes, lamps, clocks and musical instruments are acceptable provided such devices do not exceed the
amperage limits of the circuits, or create a hazard due to the
manner by which they are connected.

Firearms, Explosions And Inflammables
The possession or use of firearms, slingshots, explosives, inf1ammable f1uids, dangerous chemical mixtures or propelled missiles is
prohibited.

Fire Safety
The sounding of false fire alarms and tampering with fire
fighting or safety equipment to include extinguishers, hoses, exit
signs and the alarm system is prohibited. Those suspected of such
offenses are subject to prosecution in civil courts and separation
from the University.

Keys
Room keys for Johnstone, Donaldson, Bowen, Wannamaker,
Bradley, and Norris will be issued from the Student . Information Office above the Loggia of Johnstone Hall. All other room keys will
be issued from the control desk of the individual residence hall. A
$1.00 key deposit is required and will be returned to the student
when occupancy is terminated. When a key is lost, a replacement
may be issued with a $ 1.00 deposit. However, the original deposit
will be forfeited. All room keys are property of the University and
may not be duplicated. Students may not possess room keys other
than ones to their assigned rooms.

Mail
Students residing in residence halls must rent boxes at the
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University Post Office. Box rental application will be sent to all
students during the month of July. Students are urged to return the
application immediately with the fee for the box rental. All correspondents should be notified as soon as the box number is known.
U. S. Mail will not be delivered to rooms.

Overnight Guests
All overnight guests must be registered with the Resident Assistant. Overnight visitors for more than two consecutive nights in
residence halls must have written permission from the Residence
Halls Office or the Associate Dean of Students (Women). Residents
are responsible for the conduct of their visitors and must be present
for the duration of the visit.

Pets
Pets are not permitted in residence halls.

Quiet Hours
Quiet hours are in effect twenty-four hours a day. Strict quiet
hours are in effect from 7:00 p.m. until 8:00 a.m . each day except
Fridays and Saturdays. The Dormitory Council with a 2/ 3 vote of
dormitory residents may extend, curtail, or suspend strict quiet
hours provided the results are posted on the bulletin boards and
registered with the official responsible for the residence hall. Strict
quiet hours shall be in effect in all halls twenty-four hours a day for
a minimum of seven days before final examinations and continue
through the end of the examination period.

Residence Violations
Residence violation notices constitute administrative written
notice concerning infractions of Residence Hall Policies. These slips
are issued by the Resident Assistants or others designated by the Office of Student Affairs. Infractions of Residence Halls Policies may
be dealt with administratively, or Residence Violations may be
turned over to the Attorney General of the Student Body for use as
evidence in disciplinary proceedings.

Roofs and Ledges
Roofs and ledges of residence halls are "off limits" except where
sun decks are provided.

Security
(a) Visitors at residence halls must enter and exit only by the
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main entrance to the hall unless special permission has been secured
from the official in charge of the residence hall.
(b) Residents who leave by locked security doors are responsible
for leaving the doors in a locked position.
(c) Residents are urged to lock their windows and doors during
periods of absence. During holiday periods additional precautions
should be taken to include removing small portable items and
closing curtains or shades. Any losses should be reported to the
University Department of Security and the Residence Halls Office.

Sports Area
Athletic activities are to be confined to areas designated for such
use. No athletic games may be played in areas adjacent to residence
halls during strict quiet hours.

Soliciting
Soliciting, canvassing, or the use of residence halls as a location
for selling is prohibited unless written permission is granted by the
Associate Dean of Students.

Waste Disposition
All waste paper and other trash must be deposited in the waste
baskets or trash chutes. Littering or improper disposition of trash is
not permitted .

Water-Filled Furniture
Waterbeds and other pieces of water-filled furniture are not permitted because of the problems of water damage and weight.

Other Policies
In addition to these policies certain residence halls require
regulations peculiar to each of them. Such policies will be distributed at the beginning of the fall semester. Also, the Student
Handbook contains other Administrative Policies and Acts of the
Student Senate for which all students are charged with having
knowledge of and complying with. Copies of this handbook are
available in the Office of the Associate Dean of Students.

UNIVERSITY SAFETY POLICY
Safety is of vital importance in all University activities. Although
the University attempts to eliminate unsafe conditions through an active safety program, the safety of any individual cannot be guaranteed
unless everyone becomes concerned personally in this matter.
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All students are required to abide by published directives and oral
instructions given by properly identified University officials who are
performing their duties. Any person discovering an accident or fire on
University property is urged to notify immediately the Redfern Health
Center (656-2233) in case of illness or injury, and the Department of
Security in case of fire (656-2211) or if police (656-2222) are needed .
Also, upon discovery of a dangerous condition notify the University Safety coordinator at the Personnel Division, (656-2426).

GENERAL SAFETY
The following safety regulations are emphasized because
numerous students have been injured in recent years from the
related causes:
I. Persons participating in informal, intramural, or varsity
athletic activities will wear appropriate personal protective equipment, as recommended by the Director of Intramural Sports,
Athletic Department.
2. Persons participating in athletics will play only in areas
designated for that purpose. Injury can result from activities on unprepared areas such as lawns, parking lots, streets and public areas.
3. Organization initiations will take place only on the University campus. The practice of forcing initiates to eat or drink various
concoctions which could choke or poison them is prohibited. Any
marking of the skin will be done only by use of materials intended
for cosmetic purposes. Physical abuse will not be tolerated.
4. Chemical experiments are to be conducted only in supervised
laboratory areas. Under no circumstances will chemicals be removed
from laboratory areas for the purpose of unsupervised experimentation . Laboratory type chemicals are prohibited in residence halls.
Explosive materials will not be brought on Clemson University
property unless written request is approved by the Chief of Security
and the Safety Coordinator.
5. In addition to items listed in Section VII , Motor Vehicle
Regulations, all persons are reminded that a 15 M.P.H. speed limit
is imposed on streets in the central part of ther campus. Drivers are
requested to avoid driving in areas of heavy pedestrian traffic, especially during intervals between class periods. Motorcyclists will use
head protection and eye protection as prescribed by State
regulations.

FIRE SAFETY
All students attending Clemson University shall be required to
abide by regulations prescribed by the State Fire Marshal. A p-
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propriate disciplinary measures will be administered in order that
persons and property are protected from fire.
I . Tampering with fire fighting equipment when no emergency
exists is damaging or destroying public property and will be dealt
with accordingly. Any person guilty of sending a false fire alarm will
be turned over to the appropriate judicial authority, and will be permanently ineligible to return to Clemson University .
2. Residence hall foyers, stair landings, and hallways will be
kept clear of unauthorized items such as furniture, curtains, bicycles,
and storage containers. No item may be placed in such a way that
emergency evacuation of the building is impeded .
3. Decorations of all types, including homecoming displays shall
be constructed of flame retardant material. Curtains to be used in
dormitory rooms shall be treated with flame retardant.
4. Christmas trees must not be placed indoors any longer than
14 days prior to the Christmas holidays . All trees shall be removed
from buildings before occupants vacate during the holidays. Trees
over 4 feet high must be treated with a flame retardant.
5. No flammable liquids shall be permitted inside residence halls
except standard containers of lighter fluid.
6. No candles or open flame devices, except cigarette lighters,
shall be permitted inside residence halls.

PROCEDURE FOR MEETING EMERGENCY
IN UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE HALLS
Upon Discovery of Fire
I. In residence halls and other University buildings, go to the
pull box nearest the fire and activate the alarm system . Activation
of the system will signal the University Department of Security and
will sound an evacuation alarm throughout the building.
2. If practical, isolate the fire by closing doors in the vicinity .
3. Residence hall occupants should use good judgment in any
attempt to extinguish the fire. In case of sma·II trash fires where there
is little heat or smoke, use water type extinguishing equipment if it
is available in the area. Ask your resident counselor specifically
about the fire equipment and procedures in your area.
In case of fires in electrical apparatus, cut off the power supply.
Never use water on electrical fires. If a large degree of heat and
smoke has accumulated do not attempt to fight the fire. Your personal safety is at stake. Evacuate immediately.
4. When firemen arrive, inform them about the type of fire and
its location, and also about the possibility of persons entrapped by
the fire.
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Unless the firemen authorize you to assist in evacuation or
handling fire fighting equipment, go to your designated evacuation
area and remain there until the firemen give permission to return to
the building.

Evacuation When Alarm Is Sounded
Evacuation of residence halls is mandatory when a fire alarm
sounds. This regulation is an order of the State Fire Marshal and
will be enforced at Clemson University by the Office of Student Af.
fairs. Persons who fail to evacuate a building when the alarm sounds
will be in violation of this regulation.
I. When the alarm sounds, close any open windows in your
rooms. Leave your room lights on but cut off radios, fans, and other
electrical equipment. If possible, take a damp hand towel with you
in case of smoke or heat along the evacuation route.
2. If your room door is closed, do not open it until you feel the
surface. If there is heat present, remain in your room and wait for
assistance. Open the window if breathing becomes difficult. Your
room door is fire resistive and will protect you as long as it remains
closed. If there is no heat present, open the door slowly and leave
the room, going out by way of recommended fire evacuation routes.
When encountering smoke or heat, keep your head down and crawl
if necessary along the clearest evacuation route.
3. Upon leaving the building, go to your assigned area and remain there until you are given permission to return to the buildings.
Fire monitors and assistant fire monitors will be appointed for
each hall. Each monitor will assign a certain area to which his hall
will evacuate. This area will be located at least 50 feet from the
building. Roll call will be taken and confirmed to the ranking
fireman at the scene.
In the absence of the fire monitor and assistant fire monitor, the
first student on a hall to discover a fire or hear the fire alarm, will
assume the responsibility of fire monitor and order immediate
evacuation of the building.

Fire Alarms
In every complex there exist a small number of persons who send
false alarms. Clemson University regrets that such individuals occasionally are found on the campus. These individuals threaten the
safety of all persons protected by our fire department and disrupt
campus activities by causing unnecessary evacuation of buildings.
Therefore, it behooves all persons in University buildings to be on
the lookout for anyone tampering with pull boxes or other parts of
the alarm system.
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Section 16-560 Code of Laws-State of South Carolina,
Misdemeanor to Interfere with Fire and Police Alarm Boxes. Any
persons who shall willfully, maliciously or mischievously interfere
with, cut or injure any pole, wire, insulator or alarm box, give a
false alarm from such box or break the glass in such box of any fire
or police system in this State or any of the appliance or apparatus
connected therewith shall be guilty of a misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be sentenced to hard labor in the State Penitentiary or
on the chain gang for a term of not less than sixty days or the payment of a fine of not more than two hundred dollars.

UNIVERSITY DRUG POLICY
Clemson University recognizes that drug abuse is one of the
major problems confronting our society. Within the University community, services are available to reduce the problems normally
associated with drug abuse. Students with drug problems may seek
professional assistance through the Student Health Service or the
Counseling Center. This help includes sanctioned, confidential
counseling and advice.
Although the University recognizes the need for providing
remedial services, it does not intend to shelter per~ons who violate
State or Federal drug or narcotics. laws. University officials will assist
and cooperate with law enforcement personnel as they perform their
duties in controlling drug abuse. Students convicted of state or
federal laws are subject to further disciplinary action by the University.

STUDENT RECORDS POLICY
Non-public student records maintained by Clemson University
will be released only on the consent of the student with the exception of reports sent to parents and to high schools and of academic
records requested by properly identified representatives of
governmental agencies having the power to require the University to
produce specified records.

CLASS RING POLICY
Official Clemson University class rings with designs available for
both men and women are on sale at the Clemson Book Store.
University policy restricts the sale and delivery of the official
ring to graduates and to those students currently enrolled having a
minimum of 95 semester hours.
Candidates for the Associate in Arts Degree are eligible for
delivery of their rings following completion of registration in the
semester in which they are a candidate for the degree.
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USE OF THE LIBRARY
An ID card with the current semester validation sticker must be
presented in order to check out books from the library.

POLICY FOR THE EDITOR AND STAFF
OF THE CHRONICLE
The Chronicle is the variety magazine published for the Clemson
University Student Body. As such , it is recognized as a legitimate
student activity sponsored by the University and responsible to the
President through the Vice President for Student Affairs. Th e
Chronicle belongs to the University and is financed in large measure
by student University fees.
'!"he University Administration does not intend to censor contents
of The Chronicle: nonetheless, the variety magazine, as an official
publication, will be expected to observe in its pages ordinary rules of
accuracy and canons of good taste. Concerning accuracy, verification of data and information to be presented as fact should be
sought and will be freely given. Concerning good taste, the
assistance of appropriate faculty or administrative advisers should be
sought prior to the printing of questionable material.
Editors of student co~munications media are expected to know
and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion of
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the University Counsel should be sought prior to publication of
potentially libelous material.
As a publication f?r the Clemson University Student Body, The
Chronicle should provide a broad forum for the full range of opinion
from the student body generally, and especially from elected leaders
of the student body and its various components.
In journalistic as well as academic tradition , conflicting opinion s
should be given prominence so the reader can best judge for himself
the truth. Invitation should be made to student leaders so that conflicting opinion can be published simultaneously with the views of
The Chronicle staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions of
opinion should be clearly designated as expressions of opinion to
avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.
Student publications are read by families as well as students, and
therefore substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as the explicit
description or illustration of either nudity or sexual acts .
The Editor-In Chief of The Chronicle is responsible for the entire contents of the publication. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may result in suspension of the publication.

POLICY FOR THE EDITOR AND STAFF OF TAPS
Taps is the yearbook published for the Clemson University Student J3ody. As such, it is recognized as a legitimate student activity
sponsored by the University and responsible to the President
through the Vice President for Student Affairs. Taps belongs to the
University and is financed in large measure by student University
fees.
The University Administration does not intend to censor contents
of Taps; nonetheless, the yearbook, as an official publication, will be
expected to observe in its pages ordinary rules of accuracy and
canons of good taste. Concerning accuracy, verification of data and
information to be presented as fact should be sought and will be
freely given. Concerning good taste, the assistance of appropriate
faculty or administrative advisers should be sought prior to the printing of questionable material.
Editors of student communications media are expected to know
and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion of
the University Counsel should be sought prior to publication of
potentially libelous material.
As a publication for the Clemson University Student Body, Taps
should provide a broad forum for the full range of opinion from the
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student body generally, and especially from elected leaders of the
student body and its various components.
In journalistic as well as academic tradition, conflicting opinions
should be given prominence so the reader can best judge for himself
the truth. Invitation should be made to student leaders so that conflicting opinion can be published simultaneously with the views of
Taps staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions of
opinion should be clearly designated as expressions of opinion to
avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.
Student publications are read by families as well as students, and
therefore substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as the explicit
description or illustration of either nudity or sexual acts.
The Business Manager of Taps is responsible for the entire contents
of the publication. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may
result in suspension of the publication.

POLICY FOR THE EDITOR
AND STAFF OF THE TIGER
The Tiger is the newspaper published for the Clemson University
Student Body. As such, it is recognized as a legitimate student activity sponsored by the University and responsible to the President
through the Vice President for Student Affairs. The Tiger belongs to
the University and is financed in large measure by student University fees.
The University Administration does not intend to censor contents
of The Tiger; nonetheless, the newspaper, as an official publication,
will be expected to observe in its pages ordinary rules of accuracy
and canons of good taste. Concerning accuracy, verification of data
and information to be presented as fact should be sought and will be
freely given. Concerning good taste, the assistance of appropriate
faculty or administrative advisers should be sought prior to the printing of questionable material.
Editors of student communications media are expected to know
and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion of the
University Counsel should be sought prior to publication of potentially
libelous material.
As a publication for the Clemson University Student Body, The
Tiger should provide a broad forum for the full range of opinion
from the student body generally, and especially from elected leaders
of the student body and its various components.
In journalistic as well as academic tradition, conflicting opinions
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should be given prominence so the reader can best judge for himself
the truth. Invitation should be made to student leaders so that connicting opinion can be published simultaneously with the views of
The Tiger staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions of
opinion should be clearly designated as expressions of opinion to
avoid any possibility of misunderstanding.
Student publications are read by families as well as students, and
therefore substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as the explicit
description or illustration of either nudity or sexual acts .
The Editor of The Tiger is responsible for the entire contents of
the publication. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may
result in suspension of the publication.

POLICY FOR THE DIRECTOR AND STAFF
OF RADIO STATION WSBF
WSBF is the radio broadcasting station operated for the Clemson University Student Body under license granted by the Federal
Communications Commission. As such, it is recognized as a
legitimate student activity sponsored by the University and responsible to the President through the Vice President for Student Affairs.
WSBF belongs to the University and is financed by student University fees.
The University Administration does not intend to censor broadcasts of WSBF; nonetheless, the station will be expected to observe
on its broadcasts ordinary rules of accuracy and canons of good
taste. Concerning accuracy, verification of data and information to
be presented as fact should be sought and will be freely given.
Concerning good taste, the assistance of appropriate faculty or administrative advisers should be sought prior to the broadcast of
questionable material.
Directors of student communications media are expected to
know and comply with the existing laws governing libel. The opinion
of the University Counsel should be sought prior to the broadcast of
potentially libelous material.
As a radio broadcasting station of the Clemson University Student Body, WSBF should provide a broad forum for the full range
of opinion from the student body generally, and especially from
elected leaders of the student body and its various components.
In broadcasting as well as academic tradition, conflicting
opinions should be given prominence so the listener can best judge
for himself the truth. Invitation should be made to student leaders
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so that conflicting opinion can be broadcast simultaneously with the
views of WSBF staff.
A sharp line of distinction should be made between factual
reporting and expressions of opinion. Editorials and expressions of
opinion should be clearly designated as expressions of opinion to
avoid any possibility of misunderstanding by the public.
WSBF is received by families as well as students, and therefore
substantial vulgarity must be avoided as well as the explicit description of either nudity or sexual acts.
The Program Director of WSBF is responsible for the entire
contents of any broadcast. Failure to properly meet this responsibility may result in suspension of the operation of the station.

POLICY FOR THE HEAD CHEERLEADER
AND VARSITY CHEERING SQUAD
The Acts of the Student Senate provide for the selection of the
Head Cheerleader and the Cheering Squad. As such, the Cheering
Squad is recognized as a legitimate student activity sponsored by the
University and responsible to the President through the Vice President for Student Affairs. The Cheering Squad represents the University and is financed by student University fees.
The University Administration expects the Head Cheerleader as
well as the entire Cheering Squad to have at all times the highest
standards of conduct, in acts, words, and deeds. The University Administration does not wish to interfere with the right of freedom of
speech; nonetheless , the Cheering Squad, as an official representative
of the University will be expected to observe in its cheers and
remarks the canons of good taste. Profanity , vulgarity, to include
vulgar gestures, and improper statements should be avoided. The
Head Varsity Cheerleader is responsible for all material used at
games. The advice of appropriate administrative advisers should be
sought prior to the use of questionable cheers or remarks.
As the representative of the Clemson University Student Body,
the Cheering Squad has one mission and that is to bring about full
support of students and spectators in an effort to help the Clemson
team play its best. Microphones or power amplified equipment
should be used only by the Head Cheerleader and only to accomplish the stated mission. Announcements not related to spirit
engendering items should not be made.
Since the Act of the Senate relative to cheerleaders is specific
about the composition of the Cheering Squad, no additional persons
whether student or non-student will be asked to participate with the
Cheering Squad .
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SCHOLASTIC
REGULATIONS
The Credit System
The semester hour is the basis of all credits. Generally, one recitation hour or three laboratory or shop hours a week for a semester
constitute a semester hour. Thus, in English IO I, English Composition,
3 er. (3,0), as you will find this subject listed in the University Catalog,
the student takes three semester hours. When he completes this course
satisfactorily, he is granted three semester credit hours on his
record . The notation, "3 er. (3.0)," means that the course carries
three credits, has three clock hours of theory or recitation per week ,
and no laboratory hours. Chemistry IO I, General Chemistry, 4 er.
(3,3), carries four semester hours, has three hours of theory, and
a three-hour laboratory period.

Semester Grades
The standing of a student in his work at the end of a semester
is based upon daily classwork, tests or other work, and the final examinations. Faculty members may excuse from the final examinations
all students having the grade of A on the work of the course prior
to the final examination, but for all other students written examinations are required in all subjects at the end of each semester, except
in certain laboratory or practical courses in which final examinations
are not deemed necessary by the department faculty.

The Grading System
The grading system is as follows:
A-Excellent. Indicates that the student is doing work of a very
high character. The highest grade given.
8-Good. Indicates work that is definitely above average, though
not of the highest character.
C-Fair. Indicates work of average or medium character.
D-Pass. Indicates work below average and unsatisfactory . The
lowest passing grade.
F-Failed. Indicates that a student knows so little of the subject
that it must be repeated in order that credit may be received.
I-Incomplete Work. Indicates that a relatively small part of the
semester's work remains undone. Grade I is not given a student who
has made a grade F on his daily work. Students are allowed thirty
days after the beginning of the next semester in which the student
is enrolled to remove the incomplete grade unless (I) an extension
of time is approved by the instructor concerned, or (2) within one
year of residence after receiving such a grade, a student repeats the
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conditioned course satisfactorily at Clemson, in which case no credit
hours taken shall be recorded for the grade of I. A student who
elects to repeat an incomplete course is responsible for notifying the
office of Admissions and Registration of his election during the
semester in which the course is taken. This regulation applies only
to the first time that a course is repeated .
In order to make up incomplete work, the student must first
obtain a permit card from the Office of Admissions and Registration.
This card serves as the authority for the removal of the I and also
as a form for reporting the final grade.
W-Withdrew. This grade indicates that the student withdrew
from the course. No credit hours taken are recorded for the grade
of W provided that the course is dropped prior to the last five weeks
of classes in the semester. A student enrolled during any part of the
last five weeks of classes shall have final grades recorded.
Pass-Fail Option. Juniors or seniors enrolled in a four-year
curriculum may take four courses '(maximum of 14 credit hours),
with not more than two courses in a given semester on a pass-failbasis. Transfer and five-year program students may take pass-fail
courses on a pro rata basis.
Required courses, courses in the major field, or courses that
are needed to fulfill departmental requirements may not be taken
pass-fail.
Letter graded courses which have been failed may not be repeated
pass-fail.
Honors Program may exercise an option as to acceptance of
pass-fail grading for Honors courses.
Registration in pass-fail courses will be handled in the same
manner as for regular enrollment. Departmental approval must be
obtained via approval form and returned to the Office of Admissions
and Registration in accordance with the University Calendar for
adding courses.
Instructors will submit letter grades to the Office of Admissions
and Registration. These grades will then be converted as follows:
A, B, C to P (pass); D, F to F (fail). Only P (minimum letter grade
of C), or F will be shown on a student's permanent record, and will
not affect the grade-point ratio.
If a student changes to a major which requires a previously
passed course, and this course has been taken pass-fail, he may
request (a) to take the course on a letter-graded basis, (b) "pass"
be changed to "C", (c) substitution of another course.
In the event limited enrollment in a class is necessary, priority
will be given as follows: (a) majors, (b) letter-graded students, (c)
pass-fail students, and (d) auditors.
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Dropping Class Work. A subject dropped after the first four
weeks of class work is recorded as "W-Withdrew ." No drops are

permitted during the last five weeks of classes.
Withdrawal from the University. A student may withdraw from
the University any time before the last five weeks of classes in the
semester without having grades recorded. A student enrolled during
any part of the last five weeks of classes shall have final semester
grades recorded.
After the first withdrawal from the University the student is
eligible to continue his enrollment the following semester, provided
he meets other applicable regulations. For each succeeding withdrawal, however, the student shall be ineligible to continue his
enrollment the following semester including any intervening summer
sessions unless there are extenuating circumstances approved by the
Committee on Admissions and Continuing Enrollment.
A student who has been credited with 90-or-more credit hours
of work taken at Clemson shall be permanently ineligible for readmission (regular or summer sessions), if at the time of withdrawal
his cumulative grade-point ratio is below the requirement for continuing enrollment.
Procedure for Withdrawal. A student who leaves the University
during any semester or summer session must officially withdraw .
The withdrawal procedure is as follows:
1. Obtain the Application for Withdrawal form s (part one and
part two) from the Associate Dean of Students (women) and have the
forms signed by a representative of the University offices listed .
2. Return the completed forms together with I.D . card , meal
ticket, and activities card to the Registrar's Office, Room I02, Sikes
Hall.
3. The Associate Dean of Students (women) in emergency situations, when notified, may initiate administrative withdrawal procedures.
Removal of Failures. A student who has failed (made a grade F)
in a subject cannot receive credit for that subject until it has been
satisfactorily repeated hour for hour in class, except that in the case
of correlated laboratory work, the number of hours to be taken shall
be determined by the instructor. Where separate grades for class
and laboratory work are given , that part of the subject shall be repeated in which the failure occurs.
Rescheduling Courses Failed. A student who wishes to reschedule
a course he has failed must do so within his next year of residence,
or, if the course is not offered during this year of residence, he
must reschedule the course the first time it is offered thereafter
during his attendance at Clemson.
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Rescheduling Courses Passed. A student may repeat a course he
has passed with a grade lower than B provided he does so with in
three semesters of residence after the completion of his original
enrollment in the course.

The Grade-Point System
Students in college are expected to make grades higher than D
which is the lowest passing grade . The grade D entitles the student
to credit for the course, but the grade C is the lowest grade which
is considered as satisfactory .
Many honors, privileges, and requirements are based upon the
student's average grade. For this reason , it is necessary that an accurate
method be followed in calculating the average grade. This is done
under a system of grade points and grade-point ratios .
Four grade points are assigned for each semester hour on which
the student receives the grade of A, three grade points for each
semester hour of grade B, two grade points for each semester hou r
of grade C, and one grade point for each semester hour of grade D.
No grade points are assigned for grades F, I, or W. In calculating a student 's grade-point ratio , the total number of grade points
accumulated by the student is divided by the total number of semester
hours taken at Clemson by the student during the semester, session,
or other period for which the ratio is calculated. The grade-point
ratio of students entering college for the first time will be determined
as follows: students entering during the summer sessions or fal l
semester will have only those courses passed for credit during the
summer sessions and / or the following fall semester counted toward
their grade-point ratio; students entering the spring semester will
have only those courses passed for credit during the spring semester
and/or the following summer sessions counted toward their gradepoint ratio. This policy does not apply to transfer students.

Academic Standards
Here are some important academic standards with which you
should be familiar. They include minimum standards which you must
meet to be eligible to return to the University for your second year,
standards for classification as a sophomore, and standards for qualification on the honor list.
Minimum Requirements for Continuing Enrollment. Listed below
are the minimum requirements for continuing enrollment from session
to session. At the end of the academic year in May, your record will
be checked by the standards to determine whether or not you are
eligible to continue your enrollment.

ACADEMIC RULES AND PROCEDURES

(a) A student who has taken a total of 12 to 59 credit hours at
Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of 1.30 or above.
(b) A student who has taken a total of 60 to 89 credit hours at
Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point ratio of 1.50 or above.
(c) A student who has taken a total of 90 or more credit hours
at Clemson must have a cumulative grade-point ratio ofl .70 or above.
A student completing a regular session has the privilege of continuing his enrollment through the immediately following summer
session at Clemson.
A student who has taken fewer than 90 credit hours at Clemson
and who fails to meet the required grade-point ratio , as indicated
in the table above, may apply for readmission after a minimum of
one semester has elapsed. A student who has taken 90 or more credit
hours and fails to meet the required grade-point ratio is permanently
ineligible for readmission.
Any exceptions to these minimum requirements for continuing
enrollment and readmission must be approved by the Admissions
Committee of the University.
Classification. All new students are classified as freshmen unless
they have attended another college prior to entrance. For those
students who have completed college work elsewhere, classification
will be based on semester hours accepted at Clemson rather than
the amount of work presented.
To be classified as a sophomore, a student must have completed
at least 30 semester hours.
To be classified as a junior, a student must have completed at
least 60 semester hours.
To be classified as a senior, a student must have completed at
least 95 semester hours.
Substantial Progress. In the preceding paragraphs the requirements
for continuing enrollment and for promotion have been outlined. It
should be pointed out, however, that the above regulations deal with
minimum requirements rather than with good progress in a college
course.
A first-year student at Clemson schedules from 16 to 19 semester
credit hours depending upon his course. Therefore, a freshman
should complete from 32 to 38 semester credit hours in the two
semesters. He should also have an average grade of C or a grade-point
ratio of 2.00 or above to be considered as making substantial progress
in his college course.
Quality Standards for Graduation. For graduation, a cumulative
grade-point ratio of 2.00 is required .
Honor List. Each spring an Honors and Awards Day program is
held honoring students who qualify for the honor list as well as those
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qualifying for special awards. To qualify for honors a student must
have a cumulative grade-point ratio of 3.00 to 3.49, and for high
honors, 3.50 to 3.79, and for highest honor 3.80 or above.
Honors Council. Under the general supervision of the Honors
Council of the University (on which there are two student representatives), Clemson's Honors Program is operated with the aim of
offering a challenge and a valuable intellectual experience to students
of superior abilities . Students join the program by invitation,
invitations being issued on the basis of predicted G PR for freshmen
and actual GPR for upperclassmen.
Honors classes are of three types: junior division classes in which
only honors students may enroll, where the whole approach is di fferent from that of a regular classroom and where enrollment is held
down to provide more individual attention; classes where honors and
regular students combine, doing the same work , but where the
honors student adds special projects which allow him to examine
his subject in depth; and classes where unusual fields of study
are introduced and which non-honors students may join only by special
permission of the instructor, such as the English Department's course
in Science Fiction for Honors Students.
The Honors Program , it is hoped, offers the intelligent student
who has the will to use his abilities effectively an opportunity to
learn both to greater depth and in wider range, than would an ordinary
classroom situation .
Information about the Honors Program is available from the
Chairman of the Honors Council, Dr . Corinne Sawyer, 416 Strode
Tower, 656-3492.
Credit Load. Except for an entering freshman , who is restricted
to the curriculum requirements of his major course, the credit load
for an undergraduate must be approved by his class adviser. The class
adviser will approve a credit load deemed in the best interest of the
student based on such factors as course requirements, grade-point
ratio, participation in other activities, and expected date of graduation.
Since grades are an important factor in determining credit loads,
the student should be guided by the following table in presenting
his schedule to his class adviser for approval :
Grade-Point Ratio
(Semester or Cumulative,
Whichever is Higher )

0.00 to 0.99
1.00 to 1.99
2.00 to 2.99
3.00 to 4.00

Recommended Maximum
Number of Semester Hours
to be Scheduled

14 to
16 to
18 to
20 to

16
18
20
22
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Reports and Records
Scholastic reports are mailed to parents four times each year,
including a preliminary statement of progress near the middle of
each semester, and a final report at the end of each semester. Copies
of the preliminary reports may be secured by freshmen from their
advisers. Permanent scholastic records are posted and kept on file
in the Office of Admissions and Registration.

Changes in Programs of Students
August 29 is the last day on which a student can complete a
change in his program of studies fall semester if the change involves
adding a new subject. Students desiring to make changes should
report to the Office of Admissions and Registration, Sikes Hall , not
later than August 28 . September 19 is the last day on which a student
can complete the process of dropping a subject without having the
subject posted on his record .

Preliminary Report
Copies of the preliminary reports are mailed to parents and
distributed locally to the student and the Dean of the College or
School under which the student is taking his major course. No
permanent record is made of this report as it is only a preliminary
statement of the student's progress midway through the semester.
The following grading system is used on the prelimin ary reports:
I-Superior (A grade)
2-Satisfactory (8 and C grades)
3-Unsatisfactory (D and F grades)

Semester Report
Copies of the semester reports are mailed to parents and distributed locally to the student and the Dean of the College or School
under which the student is taking his major course. At the end of
the first semester of the freshman year, a copy of the student's report
is also mailed to his high school principal. These grades are also
posted on the student's permanent scholastic record in the Office
of Admissions and Registration .

CHEATING AND GENERAL
CLASSROOM DISHONESTY
First Offense
A student guilty of a first offense of cheating, whether within the
classroom or involving outside assignments, will receive a grade of "F"
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in the course involve~; will be per_manently debarred ~ro~ ~embership
in any honorary society; and will be permanently mehg1ble for any
college honors list.
The student will be placed on strict probation for twelve months
during which he may not represent the University in any public activity,
may not serve on the staff of any college approved publication and may
not hold or be a candidate for a student government office.
Should circumstances warrant, the student may receive either
suspension for one or more academic semesters or permanent dismissal.
Recommendation for suspension or dismissal shall be made to the
President (via the Dean of the University by the student's instructor,
department head, and school or college dean).
A copy of the final report will become a part of the Registrar's files.

Second Offense
A student guilty of a second offense of cheating will be promptly
and permanently dismissed from Clemson .

Procedure
(a) When, in the opinion of an instructor , a student has committed
an act involving academic dishonesty , the instructor will so inform the
student in private.
(b) The instructor will then notify his department head, who shall
notify the Dean of the University in writing through the Dean of the
School or College. The Dean of the University will implement
prescribed penalties.
(c) The Dean of the University will notify the student and his
parents or guardians, the instructor concerned , the department head,
the appropriate deans, the Dean of Student Affairs , and the Registrar
of any action taken involving academic dishonesty .

Appeals
(a) The Student may appeal to the Dean of the School or College in
which the incident occurred , provided such appeal is made within seven
working days following the date of the notification. The Dean shall
refer the appeal with an appropriate recommendation to the President
(via the Dean of the University).
(B) A candidate for graduation, being charged with academic dishonesty when time will not allow the case to be decided through normal
channels, may appeal directly to the Dean of the University, who shall
make recommendations to the President.

CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY
The new class attendance policy will be distributed at the beginning
of fall semester.
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CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TRAFFIC CODE
General Information
In the interest of safe and courteous vehicular operation and in
an effort to create the best possible situation for those students who
are authorized to bring vehicles on the campus, the Board of
Trustees of Clemson University, in accordance with the power
granted to it by Section 22-232 of the Code of Laws of South
Carolina, 1962, has enacted the ordinances hereinafter set forth. A
student bringing a vehicle on the campus should realize this is a
privilege and carries with it a responsibility. Therefore, students
must familiarize themselves with these ordinances, as they will be
held accountable for infractions thereof. The student vehicle registration and traffic ordinances are administered by the Student Affairs and
Traffic Office currently scheduled to be located at the Old Post Office
(Federal Building). Telephone: 656-2270.
Vehicle permits may be secured at the Traffic Office from 8:00
a.m . to 12:00 noon , and from I :00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday. It will be a student's responsibility to see that an
application is processed and a permit issued during the period of
matriculation.
Unless otherwise specified, students must obtain permits from
the Department of Security to park in a dormitory quadrangle or
service ramp. Thirty minutes timed parking for Post Office use only
has been authorized to all students on the lower quadrangle between
Dormitories E and F. This time zone will be in effect 24 hours.
As with all other indebtedness to the University, no student will
be allowed to re-enroll or receive a diploma until all fines have been
paid. Experience has shown that it is in the best interest of the student to settle all fines as soon as possible after assessed penalties
have been determined.
Chapter I

General Provisions

1-1

The following ordinances shall be known as the
Traffic Code of Clemson University, hereinafter
referred to as the Code.

1-2

The provisions of the Code shall govern the activities of all persons and vehicles on the Clemson ·
University campus as defined in Chapter I , Section
l-4(m) .

1-3

All prior rules, regulations and ordinances for the
control, direction, parking and general regulations
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of traffic on the campus and streets of Clemson
University are hereby repealed.
Definitions:
(a) Vehicle means every device in, upon, or by
which any person or property is or may be
transported or drawn upon a highway, except
devices used exclusively upon stationary rails or
tracks.
(b) Motor vehicle means every vehicle which is selfpropelled.
(c) Bicycle means any device propelled by human
power upon which a person may ride, supported by
two or three tandem wheels.
(d) Pedestrian means any person afoot.
(e) Driver means any person who drives, rides or is
in actual physical control of a vehicle.
(D Owner means a person who holds the legal title
of a vehicle. In the event (I) a vehicle is the subject
of an agreement for the conditional sale or lease
thereof with the right of purchase upon performance
of the conditions stated in the agreement and with
an immediate right of possession vested in the conditional vendee or lessee or (2) a mortgagor of a
vehicle is entitled to possession , then such conditional vendee or lessee, or mortgagor, shall be
deemed the owner for the purpose of this Code.
(g) Street or highway means the entire width
between boundary lines of every way publicly maintained when any part thereof is open to the use of
the public for purposes of vehicular travel.
(h) Sidewalk means that portion of a street between
the curb lines, or the lateral lines, of a roadway and
the adjacent property lines, intended for the use of
pedestrians.
(i) Intersection means the area embraced within the
prolongation or connection of the lateral curb lines
or, if none, then the lateral boundary lines of the
roadways of two highways which join one another
at, or approximately at, right angles or the area
within which vehicles traveling upon different highways joining at any other angle may come in contact.
U) Crosswalk means (I) that part of a roadway at
an intersection included within the connections of
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the lateral lines of the sidewalks on opposite sides
of the highway measured from the curbs or in
the absence of curbs from the edges of the traversable roadway; or (2) any portion of a roadway at an
intersection or elsewhere distinctly indicated for
pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings on
the surface.
(k) Traffic Control Device means all signs, signals,
markings and devices placed or erected by authority
of Clemson University or an agent of Clemson
University having authority for the purpose of
regulating, warning, or guiding traffic.
(I) Traffic means pedestrians, ridden or herded
animals, vehicles, and other conveyances either singly or together while using any highway for purposes
of travel.
(m) Parking means the standing of a vehicle,
whether occupied or not.
(n) Clemson University campus means the land,
streets, highways, grounds, buildings, statues, and
other fixtures or appurtenances within the limits of
the municipal corporation of Clemson University as
defined by Sec. 22-231 of the Code of Laws of
South Carolina, 1962.
(o) Recorder means that person commissioned by
the Governor under Sec. 22-232 of the Code of
Laws of South Carolina, 1962, to enforce the ordinances of Clemson University .
(p) Student means any person enrolled in Clemson
University either full or part time.
(q) Employee means any person, other than a student, who renders services to Clemson University
for remuneration and includes all faculty and administrative personnel in addition to those persons
commonly designated as employees.
(r) Visitor means any person, other than an
employee or student, who operates or parks a nonregistered vehicle on campus.
(s) Mid-campus means that area of the Clemson
University campus bounded by a point located on
Fort Hill Street opposite Johnstone Hall; a point
located on Fernow Street at the intersection of
South Palmetto Boulevard near the Industrial
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Engineering Building; and a point near Brackett
Hall on Calhoun Drive.
Clemson University does not guarantee parking
space.

1-5

Clemson University, its officers and employees shall
have no liability for loss or damage to any vehicle
or the contents of any vehicle brought, operated, or
parked on the Clemson University campus.

1-6

The Board of Trustees of Clemson University
hereby delegates to the Administration, the
authority: (a) to fix or amend the amount of administrative penalties imposed by Chapter VI , Article 6-1 hereof, or by Article VIII-I of the Bicycle
Code, on persons who violate provisions of either
Code; (b) to fix or amend the fees charged for
issuing any decals or permits for vehicles operated
or parked on campus. However, such actions by the
Administration shall become effective only after
notice of the action and of the provisions of such
action have been published in three (3) consecutive
weekly issues of the University student newspaper.

1-7

Registration and Campus Decals and Permits

Chapter II

All students shall be eligible to register and operate
a motor vehicle on campus regardless of their
classification or academic standing. However, those
Students whose right to register has been lawfully
revoked by Clemson University shall neither
register nor operate any motor vehicle on campus.
Any Student whose operator's license is not current,
valid, or presently in force may not operate it on
campus.

2-1

Each eligible Student shall register his or her motor
vehicle in the Traffic Office within twenty-four (24)
hours after bringing the motor vehicle on campus
and shall receive a bumper decal. The fee for
issuing a decal during the fall semester shall be two
dollars ($2.00), the fee for issuing a decal during the
spring semester and summer terms shall be one
dollar ($1.00).

2-2
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2-3

All Employees shall be eligible to register and
operate a motor vehicle on campus. However, those
Employees whose right to register has been lawfully
revoked by Clemson University shall neither
register nor operate any motor vehicle on carnpu .
Any Employee whose operator's license is not
current, valid, or presently in force may register a
motor vehicle but may not operate it on campus.

2-4

Each eligible Employee's motor vehicle shall be
registered in the Clemson University Police Station
within seventy-two (72) hours after the motor vehicle is brought on campus. A bumper decal shall be
issued without charge.

2-5

Any eligible person may register any motor vehicle
whether or not such person is the owner of such
motor vehicle, except that a student shall not register another student's vehicle. Any such person
registering a motor vehicle is responsible for the
operation of the vehicle for which the decal is
issued. A resident student shall purchase a resident
decal and park the vehicle in designated resident
zones and areas. A commuting student shall
purchase a commuter decal and park the vehicle in
commuting lots only during periods that classes are
being held or related class work is being pursued.

2-6

All student decals expire August 15th of each year.

2-7

All decals shall be firmly and permanently affixed
to the left rear bumper within twenty-four (24)
hours after issuance and shall be clearly visible.

2-8

In the event the motor vehicle does not have a
bumper on the rear, the decal shall be affixed in
such a manner that it is clearly visible from the
rear and conforms as much as possible to the location of the decal had there been a rear bumper.

2-9

A decal which is taped on the bumper or other
location shall not be considered permanently affixed
or properly displayed .
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A temporary decal authorizing special parking for
which a person would not otherwise be eligible may
be applied for by:
(a) Any person with a temporary medical problem
or temporary physical disability, (See Article 3-6 as
to a severely, physically handicapped person);
(b) Any person who expects to operate or park any
motor vehicle on the campus in the place of a
registered motor vehicle temporarily inoperable for a
period not to exceed one week. Students will obtain
temporary decals from the Traffic Office. All other
persons will obtain temporary decals from the Department of Security.

2-10

An Employee decal and a Student decal may each
be affixed on the same motor vehicle and such
motor vehicle may use the parking areas which are
permitted under either sticker in the following
situations:
(a) When the spouse of a Student is an Employee;
(b) When a parent of a Student is an Employee;
(c) When a son or daughter of a Student 1s an
Employee.
In such cases application for the Employee decal
shall be made in the name of the Employee and for
the Student decal in the name of the Student. The
Employee shall park only in those areas to which
the Employee decal is restricted; the Student shall
park only in those areas to which the Student decal
is restricted.

2-11

Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall
remove such decal from the motor vehicle to which
it is attached when:
(a) The decal has expired:
(b) The status of such person as Student or
Employee changes or terminates;
(c) The ownership of such motor vehicle 1s
transferred;
(d) Such person has been lawfully denied the
privilege of operating the motor vehicle on campus.

2-12

If a decal issued to any person under the provisions
of these regulations becomes marred, mutilated, or
obliterated, or if the bumper of the motor vehicle is
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replaced, such person shall obtain a new decal if
the original decal or satisfactory evidence of its
destruction is presented to the issuing officer. Such
decal shall be issued without charge.
2- 14

Any person to whom a decal has been issued shall
be responsible for any violation of the provisions of
the Code in which the registered vehicle is involved.

2-15

A decal issued to be affixed to one motor vehicle
shall not be affixed or transferred to another motor
vehicle. If the Student or Employee obtains a motor
vehicle replacing the one for which the decal was
issued, such Student or Employee shall obtain a
new decal by presenting satisfactory evidence to the
issuing officer that the original decal has been
removed from the original motor vehicle. Such
decal shall be issued without charge.

2-16

Any Visitor visiting the Clemson University campus
for a period of time not greater than twenty-four
(24) hours may secure from the Department of
Security or Student Traffic Office a Guest Parking
permit. Any Visitor visiting the campus for a period
of time greater than twenty-four (24) hours must
secure from the Department of Security or Student
Traffic Office a Guest Parking permit. Such permits shall be issued without charge.

2-17

The privilege of a Visitor with a permit to park on
the Clemson University campus shall not be confined to those spaces specifically marked for Visitor
parking by signs but shall extend to any legitimate
parking space. A Visitor without a permit is
restricted to those spaces specifically for Visitors.

2-18

Neither Students nor Employees shall park in
Visitor parking spaces unless they are driving a
motor vehicle owned by a bona fide Visitor who is·
visiting the campus at that time.

2-19

No contractor shall operate or park any motor
vehicle or permit his agents or sub-contractors to
operate or park any motor vehicle on the campus
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without first obtaining a special permit therefor
from the office of the Department of Security .

Parking
Failure by any person to find parking space shall
not be an excuse for a violation of these
regulations.

Chapter 111
3-1

The Traffic and Parking Committee is an advisory
committee which will make recommendations to the
Vice President for Executive Affairs concerning
traffic control including parking restrictions. The
Vice President for Executive Affairs may restrict
parking in any area of the campus to certain
categories or classifications of people. Change in
restriction of any areas from one category to
another shall be effective only after erection of appropriate signs.

3-2

No person shall park a vehicle in any areas or
spaces other than those for which the vehicle decal
is valid.

3-3

o person unless otherwise authorized by this Code
or regulations promulgated under this Code or the
Chief of Security shall park any vehicle on the campus:
(a) On or adjacent to any yellow curb;
(b) On any sidewalk;
(c) On any I awn or grassed area, except as
otherwise provided in these regulations;
(d) In any intersection;
(e) In any driveway;
(n In any crosswalk;
(g) In any loading zone;
(h) In any "No Parking" zone;
(i) In a manner that obstructs traffic;
U) In a double or multiple manner;
(k) In a manner that obstructs any sidewalk;
(I) Blocking a fire hydrant ;
(m) In any place not designated by lines or signs as
parking areas;
(n) Exceeding the posted length of time where
"time" parking is in effect (use of "time" parking
space for attending class is prohibited);
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(o) In areas of the campus which have been closed
off by the use of barricades, signs, yellow lines or
other traffic control devices;
(p) In any area of the campus which has not been
'designated as a parking area;
(q) In any reserved space;
(r) In any service vehicle space;
The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions
or under unusual circumstances, order or permit
vehicles to be parked in places or areas not
customarily used for parking.
3-5

The Chief of Security may, upon special occasions
or under unusual circumstances, temporarily appropriate for Visitor use exclusively, any parking
area normally reserved for other categories of people.

3-6

Reserve parking space for the exclusive use of any
person who has a severe physical handicap will be
determined by the Vice President for Executive Af.
fairs on recommendation of the appropriate administrative officer.

3-7

Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed
by the Department of Security, who parallel parks
a motor vehicle upon the campus where there is an
adjacent curb shall park with right-hand wheels of
such vehicle parallel with and within twelve ( 12) inches of the right-hand curb.

3-8

Every person, unless otherwise permitted or directed
by the Department of Security, who angle parks a
motor' vehicle upon the campus shall park with the
front wheels of such vehicle toward the curb or
away from the center of the roadway if there is no
curb.

3-9

If any parking space is marked off, any person who
parks a motor vehicle in such space shall park it
completely within the marked area.

3-10

Student parking in Employee parking areas shall be
allowed between the hours of 5:00 p.m. and 7:00
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a.m. Monday through Friday, and between the
hours of 5:00 p.m. Friday through 7:00 a.m. on
Monday, except as otherwise posted by signs.
No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park on
Williamson Road or on any other road immediately
adjacent to the stadium after 7:00 p.m. of the
evening prior to a home varsity football game.

3-11

No motor vehicle shall be allowed to park in the
vicinity of the coliseum and west of the stadium
after 12:00 noon of the day of a home varsity
basketball game.

3-12

No person shall abandon any vehicle on the University campus. A vehicle which has remained on the
campus parked and unused for a period of 30 days
may be presumed to be abandoned . The University
may remove any abandoned vehicle and dispose of
it as appropriate.

3-13

Operation of Vehicles

Chapter IV

Any person who operates or parks a vehicle on the
campus shall obey all stop signs, yellow or white
lines for routing traffic, speed limit signs, parking
signs, one-way street signs, traffic lights or signals,
and any other sign , indicator, marker, or signal for
the control, direction, parking and general regulation for traffic and vehicles on the campus of Clemson University including, but not confined to, lawful
hand, voice, whistle, or other commands or signals.

4-1

No student shall operate a motor vehicle on midcampus between the hours of 8: 15 a.m. to 12:00
noon and I: 15 p.m . to 4: 15 p.m . Monday through
Friday.

4-2

Any person who has an accident on the campus
shall, if the accident resulted in property damage or
personal injury, report such accident to the Department of Security, in addition to complying with
South Carolina law regarding the reporting of accidents.

4-3
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4-4

Clemson University shall place and maintain such
signs, markers, and other traffic control devices
upon its campus as shall be necessary and sufficient
to regulate, warn, or guide traffic.

4-5

No person , other than those persons who by nature
of their functions are required to do so, shall drive
a vehicle upon any pedestrian path, sidewalk
grassed area, safety zone, or any other area of the'
campus not ordinarily used for vehicular traffic.

4-6

No person , other than those persons who by nature
of their functions are required to do so, shall
operate any vehicle in or upon any area of the campus which has been closed by the use of barricades
or other traffic control devices.

4-7

Pedestrians in marked cross-walks have right of
way .

Chapter V

Procedure

5-1

The Recorder of Clemson University in accordance
with Sec. 22-232 of the Code of Laws of South
Carolina, 1962, shall have jurisdiction to try any
person charged with violation of any rule or regulation herein set forth.

5-2

Any person charged with such violation may waive
the right to trial by paying the assessed administrative penalty provided in Chapter VI.
(a) Student violators will pay the assessed penalty
in the Traffic Office.
(b) All other persons will pay the assessed penalty
at the Bursar's Office.

5-3

Any person charged with such violation who wishes
to be tried must so notify the Department of
Security or the Traffic Office as appropriate within
five (5) days, excluding Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays, following receipt of that charge. The
Department of Security or the Traffic Office as appropriate shall then notify the Recorder. A charge of
violation shall be considered received when notice of
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such charge is given to the operator of the vehicle or
placed in a conspicuous place on the vehicle.
After such notification, no further action may be
taken and no penalties may be assessed against such
person until the appellate process is completed.
The accused person shall be entitled to know the
names of the witnesses who are directly responsible for
having reported the alleged violation, or, if there are
no such witnesses to be fully informed of bhe manner
in which the alleged violation came to the attention of
the Department of Security.

5-4

5-5

The accused person shall have the right to present
evidence and a reasonable number of defense
witnesses before the Recorder and shall be given the
opportunity to hear and question adverse witnesses .

5-6

Such person shall be entitled to be accompanied and
represented by legal counsel or by lay advisor.

5-7

In all hearings before the Recorder the normal rules of
procedure shall be followed.

5-8

Penalties
When violation by any person of any rule or regulation set forth herein, or with the Bicycle Code has
been clearly established by voluntary admission or
trial , such person shall be subjected to an administrative penalty of two dollars ($2.00) with the
following exceptions:
(a) Failure to display or improper display of a
University decal or permit shall result in an administrative penalty of fifteen dollars ($15 .00);
(b) Unauthorized parking in a dormitory quadrangle or service ramp shall result in an administrative
penalty of five dollars ($5.00);
(c) Violation of mid-campus area restrictions shall
result in an administrative penalty of five dollars
($5.00).
Such penalty shall be paid:
(a) Within five (5) days of receipt of the charge of
violation, when trial is waived;

Chapter VI
6-1

6-2
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(b) Within five (5) days of the date of assessment of
the penalty by the Recorder when the right to trial
· is exercised, or within five (5) days after an appeal
is decided when the right to appeal is exercised. If a
more stringent penalty is imposed by any other Article of this Chapter, the more stringent penalty
shall be applied in lieu of the above-mentioned
penalties.
6-3

Violation of prov1s10ns of the Uniform Act
Regulating Traffic, Title 46, Chapter 7, Code of
Laws of South Carolina, 1962, as amended, may
not be settled by administrative penalty. All
violators will be cited to appear before the Recorder
who may, after trial, if the person is found guilty,
impose a sentence of not to exceed a fine of $100
or imprisonment for not more than 30 days.
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If a student violator fails to pay the assessed penalty within the five (5) day period or fails to notify
the Traffic Office within the five (5) day period of
the wish to be tried by the Recorder or fails to
appear before the Recorder after timely notification
of the wish to be tried, the administrative penalty
will be assessed and treated as an indebtedness to
the University.
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If any accused person other than a student fails to
pay the assessed penalty within the five (5) day
period or fails to notify the Department of Security
within the five (5) day period of the wish to be tried
or fails to appear before the Recorder after having
made timely notification of the wish to be tried,
then the Recorder of Clemson University shall issue
a warrant for the arrest of such accused person.
When such accused person is brought before the
Recorder, the Recorder shall set a reasonable trial
date.
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In any case in which the guilt of a person by voluntary admissions or trial of a violation of the Code
has been established and such person fails to pay
the administrative penalty prescribed for the violation within five (5) days from the time a decision
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has been rendered, such person shall, upon notice,
be required to surrender such decal or permit as has
been issued and shall have all vehicle operating,
registration, and parking privileges suspended until
such penalty is paid. Such person may re-register a
vehicle after the penalty is paid .
Any person who is guilty by voluntary admission or
trial of more than four (4) violations of the Code
during one (I) semester or more than two (2)
violations of the Code during the collective summer
terms shall, upon notice, be required to surrender
such decal or permit as has been issued and shall
have all vehicle operating, registration , and parking
privileges suspended until next August 15. Such person may re-register a vehicle after the period of
suspension ends.
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Any person whose operating, registration, parking
privileges have been suspended and who has been
requested to surrender a decal or permit may,
within five (5) days of such request, petition the
Vice President for Executive Affairs for a review.
The petition shall be in writing and shall state in a
clear and concise manner the grounds upon which
the petition is based .
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Upon receipt by the Vice President for Executive
Affairs of a petition duly submitted pursuant to the
provisions set forth in the preceding Article, said
Vice President shall examine the facts and shall,
within five (5) days, make a determination of the
merits of the grounds presented in the petition .
Upon a finding that the grounds are meritorious,
the Vice President shall order modification or
revocation of the action of the authority upon
whose order the surrender of the decal or permit
was requested and the operating and parking
privileges were suspended.

6-9

Any vehicle which is operated, or parked, on the
Clemson University campus after surrender of the
decal or permit therefor has been properly
requested shall be impounded . The person of whom

6-10
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such request was made shall be responsible for the
cost involved in removing, impounding, and storing
of the vehicle. Clemson University , its officers and
employees shall not be liable for any damage to the
vehicle occurring during or resulting from the impoundment, removal, or storage thereof.
Clemson University may, in addition to any other
remedy herein provided, remove and impound any
illegally parked or abandoned vehicle, or any vehicle found on the campus with no license plates, or
any vehicle parked in such a manner as to constitute a serious hazard to vehicular or pedestrian
traffic or to the movement or operation of
emergency equipment. The owner of such vehicle
shall be responsible for all costs involved in
removing, impounding, and storing of such vehicles.
Clemson University, its officers and employees shall
not be liable for any damage to the vehicle occurring during or resulting from the impoundment,
removal, or storage thereof.
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Any person who knowingly provides any false information concerning any matter or thing required by
the terms of these rules and regulations shall, upon
notice, be required to surrender such decal or permit as has been issued and shall have all operating
and parking privileges suspended for one full year.
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For those persons brought before the Recorder under 6-5, the fine to which such accused person may
be subjected may be increased by five dollars
($5 .00). For those offenses for which the penalty is
not specified, the Recorder may at his discretion
impose a sentence of not to exceed $ I 00 or imprisonment not to exceed 30 days .
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Bicycle Code
This Bicycle Code has been adopted to supplement the University Traffic Code in order to promulgate special regulations and
requirements governing the possession and operation of bicycles on
the Clemson University Campus.
It is urged that all persons who operate bicycles on University
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property become thoroughly familiar with the prov1s1ons of this
Code. The regulations contained herein are enforced.
In order to reduce the chances of your bicycle being stolen,
follow these precautions:
(I) Maintain a record of description and serial number.
(2) Lock your bike with a heavy chain through both wheels. If
your bike is stolen, notify the Department of Security (656-2222)
immediately.

I. General Information
(I) The Bicycle Code of Clemson University shall be applicable
to all persons who operate or park a bicycle on the University Campus.
(2) The Bicycle Code is enforced at all times to include holidays,
Saturdays and Sundays, examination periods, semester breaks and
registration periods.
(3) The responsibility of locating legal parking space rests with
the operator of the bicycle. Lack of space will not be considered a
valid excuse for violating parking regulations.
(4) The fact that a person may park or observe others parking in
violation of the regulations does not mean that the regulation is no
longer in effect.
(5) Clemson University reserves the right to change these
regulations and to add, remove, or reallocate parking areas as the
need arises.

II. Parking
(I) Where Parking is Permitted. Racks have been provided in
areas designated for bicycle parking. Prohibited areas include, in addition to those specified in the Traffic Code, any area in front and
to the side of any entrance to or exit from any building, within any
sidewalk, on any access or egress ramp, on sidewalk, steps or stairs,
in corridors, in rooms, or motor vehicle parking spaces.
(2) Locking of a Parked Bicycle. A bicycle may be chained or
locked only to a bicycle parking rack.
(3) Impounding . A bicycle may be impounded for being parked
in an unauthorized space or manner.
The owner may claim his bicycle at the Department of Security·
by providing proof of ownership and payment of a three dollar
($3.00) pickup charge. The Department of Security has the authority
to cut security chains and remove for impoundment any bicycle
parked or stored in violation of this Code.
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III. Operation of Bicycles
(I) Obed!'ence to Traffic law~. Every person operating a bicycle

upon a public street shall do so m accordance with the traffic control devices and rules of the road that are applicable to motor
vehicles under S. C. law, Clemson University Traffic Code, and
other regulations specified within this Code.
(2) Where Permitted to Operate. Mounted bicycles shall be
operated only on a roadway or bicycle path. To move a bicycle in
any area other than those specified above, the bicycle must be dismounted and walked.
(3) Operator Riding Requirements. A person mounted upon and
propelling a bicycle shall at all times have at least one hand in contact with the handlebars and his feet in contact with the pedals and
shall ride only while sitting astride upon the permanent mounted
seat or while standing.
(4) Passenger Requirements. No bicycle shall be used to carry or
transport more persons than the number for which it is designated
and equipped.
(5) Carrying Objects. The hands and feet of the bicycle operator
shall at all times be free for the operation of the bicycle. No bicycle
shall be so loaded as to obstruct the clear view of the operator or to
interfere with the operation of the bicycle.
(6) Traffic Control Devices. Traffic signals, stop signs, yield
signs and other traffic control signs facing a roadway shall apply
also to the operators of bicycles.
(7) Bicycles Operate to the Right: Upon all bicycle paths and
roadways, a bicycle shall be operated as near as practicable to the
right hand edge of the path or roadway, except:
(a) When overtaking or passing another vehicle proceeding in the
same direction when such overtaking or passing may be done in a
safe manner,
(b) When passing an obstruction,
(c) When on a bicycle path designated and posted as a one way
path,
(d) When preparing to make a left turn.
(8) Signaling. Arm signals, the same as are used in motor
vehicles not equipped with directional signals, shall be used by
operators of bicycles preparing to make a turn or change traffic
lanes.
(9) Yielding to Pedestrians. Whenever a bicycle crosses a
pathway for pedestrian travel, or a marked pedestrian crosswalk, the
operator shall yield the right of way to any pedestrian within the
areas specified.
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IV. Rules of the Road
(1) Speed Restrictions. No person shall operate a bicycle at a
speed greater than that which is reasonable and proper relative to
the traffic conditions existing at the time, or at a speed endangering
the safety of any person or property.
(2) Clinging to Motor Vehicles. No person riding a bicycle shall
attach himself, herself or the bicycle, or be attached , to any moving
motor vehicle.
(3) Riding A breast Prohibited. A person operating a bicycle
shall operate only in single file with other bicycles except for the
purpose of passing.
(4) Hand Signals. No operator shall turn from a direct course or
stop without first giving a clear hand signal that indicates the intended change. Such hand signal shall be given continuously during
the last 100 feet travelled by the bicycle prior to the change and
shall be accomplished with the left hand and arm as follows:
(a) Left turn: The hand and arm extended horizontally,
(b) Right turn: The hand and arm extended upwards,
(c) Stop or Decrease Speed: The hand and arm extended
downwards .
(5) Bicycles to the Right: No person shall operate a bicycle upon
a roadway except in the direction of the traffic flow and as near to
the right side of the roadway as practicable.

V. Required Equipment
(1) Unsafe Bicy cles. No person shall operate or park on the
Campus a bicycle that is in such an unsafe condition as to endanger
any person or property, or that is not equipped as specified by this
Code, or is provided with equipment that fails to meet the
prescribed standards of this Code.
(2) Brakes. The rear wheel of every bicycle shall be equipped
with a brake that will enable the operator to make the rear wheel
skid on dry , clean, and level pavement, except those bicycles
equipped with calibrated brakes.
(3) Lighting Equipment . Every bicycle operated during the
period between one-half hour before sunset to one-half hour after
sunrise shall be equipped with and have operating:
(a) At the front, one headlamp that shall emit a white light visible from a distance of at least 500 feet in front of the bicycle on
which it is mounted.
(b) At the rear, a red reflector at least 2 inches in diameter that
under normal conditions shall be capable of reflecting the headlamp
beams of approaching motor vehicles for all distances of approach
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for 300 feet; or a lamp capable of emitting a red light visible, under
normal conditions, at distances up to 500 feet directly to the rear of
the bicycle on which it is mounted.
(4) Warning Bell or Horn . Bicycles must be equipped with a bell
or horn device that can be heard at least I00 feet away. A siren or
whistle is not permitted.

VI. Bicycle Path Control Devices and Identification
(I) Devices to be Uniform. Traffic Control devices when used
for bicycle paths shall be uniform throughout the Campus and shall
conform to local and national standards except where the Code
specifically states otherwise.
(2) Edge Lines. Edge lines shall designate the extreme widths of
a bicycle path or dual use sidewalk. An edge line for a bicycle path
or lane shall be a single white line. An edge line for a dual use
sidewalk shall be a single broken white line. Where any of the above
routes is contiguous to a roadway, such areas shall be designated by
a double white line which shall also serve as an edge line.
(3) Regulatory Signs . All regulatory signs utilized on bicycle
paths shall conform to local and national standards.
(4) Pavement Markings . Pavement markings , either by word or
symbol, may be used in place of or in support of a standard
regulatory sign .

VII. Enforcement Procedures
(I) Assessments. Any person whose actions result in a violation
of this Code for which no other penalty is provided by the Traffic
Code shall be assessed a fine of $2.00 per violation .
(2) Pay ment of Assessments. All persons will follow the same
procedure prescribed in the Traffic Code.
(3) Trial. Alleged violators of the Bicycle Code have the same
right to trial before the Recorder as do operators of motor vehicles
as prescribed in the Traffic Code.
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USING THE CAMPUS GUIDE MAP
The Clemson University campus has two designated areas, east campus and west campus , with
the Robert Muldrow Cooper Library at the approxi mate center. Following a plan begun in 1973,
the Interior area of the campus Is closed to vehicular
traffic from 7:30 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. on days when
classes are In session. Th is creates a "pedestri an
campus" allowing safe movement of students during
class hours. The main arter ies for entering the
cam pus during th ese hou rs are off S. C. Highway
93 and Peri meter Road , wh ich together encircle
the main campus area. These entr ies to the campus
are marked with red arrows on the campus gu ide
map.
Before you enter the Clemson campus area, use
the guide map to determine If your location Is on
west campus or east campus. You may make an
east entry or west entry from both Hwy. 93 and
Perimeter Road .
Shou ld you have a question about the location
of a particular office or need further Instruction s
about how to get there, stop at Sikes Hall, located
across from Bowman Field at S. C. Highway 93
and the entrance to TIii man Hall (clock tower) and
visit the Informat ion desk just Inside the front
entrance. There Is visitor par ki ng at the Iro n!
and west side of Sikes Hall.
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0 6

Zoology ...

M 9

..... 51

Location
Name
N- 8
(President's Off ice .
Executive A ffairs.
Business and Finance,
Academic Affairs.
Development, Student
Alfalrs, Adm issions,
Student Bank and
other adm inistrative
olflces)
TIiiman Hall ...................... . M- 6
(Ag ricultural Education , Army and Air
Force ROTC , Dean ·s
Office/ Education,
Soclology
Thomas Green Clemson ... M- 7
Statue
Old Post Office Bulld lng P- 6
(Und er renovation for
Student Affairs)
Holtzendorlf YMCA ......
0- 5

1. Sikes Hall..

N- 5

LKLMMMNMLKKKJ-

5
5
6
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5

L~~~t~~~f ervlces ,
20. Sloan Tennls'Center ....
21. Fike Recreation Center ....
(lnframural Offices)
22 . llttleJohn Coliseum ....
23. Jervey Athfetlc Center ...
(Athletic Ticket Office.
Intercollegiate sports ,
IPTAY)
24. Clemson Memor ial
Stadium .. .
25. FIiter Plant ........ .
26. Sanders Hall ..
27. Geer Hell
28. Benet Hell .......
29. Young Hell
30. Cope Hall .......... .
31 . Trustee House ............ .
(Publ ic Relatlons)
32 . Fort HIii ......................
(John C. Calhoun
M anston)
33. Calhoun's Oflice .......... .
(John C. Calhoun )
34 . Sirrine Hell ...................... .
(lndustr lal Management end Textlle
Science)
35. Eerie Hall ........... .
(Chem teal
Engineering)
36 . Lee Hal l...
(Architecture)
37 . Lowry Hall. .................... ..
(Clvll Eng ineering)
38 . Freeman Hall ....................... .

;;~~~~:r

f

1

~9u~:~7~~~s ,
Vocational Med ia
Center )

N- 4
K- 4

1- 2
G- 2

H1H1H-

4
5
5
5

No.

~EY~~~~~~~~~~~erlng,
~7~:~rs~l~l?n~~earch ,
Stud ies)
42. Robert Muldrow ......
Cooper library
43 . Olin Hall ......... ... .................
(Ceramic Engineering)
44 . Hardin Hall ..
(History and
1
45. Br:C~Ye~f ~
(Chemistry end
Geology)
46. Martin Hall. ..
(Mathematics)
4 7. Kinard Laboratory
of Physics ........ .
(Physics and
Astronomy
48 . Kin ard Annex ...
(Botany end Zoology
offices and
laboretorles)
49 . Dan lel Hell ..
(liberal Arts
classrooms and
laboratorles)
50. Strode Tower ...
(Engllsh . languages,
Pol lttcal Science.
Music and Nursing)
51 . lo(Xg~~~·,1·~;·i;1 ·s~i·~ ...........

~?.:_l

I- 8

1- 9
J. 8
K- 7

L- 7

L- 8
K- 9

l•10

K- 9

J-1 0

M- 9

M-15
M-13
M-12

:~:
~~~~,~~~~~,~~~e~~~~:::::··
62. McAdams Hell ....

H- 11

52.
53 .
54 .
55 .
56.
57 .
58.
59.

63 .

1. 6
J- R

64.

J- 6

65.

1- 6
66.

F- 7

67 .

(Agr icultural
Engineering)
Newman Hell .................
(Food Industries
Lab . Agricultural
Sales)
Horticulture Green
Houses ..
Poole Agrlcultu ral
Center ...................... .
(Communications
Center, Compu ter
Center. Plant end
Animal Sciences)
Forestry and Recreation
Resources Bulldlng ...
(Forestry and Recreation and Perks
A dministration . under
construct ion)
Barre Hell ............... ..
1
1
~AJ~
under construction)
Clemson House Hotel .
Alumn i Center ....

N-11
N-12
0-12
0-13

0-12

~:~~

G•13

F-15
E-13

fn~~;~~~ron,

F- 8
G- 8

H- 8
I- 7

ences. Zoology)
Mauld lnHall ....
Barnett Hall ..
Smith Hell ................
President's Home ..
Byrnes Hall...............
Hanover House...
....
Lever Hall ....
.....
Menning Hall ........................

6

D- 8

location

41 . Rh~~~!!r~~Ceee~!~~ ···········

1- 6

H- 6

Name

39. Cook Engineering
Laboratory .....................
4
0. Rlg&~e~~::(:"8i ·8n(t ·c ·~m~····
puter Eng ineering.
Mech anical
Engineering)

68 .
69

a- a
a-

1

ALMA MATER
Where the Blue Ridge yawns its greatness;
Where the Tigers play;
Here the sons of dear Old Clemson,
Reign supreme always.
Chorus
Dear old Clemson, we will triumph
And with all our might,
That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
We will dream of great conquests
For our past is grand,
And her sons have fought and conquered
Every foreign land.
Where the mountains smile in grandeur
O'er the hill and dale
Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
We are brothers strong in manhood
For we work and strive;
And our Alma Mater reigneth
Forever in our lives.

Words by A. C. Corcoran. '/9
Music by Dr. Hugh McGarity
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